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vABSTRACT
A methodology for numerical magnetohydrodynamics simulations of star cluster
formation, accounting for all mechanisms of stellar feedback from massive stars, is
developed and used to address a range of problems regarding the formation of stars
and star clusters in giant molecular clouds (GMCs). These studies culminate in a
new theoretical framework that connects properties of GMCs to those of the star
clusters that form in them.
The simulation methodology is established and tested, and the problem of the star
formation efficiency (SFE) of molecular clouds is addressed. It is found that SFE is
set by the balance of feedback and gravity, with very weak dependence upon other
factors. A simple dimensional scaling law with cloud surface density emerges from
the complex interplay of different feedback physics. Parameter space is found where
feedback must fail, and the SFE is high, and the implications of this prediction are
explored.
The star clusters formed in the simulations are found to resemble observed young,
massive star clusters in the form of their surface brightness profiles, leading to the
hypothesis that this structure is a result of the star formation process. It is shown that
the shallow, power-law density profiles characteristic of young clusters is predicted
by the hierarchical star formation scenario.
It is shown that the SFE law, when coupled to an analytic cloud collapse model,
predicts that gas should be exhausted by highly-efficient star formation at a stellar
surface density of ∼ 105 − 106 M pc−2, consistent with the maximum observed.
A new suite of simulations is developed to specifically model GMCs in the Milky
Way. It is found that the picture of feedback-disrupted star formation is able to
account for both the normalization and the scatter in the measured SFE of GMCs in
the Milky Way, the first theory to do so.
The uncertainty in the simulated SFE due to the choice of feedback prescription is
quantified, by running a controlled methods study of several different prescriptions
in the literature. In the cloud model simulated, the choice of prescription affects the
simulated SFE at the factor of∼ 3 level, explaining discrepancies in the literature and
identifying the small-scale details of massive star formation as the main uncertainty
in cluster formation simulations.
vi
Finally, the simulation suite is extended to model massive GMCs in local spiral
galaxies, and to simulate 10 random realizations at each point in parameter space,
mapping out the stochastic nature of star cluster formation in GMCs. A model
is calibrated to the simulation results, taking the cloud bulk properties as input
parameters, and predicting the detailed properties of the star clusters formed in it.
A star cluster catalogue is synthesized from observed GMCs in M83, and good
agreement is found with observed star cluster properties, including the fraction of
stars in bound clusters, the maximum cluster mass, and the distribution of cluster
sizes.
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NOMENCLATURE
 . Star formation efficiency, the fraction of initial GMCmass converted to stars
at a given time.
 f f ,obs . The observational proxy for  f f , as inferred from available observational
tracers of gas and stellar mass.
 f f . Per-freefall star formation efficiency, the fraction of available gas mass con-
verted to stars per freefall time.
int . Integrated star formation history, the mass of initial GMC mass converted to
stars at the end of star formation.
obs . Observational proxy of  , ie. the current mass fraction of stellar mass as
inferred from observational tracers of gas and stellar mass.
AMR. Adaptive Mesh Refinement, a technique for solving the equations of hy-
drodynamics in the Eulerian frame with a nested grid structure that can be
refined where greater accuracy is needed..
GMC. Giant molecular clouds, the large (∼ 10−100 pc), massive (∼ 104−107M)
gas structures that host the majority of star formation in galaxies.
IMF. The stellar initial mass function, the empirical distribution of masses of
young stars.
ISM. The interstellar medium, the gas and plasma that exists between stars within
a galaxy.
MFM. Meshless Finite-Mass, a mesh-free, Lagrangian Godunov scheme for solv-
ing the equations of compressible (magneto-)hydrodynamics..
MHD. The behaviour of an electrically-conductive fluid in the presence of a mag-
netic field.
SFE. Star formation efficiency.
SFH. Star formation history, ie. star formation rate as it varied over time.
SFR. Star formation rate.
Star cluster. A collection 12 or more spatially- and kinematically-correlated stars
that have higher local stellar density than the surrounding galactic field, and
may or may not be gravitationally bound.
Stellar feedback. The various mechanisms by which stars inject mass, momentum,
and energy into their surroundings.
1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 History and Motivation
The origins of star is a problem at the heart of astrophysics. Whether one wishes
to understand the galaxies that they compose, or the planets that they host, most
astrophysical questions require some understanding of where stars came from, at
some level. Yet for all its importance, a comprehensive theory of star formation that
explains where and when stars form, in what quantity, at what rate, and with what
individual stellar masses has not been achieved.
The most striking characteristic of the conversion process from gas to stars, and the
most important clue about its nature, is its inefficiency. Gravity is the only force
that could conceivably collapse objects from the density of the interstellar medium
(ISM), nH ∼ 1 cm−3, to stellar densities, ∼ 1023 times greater, and it acts on the
free-fall time:









where ρ is the characteristic density of the system. It is then natural to presume that
this is the timescale for the conversion of gas into stars, ie. the star formation rate
should be simply ÛM? = Mgas/t f f . In nearly all observed conditions, the time-scale
of gas depletion implied by star formation rates is far longer than this, typically by
a factor of ∼ 100 (Kennicutt and Evans, 2012). The first hint of this inefficiency
is present in the seminal work of Schmidt (1959), who found that the depletion
time of gas due to star formation in the Solar neighbourhood is on the order of
1 Gyr, much longer than the galactic dynamical time tdyn ∼ 30 Myr. With the
advent of radio astronomy, it was realized that HII regions in our Galaxy, associated
with emission from massive (and thus young) stars, are tightly correlated with sites
of bright emission of the rotational transitions of CO, now called giant molecular
clouds (GMCs). These clouds were known to be cold and highly Jeans unstable,
and the first efforts to model them dynamically found evidence that they were in a
state of free-fall collapse (Goldreich and Kwan, 1974). However, Zuckerman and
Evans (1974) pointed out that the star formation rates of GMCs, too, fall well short
2of the expectation of star formation on a freefall time. Specifically, if we introduce
the per-freefall star formation efficiency  f f , such that




observations of Milky Way GMCs were consistent with  f f ∼ 1%. It was thus
argued that GMCs are somehow supported against free-fall collapse, and thus could
potentially be long-lived, quasi-equilibrium objects.
The first working theory for inefficient star formation in GMCs invoked the magnetic
support of GMCs against gravity. A picture emerged inwhich gas inGMCs is largely
supported against collapse by the magnetic field, with the star formation rate set by
the rate at which mass can flow across magnetic fields lines due to the imperfect
coupling of ions and neutral gas (Mestel and Spitzer, 1956). Once sufficiently
decoupled from the magnetic field, the neutral gas would undergo rapid collapse as
a singular isothermal sphere (Shu, 1977), but the initial decoupling process would
be the rate-limiting step. The timescale for this process, ambipolar diffusion, could
be reconciled with the galactic gas depletion time of ∼ 1 Gyr, so this theory enjoyed
the status of the “standard theory" of star formation for a time.
Eventually, toward the late 1990s, the standard theory fell into disfavour due its
failure to satisfy a multitude of observational constraints (see Mac Low and Klessen
(2004) for a summary of arguments against it), but also on theoretical grounds. It
was argued as early as Goldreich and Kwan (1974) that the large dissipation rate of
radiatively-cooled supersonic turbulence in molecular clouds would make it diffi-
cult to support GMCs against collapse over long timescales. This was demonstrated
conclusively by the first 3D magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations of super-
sonic turbulence, which found that the timescale of dissipation is on the order of
the cloud crossing time (Stone et al., 1998). For most intents and purposes, “flux-
freezing" does not exist in GMCs: the magnetic field is subject to intense dissipation
in large-scale shocks on the cloud scale, while on the smaller scales of individual
star-forming cores, the ionization fraction is very low and the effects of neutral-ion
drift become important.
Supersonic turbulence, in itself, was then considered a candidate for explaining
the low star formation rate. At the time, a comprehensive statistical description
of supersonic, radiatively-efficient turbulence was emerging (Vazquez-Semadeni,
1994; Padoan et al., 1997; Nordlund and Padoan, 1999), and this was the basis
for subsequent “gravo-turbulent" theories of star formation. The approach of these
3theories was suppose that the gas flow within a galaxy or a GMC is described by
these statistics (which do not include the effects of gravity), and then to paint gravity
on top of it by considering the statistics of the sub-regions of the ISMwhere turbulent
support is overcome by gravity (Mac Low andKlessen, 2004; Krumholz andMcKee,
2005; Padoan and Nordlund, 2011; Hennebelle and Chabrier, 2011a). This was
never entirely self-consistent, as it did not incorporate gravity into the dynamics
of the turbulence, and it relied on some supposed energy source to maintain the
turbulence. It was presumed that this could come from some combination stellar
feedback (see 1.2), accretion onto GMCs, or galactic-scale gravitational instabilities,
and that some statistical equilibrium would be achieved.
Initial results were encouraging: the Krumholz and McKee (2005) theory success-
fully predicted many essential observational hallmarks of inefficient star formation,
including the Kennicutt (1998a) relation, and the typical ∼ 1% efficiency of star
formation found on scales ranging from dense, < 1 pc clumps to entire galaxies
(Krumholz et al., 2012a). A theory invoking only gravity and supersonic turbulence
is extremely appealing on this count, in that it is likely the only theory that could
explain a truly universal star formation efficiency across such disparate scales, as
their coupled equations can be cast in “scale-free" form (Guszejnov et al., 2018a),
and introducing any other mechanisms would introduce characteristic scalings in
 f f .
Once again, the most successful theory of regulated star formation came into tension
with numerical simulations. A new generation of high-resolution, adaptive mesh
refinement (AMR) MHD simulations was able to map out the three-dimensional
parameter space of the theory, which consists of the virial parameter αvir (Bertoldi
and McKee, 1992), the sonic Mach number M, and the Alfvénic Mach number
MA. It was found that turbulence could moderate star formation to ∼ 1% for
sufficiently high GMC virial parameters (Padoan et al., 2012), but could not explain
the low star formation rates of bound clouds, which account for a significant fraction
of observed clouds (Heyer and Dame, 2015). Ultimately, the family of gravo-
turbulent theories could be reconciled with simulations, but only when re-cast into
their respective “multi-freefall" forms, which predict efficiencies significantly higher
than is observed (Federrath and Klessen, 2012).
Meanwhile, observational evidence for a much more dynamic picture of star forma-
tion in GMCs emerged. Studies cross-correlating molecular clouds with HII regions
in the Milky Way unanimously measured massive scatter in the SFE of GMCs (a
4result going back to Myers et al. 1986), which the turbulence-regulated theories
could also not account for (Murray, 2011; Lee et al., 2016; Vutisalchavakul et al.,
2016). Such observations appear more consistent with a highly dynamic picture of
GMC evolution, in which the local SFR accelerates, to an eventual peak at which
stellar feedback intervenes, and eventually disrupts the cloud, halting star formation
by evacuating the gas supply (Larson, 1981; Palla and Stahler, 2000; Feldmann and
Gnedin, 2011). In this picture, the timescales of gravity, turbulence, and stellar
feedback are not separable, and all are equally relevant.
1.2 Feedback-regulated star formation
Thus far, little has been said about stellar feedback, a term encompassing all the
mechanisms by which stars inject mass, momentum, and energy into the surround-
ing ISM. Feedback is a crucially important ingredient in star formation. Theoretical
work unanimously finds that it is necessary for regulating and quenching star forma-
tion in galaxies formed in cold dark matter (CDM) cosmologies (Naab and Ostriker,
2017), and for setting the relation between the masses of dark matter halos and the
galaxys that they host (Behroozi et al., 2013). Here we summarize the mechanisms
believed to be the most important in galaxy and star formation.
• Radiation, most of which is emitted in the near-IR, optical, and near-UV
bands from a given stellar population. Starlight dominates the overall budget
of energy emitted by a stellar population by orders of magnitude. It cou-
ples to the ISM mainly through the ionization of hydrogen and helium (for
sufficiently energetic UV photons), and absorption by dust. Photoionization
creates HII regions in which the ISM in excess of 104 K, leading to the forma-
tion of rapidly (∼ 10 km s−1, Spitzer 1978) expanding ionization fronts that
can disrupt molecular clouds, and impart moment via the back-reaction of
ionized material boiling off the surface of a cloud. The photo-electric effect
on dust grains also acts as a heating mechanism. In addition to heating the
ISM, radiation imparts momentum upon absorption, which may be important
for the disruption of the most massive GMCs, and the driving of galactic
winds (Murray et al., 2010; Hopkins et al., 2011a). 1 Over the timescales
1Note that the importance and efficiency of photon momentum as a source of feedback, either
single-scattered or multiply-scattered, remains an ongoing subject of investigation: see Krumholz
and Thompson (2012a); Davis et al. (2014a); Tsang and Milosavljević (2015); Raskutti et al. (2016);
Grudić et al. (2018b); Zhang and Davis (2017); Kim et al. (2017a); Tsz-Ho Tsang and Milosavljevic
(2017); Hopkins and Grudić (2018); Krumholz (2018).
5relevant to molecular clouds (∼ 10 Myr), the starlight from a stellar population
is dominated by massive type OB stars, particularly in the ionizing band.
• Stellar winds. These are energetically dominated by the line-driven winds of
OB stars (Castor et al., 1975). The momentum injection rate from line-driven
winds scales with metallicity as ∝ Z0.8 (Kudritzki and Puls, 2000). From
a solar metallicity population, they can contribute a feedback momentum
injection rate that is comparable to that obtained from starlight and supernovae
(Leitherer et al., 1999), and hence they are potentially important as a source
of feedback in sufficiently metal-enriched galaxies.
• Supernova explosions, the violent explosions ending the lives stars of mass
exceeding 8M via the core-collapse mechanism, or of white dwarfs that
merge or accrete beyond the Chandrasekhar mass, 1.44 M. From a co-eval
stellar population with a well-sampled initial mass function, these commence
when the most massive stars start to die around 3 Myr. Type II SNe persist
until ∼ 8M stars die at ∼ 40 Myr, while type Ia SNe occur over longer
timescales determined by binary evolution. Type II SNe are the dominant
feedback mechanism on cosmological scales, having a dramatic influence on
the structure of the ISM, the launching of galactic winds, and the structure
and morphology of galaxies (Hopkins et al., 2018a). Their importance on the
scale of individual GMCs is less clear: because they have a “time delay" after
star formation, other feedback mechanisms are likely necessary to moderate
star formation.
The other feedback mechanism deserving of mention here is protostellar outflows,
the collimated jets launched from near the surfaces of accreting protostars by mag-
netohydrodynamic forces (Matzner and McKee, 2000; Bally, 2016). Throughout
the work in this dissertation, we neglect this feedback mechanism because it is neg-
ligible in terms of the energy and momentum extracted from a well-sampled stellar
population, and may only be relevant in systems with escape velocity < 1 km s−1
(Matzner and Jumper, 2015). However, it may still have an important role to play
in the formation of low-mass clusters: it is unique in being a source of feedback
available when massive stars are absent (Krumholz et al., 2018). Numerical work
has hinted that protostellar jets can be an effective feedback mechanism under the
right conditions (Wang et al., 2010; Federrath, 2015a; Offner and Chaban, 2017;
6Cunningham et al., 2018), but these experiments have been limited to an idealized
setup simulating a small portion of a GMC.
At the time that thisworkwas conceived, extensivework had been done to understand
the roles of gravity, turbulence, and feedback in concert, acting on the scales of
molecular clouds (Dale et al., 2005; Krumholz et al., 2011; Rogers and Pittard,
2013; Dale et al., 2012; Colin et al., 2013; Dale et al., 2013, 2014). The lines of
simulation development stemming from these studies continue to yield enlightening
results. However, these studies share some important limitations:
1. In all cases, only one or two of the potentially important feedback mechanisms
were simulated. Different feedbackmechanisms can potentially obey different
scalings laws, such that one may be required to moderate star formation where
the other cannot, so only a comprehensive approach can yield conclusive
results.
2. The approach of following the formation, motion, and feedback from individ-
ual stars imposes a challenging constraint on resolution. As a result, mostly
relatively small (< 104 M) GMCs have been simulated, which are not repre-
sentative of the more massive clouds that form the majority of stars (Williams
and McKee, 1997). The parameter space has thus been rather limited.
3. The feedback budget is highly sensitive to the individual predicted stellar
masses, because the most massive stars source so much of the feedback. The
actual physics that are necessary and sufficient to include in a simulation
obtain a numerically-converged distribution of stellar masses in simulations
are still highly debated, and indeed one of the major open problems in star
formation theory (Krumholz, 2014).
In essence, these works attempting to solve an extremely challenging problem, in
terms of resolution requirements, algorithmic complexity, and the multitude of the
physics involved, and no one calculation has put together all of the pieces. Progress
is being made, but it is hard-won.
An alternative approach is to take certain aspects of star formation and stellar
evolution for granted, anchoring the simulations in phenomenology at some level.
For instance, one can assume that stellar feedback is consistent with that expected
from simple stellar population with a well-sampled, universal initial mass function
(IMF). The well-sampled approximation is valid in the limit of massive (> 103M)
7star cluster formation, while deviations from IMF universality are tightly constrained
by observations (Bastian et al., 2010a; Offner et al., 2014).
This approach rooted in the phenomenology of stellar populations has permitted
the latest generation of galaxy formation simulations (Hopkins et al., 2011a, 2012a,
2011b; Agertz et al., 2013; Hopkins et al., 2014), which have been able to account
for all mechanisms of stellar feedback that are potentially important on the scale of
GMCs or larger. In conjunction with a realistic, explicit treatment of the multi-phase
interstellarmedium, including the cold phase that was previously neglected in galaxy
simulations, these simulations were able to reproduce extremely realistic galaxies
while taking only the stellar IMF, stellar evolution, and the ΛCDM cosmology as
phenomenological inputs.
It was realized that this numerical approach, particularly at the level of development
of the FIRE-2 simulations (Hopkins et al., 2018a), could be the basis for a new type
of GMC simulation, that would be able to explore the effects of MHD, ISM physics,
and stellar feedback acting in concert over a vast parameter space, without having
to simulate the formation of individual stars. This is the key methodology of this
work.
1.3 Toward a realistic picture of star cluster formation in GMCs
The goal of this body of work is to use numerical magnetohydrodynamics simula-
tions of star cluster formation including all important stellar feedback mechanisms
to develop a more complete description of the star formation process at the level of
individual giant molecular clouds. Specifically, the key questions addressed are:
• What are the effects of different stellar feedbackmechanisms, acting in concert
with gravity, MHD, and ISM physics, in giant molecular clouds? (Ch. 2 and
5)
• What sets the efficiency of star formation at the cloud scale? (Ch. 2)
• Should the efficiency of star formation vary between galactic environments,
and if so what are the implications? (Ch. 2 and 4)
• What is the assembly process of star clusters, and how does this process
determine their properties? (Ch. 3)
• Can this picture of feedback-moderated star formation explain observations
where previous theories have failed? (Ch. 5)
8• What are the most important uncertainties in this approach to simulating star
formation? (Ch. 6)
• What is the mapping from GMCs to star clusters, ie. given the properties of
a self-gravitating GMC, what mass of stars should form, and how are these
stars arranged spatially and dynamically? How is the mass distribution of star
clusters related to that of GMCs? (Ch. 7)
In addressing these questions, we have built up a theoretical framework of feedback-
moderated star formation and hierarchical cluster formation on GMC scales that has
succeeded in reproducing the “big picture" observations of the process of conversion
from gas to stars in galaxies: the cloud-scale star formation efficiency (predicting
both the magnitude (Ch. 2) and dispersion Ch. 5), the surface density profiles of
young star clusters (Ch. 3), the maximum stellar surface density (Ch. 4), and the
bound fraction, masses, and sizes of star clusters in nearby spiral galaxies (Ch. 7).
1.4 Reflections and future work
These successes are encouraging, and point toward the next steps. The model for
star cluster formation finalized and validated in Ch. 7 can be extended to an end-to-
end analytic galactic disk model that requires only galactic bulk properties to make
predictions. It can also be coupled to cosmological simulations (ie. FIRE, Hopkins
et al. 2018a) to make predictions about star cluster formation across cosmic time.
Important questions to address with this approach include where and how globular
clusters form, what the distibution of globular clusters in age, metallicity, mass, and
phase space tells us about the galactic assembly history (e.g. Forbes and Bridges,
2010), andwhat initial and boundary conditionsΛCDMactually predicts for detailed
N-body studies.
However, while exploring our simulation technique, we have also confronted its
inherent limitations. In Chapter 6 we identify the specific prescription used to
assign feedback to star cluster particles, which varies from study to study, as the
main cause for discrepancy between our and others’ numerical studies. Because
this prescription makes assumptions about the small-scale details of massive star
formation, which are currently poorly understood, the predictive power of this
approach is limited by these uncertainties, particularly in the limit of lower-mass
(< 104M) star cluster formation. This is unfortunate, because the wealth of high-
quality astrometric data for young star clusters in the Milky Way (e.g. Kuhn et al.,
92019) may provide new constraints on the star formation process, if only theoretical
models could confront it in a self-consistent framework.
From the above points, it follows that the next important step is to take cluster forma-
tion simulations back to their roots, and once again attempt simulate star formation
self-consistently, in particular modeling star-forming conditions in the Milky Way
with high fidelity. The time is now ripe for this, first because most groups are
reaching a consensus upon the necessary physics needed to do this properly (Bate,
2009; Krumholz, 2011; Guszejnov et al., 2016; Federrath et al., 2017). Second,
Guszejnov et al. (2018b) recently demonstrated the feasibility of a new generation
of ultra-high resolution GMC simulations, following fragmentation over an un-
precedented dynamic range, with mass resolution sufficient in principle to resolve
the formation of stars < 0.01 M in a ∼ 105M giant molecular cloud. The new
accurate, massively-scalable, Lagrangian methods for MHD (Pakmor et al., 2011;
Hopkins and Raives, 2016) and radiative transfer (Kannan et al., 2019; Hopkins
et al., 2018b) will trigger a renaissance of star formation simulations in the coming
years. It will soon be possible to account for every star and every feedback channel
as GMC evolution is followed from initial collapse to cloud dispersal.
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C h a p t e r 2
WHEN FEEDBACK FAILS: THE SCALING AND SATURATION
OF STAR FORMATION EFFICIENCY
M. Y. Grudić, P. F. Hopkins, C.-A. Faucher-Giguère, E. Quataert, N. Murray, and
D. Kereš. MNRAS, 475:3511–3528, April 2018b. doi: 10.1093/mnras/sty035.
Abstract
We present a suite of 3D multi-physics MHD simulations following star formation
in isolated turbulent molecular gas disks ranging from 5 to 500 parsecs in radius.
These simulations are designed to survey the range of surface densities between those
typical of Milky Way GMCs (∼ 102 Mpc−2) and extreme ULIRG environments
(∼ 104 Mpc−2) so as to map out the scaling of the cloud-scale star formation
efficiency (SFE) between these two regimes. The simulations include prescriptions
for supernova, stellar wind, and radiative feedback, which we find to be essential
in determining both the instantaneous per-freefall ( f f ) and integrated (int) star
formation efficiencies. In all simulations, the gas disks form stars until a critical
stellar surface density has been reached and the remaining gas is blown out by stellar
feedback. We find that surface density is a good predictor of int , as suggested by
analytic force balance arguments from previous works. SFE eventually saturates to
∼ 1 at high surface density. We also find a proportional relationship between  f f
and int , implying that star formation is feedback-moderated even over very short
time-scales in isolated clouds. These results have implications for star formation in
galactic disks, the nature and fate of nuclear starbursts, and the formation of bound
star clusters. The scaling of  f f with surface density is not consistent with the notion
that  f f is always ∼ 1% on the scale of GMCs, but our predictions recover the ∼ 1%




Typically, star formation in the observed Universe is inefficient in any sense of the
word. Star formation is observed to occur in giant molecular clouds (GMCs) formed
in galactic disks, and the per-freefall star formation efficiency of a star-forming region
may be parametrized as:
ÛM? (t) =  f f (t)
Mgas (t)
t f f (t) , (2.1)
where ÛM? is the star formation rate, Mgas is the gas mass “available” to form stars
(observationally, the mass of molecular or dengas as obtained from a tracer such as
CO or HCN), and t f f (t) is the local gravitational freefall time.  f f is the fraction
of available gas converted to stars per t f f ; on galactic (∼ kpc) scales,  f f has been





f f , (2.2)
where ΣSFR is the projected density of star formation in the disk, Σgas is the projected
(cold) gas density, t f f is the local freefall time evaluated from the galaxy’s scale
height-averaged density, and galf f has been found to be ∼ 0.02 (Kennicutt, 1998a).
Thus, a typical galaxy converts only 2% of its potentially star-forming gas into
stars each freefall time, despite the tendency of self-gravitating cold gas clouds to
fragment and contract nearly all of their gas mass to high densities within only a
few t f f . Clearly, some physical mechanism is responsible for the moderation of star
formation.
Recently, the FIRE1 (Feedback In Realistic Environments) simulations (Hopkins
et al., 2014, 2018a) have demonstrated that the inefficiency of star formation in
galaxies formed within the ΛCDM cosmology can be explained by stellar feedback,
obtaining good agreement with Kennicutt (1998a) independent of the numerical
resolution-scale star formation model. As stars form in dense GMCs within a
galaxy, some combination of of photoionization heating, radiation pressure, stellar
winds, and possibly supernovae blow out the remaining gas in the cloud, terminating
star formation locally. The young stars formed inject momentum, mass, and energy
into the surrounding ISM, which prevents the runaway vertical collapse of the
galactic disk by providing turbulent support, and the rates of turbulent dissipation
and momentum injection are in equilibrium when galf f ∼ 0.02 (see Thompson




However, this mechanism only explains the rate of star formation on galactic scales:

gal
f f emerges from an established equilibrium over the formation and disruption of
many GMCs, and is distinct from the value of  f f for a single GMC. Since star
formation in a GMC must cease once it is disrupted, there exists another quantity of





where M? is the final mass of stars formed and Mtot is the mass of the initial gas
cloud. In Milky Way GMCs, the median value of int is on the order of 1%, (Evans
et al., 2009; Murray, 2011; Lee et al., 2016; Vutisalchavakul et al., 2016) with a
large observed scatter of 0.8 dex (Murray, 2011; Lee et al., 2016). However, there is
evidence that int is much higher in denser conditions: Murray et al. (2010) points out
that the masses of GMCs (Keto et al., 2005) and young star clusters (McCrady and
Graham, 2007) in the M82 starburst galaxy are of a similar mass scale, suggesting
that int is of order unity at the greater surface densities of such regions. Indeed,
the existence of young, bound star clusters in general may physically require high
integrated SFE on at least some local scale (Tutukov, 1978; Hills, 1980; Elmegreen,
1983; Mathieu, 1983; Elmegreen and Efremov, 1997). Recent observations of
young massive clusters (YMCs) have also suggested a time constraint of < 4 Myr
for cluster formation within the disk of M83 (Hollyhead et al., 2015), only twice
the typical GMC freefall time in the central region of M83 (Freeman et al., 2017),
suggesting that cluster formation may also be a dynamically-fast process. Therefore,
it is necessary to explore ways in which the efficiency of star formation, both in terms
of  f f and int , can scale from Milky Way-like values of ∼ 1% to greater values.
Since stellar feedback is responsible for the eventual disruption of molecular clouds
against gravity, it is likely that the balance of these two forces plays a major role in
determining both the speed and integrated efficiency of star formation at sub-kpc
scales.
In this paper, we focus on the detailed behaviour of a single star formation episode
at high resolution: we present 3DMHD simulations of star-forming gas disks which
use the numerical treatments of cooling, star formation and stellar feedback of
Hopkins et al. (2018a) to answer certain basic questions about star formation in
local galactic environments:
• Given an initial self-gravitating gas distribution, what is the resulting star
formation history? In particular, what determines the observable quantities
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 f f and int , and how are they related?
• How do the initial parameters of the gas cloud map onto the properties of the
formed stellar system?
• Which physical mechanisms have the greatest effect upon the answers to these
questions?
The general approach of this study is to suppose some generic initial conditions
for an isolated gas disk, neglecting its interaction with the surrounding galactic
environment. This approximation makes sense for simulations spanning no more
than a few dynamical times (which we shall show to be the case) and allows us
to achieve relatively high spatial and mass resolution in the region of interest for
modest computational cost.
This physics problem is most conventionally applicable to star-forming GMCs, but
really any region in which the dynamical time is not significantly longer than the
main sequence lifetime of massive stars (∼ 3 Myr) should be unstable to runaway
star formation and the eventual blowout of the gas component (Torrey et al., 2017).
The central regions of ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) may have large
gas fractions and short dynamical times (Downes and Solomon, 1998; Bryant and
Scoville, 1999), so for the purposes of our problem they may effectively behave
as one super-GMC with particularly high (> 103 M pc−2) surface density. Our
simulations, which probe these surface densities, can therefore also serve as models
of gas-rich nuclear disks, which host the most extreme star formation events in the
local Universe.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2.2, we describe a simple model of
a gas-rich, star-forming disk, and predict its general behaviour from the physical
arguments. In Section 2.3, we describe the methods for our simulations, their initial
conditions, and the scope of our survey of physics and simulation parameters. In
Section 2.4 we present the results of the simulations concerning the global properties
of the star-forming clouds: the overall behaviour of the simulated clouds, the isolated
effects of various physical mechanisms, the per-freefall ( f f ) and integrated (int)
star formation efficiency. Finally, in Section 7.5 we discuss some applications,
implications and limitations of our results and outline future studies on the more
detailed aspects of the mode of star formation we have simulated.
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2.2 A Star-forming Disk Model
To guide the methodology of the numerical study, we first review some basic theory
of star formation and construct a simple model that captures the essential physics
of how feedback determines the SFE of a gas-rich star-forming disk over short
dynamical timescales. Consider an initially-uniform disk of mass M , radius R, and
scale height h that initially consists of only gas. Averaged over the diameter of the
disk, the initial surface density is then:
Σtot,0 = Σgas(t = 0) = M
piR2
. (2.4)
2.2.1 Time-scales for star formation
The longest possible time-scale for gravitational collapse within the model disk is
the freefall time t f f ,0 derived from the system’s physical parameters M and R:

















which is proportional to the outer orbital period of the disk. This is the longest
relevant time-scale in the problem, sincewe neglect environmental interactions. t f f ,0
may overestimate the typical gravitational collapse time of a typical gas parcel, as we
expect that if star formation is to occur then the dynamics are drivingmass to greater-
than-average densities with correspondingly shorter freefall times. Specifically,
isothermal, self-gravitating turbulence has been found to produce a density PDF
with a high-density power-law tail due to gravity (Kritsuk et al., 2011), and at lower
densities a log-normal form, as emerges in isothermal turbulence without gravity
(Vazquez-Semadeni, 1994; Padoan et al., 1997; Nordlund and Padoan, 1999). The
only characteristic density is the peak of this distribution, so we define a shorter
freefall time in terms of the median gas density ρ50 (equivalently, number density
n50)2:









where n50 is the median particle number density. t f f ,50 will generally be a more
reasonable unit for the gas depletion time, and hence for comparing values of  f f .
2Note that we use the median, and not the mass-weighted mean gas density used for determining
t f f in Krumholz et al. (2011) and Myers et al. (2014a). The mass-weighted mean is less suitable for
estimating t f f in the middle of star formation because the high-density power-law tail in the density
PDF biases it toward high densities. We also find that it is not robust with respect to simulation
resolution, as higher resolutionswill resolvemore of the power-law tail. Themedian density generally
lies near the peak of the density PDF, and is robust with respect to resolution.
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In the parameter space relevant to star formation in the local Universe, the cooling
time of gas that is metal-enriched or molecular is generally much less than both
t f f ,0 and t f f ,50. Therefore, in absence of stars or external inputs, any thermal energy
supporting against self-gravity will quickly radiate away. If the disk has some
initial turbulent velocity dispersion, that energy too will be cooled away by shocks
over ∼ t f f ,50. Without some imposed stabilizing force the disk will be subject to
gravitational instability, fragmentation, and star formation.
The process of fragmentation involves a runaway collapse to protostellar densities.
If an initially-smooth disk with ρ ∼ Σtot,0/2h were to fragment hierarchically into
successively denser structures, the entire conversion of gas into stars would take
no longer than a time on the order of ∼ t f f ,50, since the freefall time at all smaller
scales is less than this. Counting the time for the initial growth of the gravitational
instability, and the eventual gas evacuation due to feedback, we expect the entire
period of star formation to last no longer than several freefall times (e.g. Elmegreen,
2000, 2007). This appears to be the case for Milky Way GMCs, which have a mean
star-forming lifetime of 3 freefall times (Murray, 2011; Lee et al., 2016), as well as
those found in simulated galaxies with low-temperature cooling and stellar feedback
(Hopkins et al., 2012a), however it has also been argued that star formation should
take longer (Tan et al., 2006; Krumholz and Tan, 2007).
2.2.2 Star formation efficiency
As stars form, the stellar surface density Σ?(t) increases as the gas surface density
Σgas(t) = Σtot,0 − Σ?(t) decreases. These stars will inject energy and momentum
into the gas through various feedback mechanisms, however if the time-scale of
star formation is so short that SNe do not occur then direct ISM heating can be
neglected due to the short cooling time. Assuming that the stellar population is
well-sampled from a Kroupa (2002) IMF, the rate of momentum feedback injection
per unit stellar mass ÛP?m? will initially be roughly constant, dominated by radiation
pressure and fast winds from the most massive stars for the first 3 Myr after the
stellar population forms. For the subsequent ∼ 40 Myr, the massive stars all leave
the main sequence and supernovae become the dominant form of feedback. Because
we are most interested in the limit of dense systems with short dynamical times, we
can neglect stellar evolution and approximate ÛP?m? as being constant. Then the force









assuming no leakage, photon trapping, or other effects arising from clumpy structure.
This force will continue to increase until Ff b exceeds the force of gravity binding
the gas to the disk. The majority of the new star formation will occur in a thin disk,
so while the gas is dense enough to form stars the gravitational field binding gas to
the star-forming region will be dominated by contributions from the gas itself and
the newly-formed stars. Thus:
Fg(t) = gMgas(t) = 2piGΣtot,0Σgas(t)piR2. (2.8)
By equating the force of feedback upon the gas (2.7) with that of gravity (2.8) we can
determine the final stellar mass and hence the integrated star formation efficiency















is the quantity with units of surface density encoding the strength of feedback
relative to gravity. The contributions to ÛP?m? from radiation pressure, stellar winds,
and SNe ejecta (ignoring the work done in the energy-conserving phase) are all
of order 103 LMc . Thus, Σcrit ∼ 10
3−4 Mpc−2 due to stellar feedback physics.
Observationally, the average int for Milky Way GMCs is ∼ 3% (Murray, 2011; Lee
et al., 2016), while the median GMC surface density is ∼ 100 Mpc−2 (Larson,
1981; Solomon et al., 1987; Bolatto et al., 2008), so we can estimate that Σcrit =
3000 Mpc−2 for those GMCs for which feedback from massive stars is important.
See also Murray et al. (2010), Dekel and Krumholz (2013), and Thompson and
Krumholz (2016) for similar derivations with various cloud and feedback models.
Equation (2.9) predicts that the efficiency of starbursts occurring over adequately
short time-scales is simply dictated by the ratio of forces of feedback and gravitation.
In the limit Σtot,0 << Σcrit , SFE is proportional to int ∝ Σtot,0 with the constant of
proportionality determined by the strength of feedback. Inversely, where Σtot,0 >>
Σcrit , SFE should approach unity: gravity prevails against feedback and converts
nearly all gas to stars. The importance of surface density in determining star
formation efficiency in short dynamical time systems is not simply a consequence of
the ‘diskiness’ of star-forming systems, nor of their optical depth in some band, both
of which would give surface density an obvious physical relevance. It is merely a
consequence of the fact that the ratio between the force of self gravity Fg ∼ GM2R2 and
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the momentum injection rate of feedback Ff b ∼ M? ÛP?/m? has dimensions of surface
density, at least under our simplifying assumptions.
2.3 Simulations
Our simulations use GIZMO (Hopkins, 2015)3, a mesh-free, Lagrangian finite-
volume Godunov code designed to capture advantages of both grid-based and
smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) methods, built on the gravity solver and
domain decomposition algorithms of GADGET-3 (Springel, 2005). In Hopkins
(2015) and Hopkins and Raives (2016) we consider extensive surveys of test prob-
lems in both hydrodynamics and MHD, and demonstrate accuracy and convergence
in good agreement with well-studied regular-mesh finite-volume Godunov methods
and moving-mesh codes (e.g. ATHENA & AREPO; Stone et al., 2008; Springel,
2010). We run GIZMO in its Meshless-Finite Mass (MFM) mode but have veri-
fied that Meshless Finite-Volume (MFV) mode produces nearly identical results (as
expected from the previous studies).
2.3.1 Cooling, Star Formation, and Stellar Feedback
The simulations here use the physical models for star formation and stellar feedback
developed for the Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE) project (Hopkins
et al., 2014, 2018a), although the simulations in this paper are idealized cloud
collapse experiments on small scales, at often much higher mass resolution than
the FIRE simulations. In general, we expect these methods to be appropriate to the
scales examined in this work because by construction the FIRE framework adopts
a physics approach that requires no phenomenological tuning to different mass
scales. Hydrodynamics, gravity, cooling, and stellar feedback are explicitly and
approximately solved down to the resolution limit, and the physics approximations
invoked have been extensively validated bymore expensive and detailed simulations.
We briefly summarize some key properties of the FIRE models here, but refer to
Hopkins et al. (2018a) for details of the numerical implementations and extensive
tests of the algorithms and physics.
When simulating gas fragmentation, it is critical to have explicit cooling physics;
we therefore do not adopt an “effective equation of state” (Springel and Hernquist,
2003) as has been done in many works in the past, but explicitly follow a wide range
of heating/cooling processes. This includes photo-ionization and photo-electric,
3A public version of this code is available at www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/Site/
GIZMO.html.
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dust collisional, Compton, metal-line, molecular, and fine-structure processes, and
we self-consistently account for optically thick cooling when local regions become
thick to their own cooling radiation, implementing the approximation of Rafikov
(2007). We do neglect the effects of non-equilibrium chemistry in the ISM, which
can be very important for predictions of observational tracer abundances (Richings
et al., 2014a,b), however cooling times are generally so short in our problem that
little dynamical effect can be expected.
Gas particles are converted to star particles with constant probability per unit time
t f f (ρ)−1 if they satisfy all of the following star formation criteria:
• Self-shielding and molecular: We compute the molecular fraction fmol of the
gas as a function of column density andmetallicity according toKrumholz and
Gnedin (2011), estimating the local gas column density with a Sobolev-like
estimator.
• Contracting: Star formation occurs only in regions of increasing density
(∇ · ®v < 0).
• Self-gravitating: The local JeansmassMjeans is estimated, accounting for both
turbulent (Hopkins et al., 2013) and thermal contributions, with the turbulent
contribution typically dominating in cold molecular gas. Star formation is
allowed only in regions where the Jeans mass can no longer be resolved, as it
is at this point that fragmentation should continue down to unresolved scales.
In our tests, we find that the self-gravity criterion is the most restrictive and the most
physically motivated of the above. Note that these criteria are slightly different from
the FIRE simulations (Hopkins et al., 2014, 2018a), as we do not enforce a threshold
density for star formation, and require gas to be increasing in density to form stars.
All star formation criteria are fully adaptive, with no built-in scales that could
be imprinted upon the star clusters that form. To summarize, gas fragmentation
is explicitly followed down to the scale where the mass resolution is insufficient to
resolve fragmentation, then the gas particles quickly (within one local t f f ) transition
into collisionless star particles.
Crucially, because the collapse time-scale of resolved fragments at densities much
larger than the mean in our simulations is always fast compared to the global
dynamical time, this is not the rate-limiting step for star formation. Rather, it is
the initial formation of these fragments (Thompson et al., 2005; Faucher-Giguère
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et al., 2013; Ostriker and Shetty, 2011). As such, we will show that the star
formation histories are insensitive to details of both our cooling and star formation
prescriptions. This is consistent with a wide range of previous studies on GMC and
galactic scales (Saitoh et al., 2008; Hopkins et al., 2011b, 2012a,b, 2016, 2018a;
Agertz et al., 2013).
Once stars form, feedback is included in the form of radiation pressure (UV, optical,
and IR), stellar winds (fast, young star winds and slow AGB winds), SNe (types Ia
and II), photo-ionization and photo-electric heating. Every star particle is treated as
a single stellar population with an age based on its formation time and metallicity
and mass inherited from its parent gas particle. Feedback includes the relevant
mass, metal (with 11 separately tracked species), momentum, and energy injection
to the neighboring gas; all of the relevant quantities (stellar luminosities, spectral
shapes, SNe rates, wind mechanical luminosities, yields) for the mechanisms above
are tabulated as a function of time directly from the stellar population models in
STARBURST99, assuming a Kroupa (2002) IMF. For SNe, if we lack the mass
resolution to resolve the Sedov-Taylor phase, we estimate the work done during the
energy-conserving phase and couple the appropriate momentum based on fits from
high-resolution SNR simulations (Martizzi et al. (2015); Kim and Ostriker (2015),
see Hopkins et al. (2014) for implementation details). This is only important for our
few simulations with resolved masses greater than 103 M.
For the multi-band radiative fluxes necessary for the radiative heating and pressure
terms, we use the LEBRON approximation, described in detail in Hopkins et al.
(2018a). The spectrum is binned into UV, optical/near-IR, and mid/far-IR bands,
and the approximate fluxes are computed explicitly at each particle. Local extinction
around star particles is estimated with an effective column density computed with a
Sobolev approximation; the robustness of our results to unknown order-unity factors
in this prescription is demonstrated in Appendix 2.A.2. We emphasize that, unlike
the model of Hopkins et al. (2012a), LEBRON does not invoke a subgrid “boost”
term for the radiation pressure of multiply-scattered IR photons. Only explicitly-
resolved photon absorption is accounted for in the heating and pressure terms.
We intentionally assign IMF-averaged properties to all star particles, rather than
attempting to follow individual stars explicitly – our goal is to study the effects of
feedback, given some IMF, not to solve the problem of the origins and nature of the
IMF itself. The latter would require a full model for individual star formation (and
much higher resolution than we are able to achieve here), and may critically depend
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on additional physics (e.g. heating by prostellar accretion, protostellar jets) which
are negligible in an IMF-averaged feedback scenario. 4 In some of our less-massive
simulated clouds, the particle mass is less than M and the stellar IMF is nominally
resolvable, so star formation tends to produce “clusters” of star particles of 100M
or less, which can be identified with the individual stars that would have formed.
In this case, a sink-particle method (e.g. ?) is certainly much more realistic and
efficient, however we still adopt the standard star-particle method for consistency
with the more massive clouds.
2.3.2 Initial Conditions & Problem Setup
The initial conditions of the simulations consist of a constant density gas sphere
of radius R and mass M , with the parameter space of R and M tabulated in table
2.1. These values are chosen to cover a range of values of Σtot,0, which, for reasons
discussed in Section 2.2, we expect to roughly parametrize the overall behaviour of
the system even at disparate spatial scales, masses, and dynamical times.
The initial velocity field is a superposition of solid-body rotation about the origin
and a random turbulent component. The rotational frequency is set to the gas
ball’s Keplerian frequency ΩK = (GM/R3) 12 , so that the effective radius, and hence
average surface density of the disk remains roughly constant 5. The random velocity
component adds a turbulent energy of 10% of the initial gravitational binding
energy, with a power spectrum E(k) ∝ k−2. All velocity Fourier coefficients for
which ‖®k ‖ ≥ 2piR are given a random phase and scaled according to this relation.
The velocity components are first computed on a Cartesian grid circumscribing the
gas sphere, and are then interpolated to the particle positions.
4One might worry that, by IMF-averaging, we make feedback “too smooth.” In limited exper-
iments, we have crudely modeled the effects of stochastic sampling of the IMF and concentrating
feedback in individual massive stars by, for each star particle, drawing from the IMF a quantized
number of massive O-stars (from a Poisson distribution with mean equal to the expectation for
the total mass of the particle). All feedback effects associated with massive stars (Type-II SNe,
photo-heating, fast winds, radiation pressure) are multiplied appropriately by the number of O-stars
(which are lost in each Type-II SNe event). As expected, this has essentially no effect on the disk-
averaged properties we consider here for disk masses & 1000 M , which reasonably sample massive
(& 10 M) stars. For still smaller clouds, this (as expected) introduces additional scatter in the star
formation efficiency, corresponding to the variation in the number of massive stars (hence strength
of feedback). However, the mean scalings are unaffected.
5Note that assuming rotational support is not a realistic choice for simulating GMCs, which are
generally supported by a shearing velocity gradient and turbulence. As such, the simulations are not
expected to result in large-scale cloud morphologies resembling realistic galactic GMCs. However,
the morphology of sub-clouds will be determined on much shorter time-scales by local turbulence
and self-gravity, independently of the large-scale morphology.
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Simulation parameters
Σtot,0 [M pc−2] R [pc] M [M] t f f ,0 [Myr] Modifications Mass Resolution [M] Minimum star softening [pc]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
127 5 104 1.85 0.03 0.001
127 50 106 5.86 3 0.01
127 500 108 18.53 300 0.1
382 5 3 × 104 1.07 0.03 0.001
382 50 3 × 106 3.38 3 0.01
382 500 3 × 108 10.70 300 0.1
1270 5 105 0.59 0.1 0.001
1270 50 107 1.85 “Standard” 10 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 Random IC seeding 2 10 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 Random IC seeding 3 10 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 Optically-thin cooling 10 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 No feedback 10 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 1/2-strength feedback 10 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 ×2-strength feedback 10 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 Radiation pressure only 10 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 1503 particle resolution 2.96 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 503 particle resolution 80 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 1% local SFR 10 0.01
1270 50 107 1.85 0.01Z initial metallicity 10 0.01
1270 500 109 5.86 1000 0.1
3820 5 3 × 105 0.34 0.3 0.001
3820 50 3 × 107 1.07 30 0.01
3820 500 3 × 109 3.38 3000 0.1
12700 5 106 0.19 1 0.001
12700 50 108 0.59 100 0.01
12700 500 1010 1.85 10000 0.1
Table 2.1: Initial conditions, numerical parameters and modifications of the simu-
lations in this paper: (1): Σtot,0: the initial average gas surface density in M pc−2.
(2): R: the radius of the initial spherical gas cloud in pc. (3): M: the initial gas mass
in M. (4): The freefall time t f f ,0 at the initial density, defined in equation 2.5.
(5): Modifications to the simulation with respect to the standard setup described in
Section 2.3. (6): Particle mass resolution inM. (7)MinimumPlummer-equivalent
force softening for star particles. No minimum softening for gas particles is im-
posed. The particle number is 1003 in all simulations unless otherwise specified.
All simulations start with solar metal abundances (except where stated otherwise),
and an initial temperature of 104 K.
The seed magnetic field is constructed in a similar fashion, such that the power
spectrum of magnetic energy is also proportional to k−2.The only difference from
the above is that the ∇ · ®B constraint is enforced by first computing random Fourier
coefficients for the magnetic potential ®A and then applying the curl operator in
Fourier space before transforming to real space in the same fashion as the velocity.
The total magnetic energy is 1% of the gravitational binding energy, which is 10%
of the initial turbulent energy. This figure was chosen based upon observations
suggesting that MHD turbulence in GMCs is super-Alfvénic (Troland and Crutcher,
2008), supported by high-resolution MHD simulations showing that the supersonic
turbulent MHD dynamo tends to saturate the magnetic energy to 1 − 10% of the
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Figure 2.1: Surface density of gas (orange) and stars (blue) in our fiducial run with
parameters M = 3× 107M and R = 50 pc, projected parallel (top row) and normal
(bottom row) to the disk plane. Far left: The initial conditions, a uniform-density
sphere. Centre left: After a time∼ t f f ,0 = 1.2 Myr, star formation has begun. Centre
right: After another t f f ,0 has passed, the star formation rate has peaked and large
star clusters have appeared. Far right: The system has reached the critical stellar
mass, at which point the gas is blown out of the system by feedback, evacuating the
central region.
turbulent energy (Federrath et al., 2014).
The gas is initialized to a temperature of 104 K, however the simulations’ results
are insensitive to this choice because the cooling time in all cases considered is
orders of magnitude shorter than the dynamical time-scale. At the beginning of the
simulation, the gas immediately cools rapidly to several tens of K, as is typical of
the cold, neutral phase of the interstellar medium.
All simulations except those noted in table 2.1 have 106 particles, giving a fixed
mass resolution of 10−6M . As discussed in Appendix 2.A.1, the star formation
histories of the simulations are insensitive to our mass resolution at or above this
level.
2.4 Results
Qualitatively, all simulations follow the sequence of events illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The turbulent gas cloud immediately cools, with the lowest temperatures reaching
∼ 10 K. The initial velocity and magnetic fields seed density fluctuations and the
gravitational instability grows, condensing the cloud into filaments and clumps.
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Global simulation results
Σtot,0 [Mpc−2] R [pc] Modifications int TSF [Myr] TSF /t f f ,0 T2σ [Myr] T2σ/t f f ,0 〈 f f ,50 〉t σlog  f f ,50 [dex]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
127 5 0.04 1.34 0.72 1.75 0.94 0.02 0.34
127 50 0.04 7.19 1.23 8.83 1.51 0.02 0.56
127 500 0.06 25.50 1.38 35.20 1.90 0.01 0.55
382 5 0.11 0.95 0.89 1.16 1.09 0.09 0.70
382 50 0.10 4.23 1.25 5.04 1.49 0.07 0.42
382 500 0.11 12.02 1.12 18.06 1.69 0.04 0.61
1270 5 0.31 0.77 1.31 0.81 1.38 0.11 0.77
1270 50 “Standard" 0.32 2.22 1.20 2.45 1.32 0.12 0.79
1270 50 No Magnetic Field 0.34 2.44 1.31 2.57 1.39 0.08 0.74
1270 50 Strong Magnetic Field 0.30 2.33 1.26 2.59 1.40 0.11 0.66
1270 50 No feedback 0.86+ 3.25+ 1.75+ 3.59+ 1.94+ 0.52 0.62
1270 50 1/2 strength feedback 0.52 2.53 1.36 2.77 1.50 0.18 0.56
1270 50 ×2 strength feedback 0.19 2.54 1.37 2.63 1.42 0.10 0.57
1270 50 Radiation pressure only 0.36 2.49 1.34 2.59 1.4 0.10 0.85
1270 50 Optically-thin cooling 0.32 2.23 1.20 2.43 1.31 0.13 0.54
1270 50 Slow subgrid SFR 0.30 1.79 0.97 1.85 1.00 0.11 1.03
1270 50 Z = 10−2Z 0.35 2.05 1.11 2.13 1.15 0.14 0.75
1270 50 Random Seeding 2 0.30 2.06 1.11 2.32 1.25 0.11 0.56
1270 50 Random Seeding 3 0.28 2.03 1.10 2.23 1.20 0.10 0.63
1270 50 1503 particle resolution 0.26+ 1.98+ 1.07+ 2.12+ 1.15+ 0.10 0.60
1270 50 503 particle resolution 0.33 2.78 1.50 3.10 1.67 0.10 0.37
1270 500 0.31 7.50 1.28 7.91 1.35 0.14 0.83
3820 5 0.49 0.55 1.61 0.61 1.81 0.13 0.51
3820 50 0.51 1.58 1.48 1.73 1.62 0.14 0.48
3820 500 0.50 5.06 1.50 5.35 1.58 0.16 0.50
12700 5 0.63 0.33 1.76 0.36 1.95 0.20 0.50
12700 50 0.65 1.02 1.74 1.17 1.99 0.20 0.47
12700 500 0.64 3.14 1.69 3.37 1.82 0.20 0.73
Table 2.2: Important global quantities predicted by the simulations. Values denoted
with a ‘+’ indicate a lower bound. (1-3) As Table 2.1. (4) int , the integrated star
formation efficiency (equation 2.3). (5) TSF , the characteristic width of the peak
in the star formation history (equation 2.12), in Myr. (6) TSF in units of the initial
freefall time t f f ,0. (7) T2σ, the interval of time containing 95% of star formation in
Myr. (8) T2σin units of the initial freefall time t f f ,0. (9) 〈 f f ,50〉t , the time-averaged
per-freefall SFE defined in terms of the median gas density. (10) σlog  f f ,50 , the
dispersion in log  f f ,50 in dex.
Within a freefall time, the first star clusters have formed. The star formation rate
accelerates over∼ t f f ,0 to a peak value SFRmax ∝  f f M/t f f , with most star formation
occurring in dense molecular sub-clouds. At this point the moderating effect of
feedback comes into play and the SFR starts to drop as the disk acquires significant
turbulent support. Eventually, all gas is blown out of the central region by feedback
and star formation ceases. The product of the starburst is invariably a population of
star clusters, some of which disperse upon gas expulsion, and some of which persist
to the end of the simulation and remain bound. The end result is a population of
star clusters surrounded by a diffuse, expanding gas shell.
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Figure 2.2: Star formation histories of the physics test runs using the standard initial
parameters M = 107M and R = 50 pc. Left: Runs re-scaling the energy and
momentum loadings of all stellar feedback mechanisms, producing large variations
in the star formation history. Right: Our “standard” run compared to runs evolved
from the same initial conditions with various physics options: (1) Strong magnetic
field: Setting the initial magnetic energy to 10% of the binding energy, 10 times
greater than standard. (2) Slow subgrid SFR: artificially “slowing” star formation in
gas that satisfies the star formation criteria (Section 2.3.1) by multiplying the SFR by
1/100. (3) Optically-thin cooling: treating all radiative cooling as optically thin. (4)
Z = 10−2Z: lowering the initial metallicity from Z to 0.01Z. (5) No magnetic
field: turning off magnetic fields. (6) Rad Pressure Only: Removing all stellar
feedback physics other than radiation pressure. These all produce relatively weak
effects compared to simply rescaling the feedback energy and momentum fluxes, as
discussed in section 2.4.1
.
2.4.1 Effects of Different Physics
In Figure 2.2, we compare the star formation histories of the simulations evolved
from identical initial conditions but with different physics enabled or disabled. It can
be readily seen that the effect of varying the strength of feedback dwarfs all others,
analogous to the conclusions of Su et al. (2016) for galaxy-scale star formation.
Here we enumerate and describe these modifications and explain why, physically,
this should be the case.
Stellar feedback
In one run, we neglect feedback altogether, and in two others we scale all energy
and momentum feedback rates by 1/2 and 2 respectively. We find that without
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Figure 2.3: Dimensionless star formation histories of all parameter survey runs: the
per-freefall SFE  f f ,0 =
ÛM?t f f ,0
Mgas
as a function of time in units of the initial freefall
time t f f ,0 for the respective run. Each curve is a single run, coloured according to
the value of Σtot,0. In all cases,  f f ,0 rises to a maximum dictated by the the strength
of feedback relative to self-gravity, saturating to a value on the order of 1 as Σtot,0
gets large.
any feedback moderation, star formation consumes nearly all (86% by the end of
the simulation) gas within ∼ 2t f f ,0, with no sign of stopping. If the strength of
feedback is scaled by 1/2, the star formation efficiency nearly doubles, while it is
roughly halved when feedback is twice as strong, in agreement with equation 2.9.
The time-scale for star formation remains unchanged, so the average per-freefall star
formation efficiency  f f is also determined by the strength of feedback.
We also perform a run in which radiation pressure is the only feedback mechanism,
and find that there is only maginally (< 10%) more star formation than the standard
run. Thus, radiation pressure accounts for most of the feedback budget at this
point in parameter space. We expect this to be generally true in clouds where the
dynamical time does not greatly exceed 3 Myr. Photoionization heating may have a
significant contribution to disrupting the cloud if its escape velocity is < 10 km s−1
(Dale et al., 2012), but this will be the case for only a couple points in the parameter
space of this paper.
It is clear from the first panel of Figure 2.2 that the strength of feedback does not
merely set the termination time of star formation: it also limits the star formation
rate in an instantaneous sense - the stronger the feedback, the lesser the peak star
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formation rate. The specific feedback mechanism responsible for this is radiation
pressure from young massive stars, as demonstrated by the radiation-pressure-only
run. The radiation pressure is able to halt accretion onto cluster-forming cores,
terminating star formation locally while it is still ongoing globally. Supernova
feedback does not have this instantaneous effect due to its inherent time lag after
initial star formation. Although we have not simulated it, a hypothetical starburst
with only supernova feedback would proceed much like the zero-feedback run for
the first 3 Myr, which in this case is enough time to convert nearly all gas into stars.
We therefore conclude that the early feedback mechanisms from massive stars are
crucial in setting the efficiency of rapid star formation in the high-density, short
dynamical time regime studied in this work.
Optically-thin cooling
In one test run, we treating all radiative cooling as optically-thin (i.e. ignoring
the optically-thick cooling suppression term from Rafikov (2007)). This increases
the cooling rate at high densities substantially. However, this has no discernible
effect on the simulation results, as the opacity effects on the cooling function only
become important in the suppression of fragmentation at the opacity-limited mass
scale ∼ 0.01 M (Rees, 1976).
Magnetic field strength
We perform a simulation with no magnetic field and a simulation with a “strong”
magnetic field whose initial magnetic energy is equal to the initial turbulent energy,
10 times the standard value. A strong enough magnetic field may suppress frag-
mentation and the local SFR by as much as a factor of 2 on small scales (Federrath
and Klessen, 2012), without considering feedback. We do see this effect in the
“strong” magnetic field run: the initial star formation rate is about 1/2 that of the
standard run. However, the SFR still continues to rise until it reaches the level set by
feedback moderation, and the rest of the star formation history is quite similar to the
other runs. Removing the magnetic field had no discernible effect upon the SFR,
suggesting that the magnetic field has no large-scale dynamical relevance in the
standard physics runs. However, we do note a small-scale cloud morphology in the
MHD simulations that is distinctly more filamentary than the non-MHD simulation,




In this run, we force a small-scale star formation rate Ûρ? = 0.01ρmol/t f f in gas that
satisfies the star formation criteria (Section 2.3.1). This is 100 times slower than
the usual choice, and comparable to the specific star formation rate on the scale of
galactic disks (Kennicutt, 1998a; Krumholz et al., 2012a). This does not affect the
average SFR in our simulations because the rate-limiting step of star formation is
the formation of dense, unstable gas structures in the first place. Collections of gas
particles that meet the star formation criteria but have not yet turned into stars will
simply continue to contract to greater densities within a local freefall time, causing
the local SFR to diverge until stars inevitably form. This result is notably different
from simulations which enforce the same star formation law but do not follow low-
temperature cooling below 104K and adopt an effective equation of state for stellar
feedback. In such a simulation, the local star formation law would underestimate
the global star formation rate because the aforementioned gravitational contraction
would be suppressed.
Note that this insensitivity to the local star formation efficiency is only obtained
because the gas particle gravitational softening is fully adaptive. Otherwise, the
cold gaswould simply contract to inter-particle spacings comparable to theminimum
softening and stop at that density, and the local SFR would stop increasing.
The most notable effect of this modification was the formation of much denser and
much more plentiful bound star clusters. As gas exhaustion is slowed down locally,
protoclusters spend more time radiating away energy, contracting, and damping out
their internal turbulent motions before turning into star particles. This increases
the compactness and boundedness of the remnants. We therefore caution that while
global star formation histories are not sensitive to the local value of  f f (see also
Hopkins et al. 2018a), the physics of star cluster formation may be.
Metallicity
In the low-metallicity test, we scale the initial gas metallicity down from Z
to 10−2Z. This can affect many aspects of the cooling and feedback physics.
Metal line cooling is proportionally less efficient, however even at Z ∼ 10−2Z,
tcool << t f f in the most dense gas, so fragmentation should not be strongly altered.
This may change at metallicities of 10−4 − 10−5Z (Hopkins and Conroy, 2015).
The metallicity also determines dust opacity, and thus the coupling efficiency for
IR radiation pressure. Lastly, it affects the evolution of the formed stellar pop-
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ulations’ mass, energy and momentum injection rates, which are obtained from
STARBURST99. Overall, the metal-poor simulation had a star formation efficiency
only marginally greater than the standard run (0.35 compared to 0.32), however
it did have a faster initial growth in the SFR, suggesting that the stellar feedback
at low metallicity might be less effective at halting accretion onto cluster-forming
cores. The main difference in the feedback budget is due to the ∝ Z0.7 scaling of the
line-driven stellar wind mass loss rate of type O stars (Vink et al., 2001). At solar
metallicity, the momentum input is somewhat less than that of radiation pressure,
but the same order of magnitude. At 10−2Z, however, the dynamical effect of the
winds is negligible.
We have also performed limited experiments with our routines for cosmic ray heat-
ing, cooling, streaming and diffusion. In general, if the system is given an initial
cosmic ray energy density, it will rapidly cool away into dynamical irrelevance:
like the magnetic field, it is ultimately a reservoir for the energies of gravitational
collapse and stellar feedback, and not a source of energy in itself. There is also the
possibility of the system being immersed in a strong cosmic ray background, how-
ever such environmental interactions are beyond the scope of this work. However,
Yoast-Hull et al. (2016) have found that the cosmic ray energy in nuclear starbursts
tends to be considerably smaller than the magnetic field energy, suggesting that
even in the full picture with a realistic galactic environment cosmic rays should not
greatly influence the overall dynamics of a collapsing GMC.
2.4.2 Integrated star formation efficiency
We now arrive at our main results. In Figure 2.4 the star formation efficiencies
of the parameter survey simulations are plotted against the surface density, escape
velocity, 3D density, mass and radius derived from the simulation parameters M
and R. Clearly, the mass, size, density, and escape velocity are not good general
predictors of int ; similar int values are obtained in simulations for which these
quantities differ by orders of magnitude.
Of the obvious physical quantities derived from M and R, Σtot,0 is the best predictor
of int , with particularly good agreement between spatial scales at high Σtot,0, where
the dynamical time is always short compared to main sequence lifetimes. In general,
we obtain good agreementwith equation 2.9: int scales∝ Σtot,0 whenΣtot,0 << Σcrit ,
and it saturates to a maximum int at sufficiently high surface density. The saturation
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Figure 2.4: Integrated SFE int of the 15 parameter survey simulations plotted against
various functions of the initial simulation parameters M (mass) and R (radius).
The points with error bars, “H2011 GMCs”, represent the populations of giant
molecular clouds extracted from previous full-scale galaxy simulations (Hopkins
et al., 2011b). The points represent the population medians, and the bars represent
the ±1σ percentiles. The dashed line in panel 1 is the best-fit curves to equation
2.11, which gives parameters Σcrit = 2800 ± 100 M pc−2 and max = 0.77 ± 0.05.
of the gas is used when defining int . As an extreme example, if the initial gas density
field had an extended warm diffuse background component, as it might realistically,
the diffuse gas would never form stars over the time-scale of interest, but would
reduce the int statistic if it were included in the gas mass sum. In our simulations,
it is possible that there is a similar effect for the diffuse gas at the outer edges of the
disk, as well as the gas which escapes through under-dense ‘chimneys’ between the
dense sub-clouds within the disk.










which is equivalent to the Fall et al. (2010) formula (equation 2.9) in the limit
Σtot,0 << Σcrit but approaches max as Σtot → ∞. Performing an unweighted fit
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on log int , the best-fit parameters are Σcrit = 2800 ± 100 M pc−2 and max =
0.77 ± 0.05. The best-fit curve is plotted in panel 1 of Figure 2.4. This value of
Σcrit is within a factor of 2 of that found by Fall et al. (2010), and is compatible with
the value of Σcrit found in Section 2.2 from the average observed int of Milky Way
GMCs.
The residual R-dependence of int is small, but is positively correlated with R. This
may be explained by the built-in scales in ISM cooling and stellar feedback physics.
It is expected that the thermal pressure of the warm ISM heated to 104 K will have
a greater proportional dynamical effect in the few clouds with escape velocities that
do not greatly exceed 10 km s−1. The time-scale of stellar evolution also introduces
a scale into stellar feedback: at fixed Σtot,0, t f f scales ∝ R 12 . Therefore, as R spans
2 dex, the time-scale of star formation spans an order of magnitude, so the timing of
star formation relative to the stellar evolution within the formed stellar populations
varies with R at fixed Σtot,0. Stellar evolution causes
ÛP?
m?
to vary over time, so the
effective strength of feedback that determines int will be some function of the global
star formation time-scale t f f . The general trend is that of increasing SFE over longer
dynamical times, indicating that the effective ÛP?m? decreases monotonically with time.
This is despite the increasing relevance of supernovae in the simulations spanning
longer time-scales: asmassive stars die, the introduction of supernovae is not enough
to make up for the loss of mechanical luminosity from radiation and stellar winds
to maintain the initial ÛP?m? .
In Figure 2.4, the compiled SFE statistics for GMC populations extracted from
the parameter survey of full-scale galaxy simulations (Hopkins et al., 2012a) are
also plotted for comparison, and happen to be largely compatible with the fit.
In light of this and the agreement with the observational estimate of Σcrit , we
may safely generalize these results from our contrived generic gas ball setup to
clouds with actual GMC morphologies as they emerge from galactic gas dynamics.
While the large-scale morphology and relative importances of shear, rotation, and
turbulence may be different between our simulations and GMCs that emerge in
galaxy simulations, the scaling of int is an inevitable result that applies to self-
gravitating gas cloud that can form stars. Therefore, equation 2.11 is a general
predictor of the int of a star-forming gas cloud, provided that it is self-gravitating
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Figure 2.5: Left: Instantaneous per-freefall star formation efficiency  f f ,50 =ÛM? (t) t f f ,50 (t) /Mgas (t) (see equation 2.6) as a function of integrated star formation
efficiency int for all parameter survey simulations. The points represent the value
of  f f ,50 averaged over all times where the SFR is nonzero. Error bars represent the
±1σ percentiles of  f f ,50. The dashed line marks the line of equality between  f f
and int , and the dotted line indicates the best proportional fit. Right: Histograms
of  f f ,50 for all parameter-survey simulations (grey), a highly-efficient (int = 0.64)
run with Σtot,0 = 12700 M pc−2, R = 50 pc (blue), and an inefficient (int = 0.08)
run with Σtot,0 = 382 M pc−2, R = 50 pc (green). The dashed lines indicate int
for the respective runs. Not surprisingly,  f f ,50 scales in proportion to int , but it
has considerable variation (∼ 0.4 − 0.8 dex) throughout the star formation history
of a single simulation. For Milky Way GMCs of surface density ∼ 100 M pc−2,
we expect  f f ,50 to average to 0.01, in good agreement with observations.
2.4.3 Duration of star formation and per-freefall SFE
We now discuss results concerning star formation rates and timescales. As stated in
the overview, star formation in all parameter survey simulations spans no more than
∼ 3t f f ,0 (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3). Here we seek to quantify this statement more
precisely. As a general-purpose measure of the duration of the starburst, we define






M2?∫ ( ÛM?)2 dt . (2.12)
This is a natural measure of characteristic of the peak in the star formation history
(see Figures 2.2 and 2.3). It is also a useful proxy for the lifetime of the gas disk, as
star formation largely begins once the gas has settled into a disk and halts once the
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disk is disrupted. The values of TSF are tabulated in table 2.2. TSF is insensitive to
the small early and late tails of the star formation history, however, so in table 2.2
we also quote T2σ, the time interval containing 95% of the star formation. This is
generally only slightly more than TSF , as most star formation occurs in a brief burst,
and feedback is able to rapidly quench star formation.
In all simulations, TSF ∼ t f f ,0 (see table 2.2), so most of the star formation occurs
within a single initial global freefall time. This confirms our argument in Section 2.2:
since t f f ,0 is longer than any other internal collapse time-scale, and turbulent support
dissipates in a crossing time (e.g. Elmegreen, 2000), the disk should be able to form
enough stars to reach the blowout stage within this time. This time constraint implies
a tight relation between int and  f f : if star formation is constrained to happen over
N dynamical times, then  f f = int/N on average.
This brings us to a very important subtlety of feedback-moderated star formation:
while stellar feedback determines int in a simple way through the force balance
described in Section 2.2, it also determines  f f in an “instantaneous” sense, with
“instantaneous” meaning over time-scales much longer than the dynamical time of
the smallest resolved units of star formation, yet still much shorter than the global
timescale. Since star formation is a process of hierarchical fragmentation from the
largest cloud scale down to individual stars, the total star formation history is the
sum of a hierarchy of many individual smaller and shorter star formation events,
each of which has its int determined by the local ratio of feedback and gravity.
This results in an overall star formation rate that is moderated “from the bottom
up". Realistically, the “bottom” of this hierarchy would be set by the mass scale at
which it is likely that the sampled IMF contains a massive star that can exert strong
feedback.
It is of limited usefulness to compare star formation time-scales to t f f ,0, at least when
comparing with the value of  f f in observed star-forming systems, as it requires
knowledge of the more-diffuse initial conditions. The freefall time inferred for the
gas disks as they would be observed during star formation would be something
closer to t f f ,50, as derived from the mass-weighted median gas density (Equation
2.6) 6. Average values of  f f ,50 ≡ ÛM? (t) t f f ,50 (t) /Mgas (t) for each simulation can
be found in columns 9 and 10 of table 2.2. In panel 1 of Figure 2.5 we plot  f f ,50 as
a function of int and confirm that there is a tight relation between two efficiencies.
6We have found that in these simulations t f f ,50 tends to be quite close to the freefall timescale
derived from the volume-averaged gas density, which is closer to what is actually calculated for
GMCs. We use t f f ,50 because we have found it to be more stable and robust.
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The best-fit power law to the relation has an exponent within 1σ of 1, so we propose
a simple proportional relation:
〈 f f ,50〉t = 0.34int, (2.13)
where 〈 f f ,50〉t denotes the average observed value at a random point during the star
formation history. The physical implication of this relation is that star formation in
the simulations is indeed constrained to occur mainly within ∼ 3 dynamical times,
regardless of the relative strength of feedback and gravity, as was argued in Section
2.2. This would agree with the mean GMC lifetime of 3 freefall times inferred in
Murray (2011).
The shape of the distribution of  f f , which we show in panel 2 of Figure 2.5, is
also of interest. In general, the distribution is strongly peaked near int , with only
brief excursions above int . The distribution is negatively skewed due to the early
and late tails of the star formation history, which spread the distribution over several
orders of magnitude, similar to what is found in (Lee et al., 2016). The intrinsic
dispersion in the value of  f f ,50 across the lifetime of the system (Table 2.2, Column
10) typically has a value between 0.4 and 0.8 dex.
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Star-forming clouds and clumps in the Milky Way
Many star-forming clouds, identified as associations between emission from young
stars and molecular gas, have been observed in the Milky Way. These clouds can be
broadly classified into two groups: GMCs proper, which have characteristic surface
density 100 M pc−2 and are typically traced in CO (Larson, 1981; Solomon et al.,
1987; Bolatto et al., 2008), and dense clumps, which have a typical surface density
of 103 M pc−2, and are traced in higher-density tracers such as HCN (Wu et al.,
2005, 2010; Heyer et al., 2016). The observational proxy of int that can be obtained





where M?,young is the mass of stars younger than 3.9 Myr, as can be traced from
emission from HII regions or from direct counts of young stellar objects, and
Mmolecular is the mass of molecular gas in the cloud. Note that both of these masses
must vary during a star-forming cloud’s lifetime, and in general obs , int . However,
the trend in obs with Σgas should still follow that of int , so some systematic variation
in the obs should be evident in clouds with widely different surface densities.
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In Table 2.3, we summarize the Σgas and obs statistics of the GMC datasets of Lee
et al. (2016) and Vutisalchavakul et al. (2016) and the dense clump datasets of Wu
et al. (2010) and Heyer et al. (2016). Lee et al. provides obs directly (denoted
br in the paper). We estimate M?,young from the Vutisalchavakul et al. dataset by
multiplying the provided SFR measurements from MIR flux by 3.9 Myr, the mean
massive star lifetime weighted by ionizing flux (e.g. Murray, 2011) . We compute
M?,young in the Wu et al. clumps by converting the reported IR luminosities to the
mass of a young single stellar population with a Kroupa (2002) IMF. In Table 2.3 we
give values for the Heyer et al. corresponding to the value of M?,young extrapolated
from YSO counts assuming a Kroupa IMF (an upper bound) as well as values
assuming the only mass is in stars that have been directly counted (a lower bound).
As it is physically unlikely that less massive stars are not present, and the SFE from
the upper bound is closer to Wu et al. (2010) and nearby star-forming regions (Lada
and Lada, 2003), the true value is probably closer to the upper bound.
A ∼ 1 dex scaling in the median obs is evident between ∼ 1% for the GMCs
at ∼ 102 M pc−2 and ∼ 10% for the clumps at ∼ 103 M pc−2, in agreement
with the general prediction of our SFE model. However, substituting the median
surface density into our model for int (Equation 2.11) gives a SFE that is typically
∼ 0.4 dex greater than the median obs. This offset could have several possible
causes, including an underestimation of the strength of feedback in the simulations,
the accounting of gravitationally bound gas in the observations, or an intrinsic bias
in obs as an estimator of int .
If the scatter in the observed obs were only due to intrinsic variation from the scatter
in Σgas, then we would expect the scatter in Σgas and obs to be equal. This is not the
case: the scatter in obs is too large to be explained by the variation in Σgas alone.
This is likely due to the variation in the observed obs that arises from observing the
clouds at random times in their star-forming lifetimes as the stellar and molecular
mass content varies (e.g. Lee et al., 2016). This type of variation is present to some
extent in the simulations (e.g. Figure 2.5, panel 2).
We may also compare to observational estimates of  f f . The Lee et al. and Vuti-
salchavakul et al. datasets give median  f f values of ∼ 2% and ∼ 1% respectively,
which are consistent with what is found in our simulations with similar gas surface
density. However, the best-fit  f f in dense clumps reported by Heyer et al. is also
∼ 2% when the upper bound on the stellar mass is used. In Heyer et al. (2016),
the SFRs are computed by dividing the inferred stellar mass by τSF = 0.5 Myr,
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Dataset Class log Σgas (M pc−2) log obs log int predicted from median Σgas
Lee et al. 2016 GMCs 1.882.191.40 −1.97−1.23−2.76 -1.58
Vutisalchavakul et al. 2016 GMCs 1.952.241.68 −1.93−1.37−2.58 -1.51
Wu et al. 2010 Dense clumps 3.003.392.63 −1.10−0.86−1.76 -0.61
Heyer et al. 2016 Dense clumps 2.793.052.61 Upper: −0.87−0.55−1.29, Lower: −2.14−1.69−2.71 -0.76
Table 2.3: Quantiles of molecular gas surface density Σgas and the observationally-
inferred SFE obs (Equation 5.5) from various studies of star-forming GMCs and
dense clumps in the Milky Way, in the format median+1σ−1σ. Both Σgas and obs
typically scale by ∼ 1 dex between GMC conditions and dense clump conditions.
For Heyer et al. (2016), both upper and lower bounds are provided. The final
column gives the true integrated SFE int predicted by substituting the median Σgas
into Equation 2.11.
the evolution timescale for Class I protostars inferred from low-mass star-forming
regions (Evans et al., 2009; Gutermuth et al., 2009). In general, inferred SFRs of
dense clumps have relied on assumption that star formation has been steady for at
least as long as τSF 7, which is questionable within the picture presented in this paper
given that nearly all clumps have freefall times shorter than this. If the lifetime
of HCN clumps is significantly longer than 0.5 Myr (and they are as dense as pre-
sumed) it must be due to some physics that are is not accounted for in this work.
One possibility is a transition in the nature of star-forming flows at lower Mach
numbers, which we have hardly surveyed in our simulations. The clumps in Heyer
et al. have a characteristic velocity dispersion of ∼ 0.75 km s−1, corresponding to a
Mach number of 2 − 3, much less supersonic than GMCs at large, and in the range
expected from monolithic isothermal collapse (Larson, 1969; Penston, 1969). Such
a transition in the nature of the flow below 1 km s−1 is suggested by the inverse size-
linewidth relation of clumps (Wu et al., 2010) compared to GMCs (Larson, 1981).
However, whether this can be responsible for reducing  f f is unclear, as Federrath
and Klessen (2012) do not find particularly low  f f in their M = 3 simulations.
Other alternatives would include some feedback mechanism that we have not ac-
counted for, such as protostellar heating or outflows, or a systematic overestimation
of inferred density of HCN clumps (Goldsmith and Kauffmann, 2017).
Caution is needed comparing the predicted cloud lifetimes to observationally in-
ferred lifetimes, because this is sensitive both to the observational methods/tracers,
and to the actual properties (e.g. mean densities) of the initial clouds (which we
7The SFRs of the Wu et al. (2010) HCN clumps, as determined by Heiderman et al. (2010) from
infrared luminosity, have  f f ∼ 1%, but again there is an implicit averaging window τSF ∼ 4 Myr
in the LIR − SFR conversion factor used. This figure of 1% does appear to be a general finding for
dense clumps (Krumholz, 2014).
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have freely varied, rather than drawing from a statistically representative sample of
observed clouds). A detailed comparison will be the subject of future work (Grudić
et al. 2018, in prep). However, we can make some preliminary comparisons. Lee
et al. 2016 estimate a mean GMC lifetime of ∼ 24 Myr for a population of clouds
with a median free-fall time of 6.7 Myr (corresponding to a mean density of 25 H2
molecules per cm3). Our Σ = 127 M pc−2, R = 50 pc run is the closest to this in
mean density (33 cm−3) and free-fall time, and its major star formation episode lasts
for 2.5 t f f ,0 ≈ 15 Myr (See Figure 2.3 and Table 2.1). This is somewhat smaller than
observed, although similar enough that differences in how “lifetime” is measured
and observationally estimated might account for the difference. Moreover, real
GMCs are not, of course, isolated, but can accrete continuously over their lifetime
and may have turbulence “stirred” externally which further can slow collapse (for
a review, see Fukui and Kawamura 2010). It seems likely, therefore, that clouds
embedded in a realistic ISM would have somewhat longer lifetimes.
2.5.2 Slow star formation
The scaling and saturation of of  f f appears at first to be at odds with the notion
of “slow” star formation, wherein it has been observed that  f f ∼ 1% universally,
from Milky Way-like to ULIRG-like environments (Kennicutt, 1998a; Krumholz
and McKee, 2005; Krumholz and Tan, 2007; Krumholz et al., 2012a). This slow
speed of star formation has been explained theoretically in terms of the properties of
the turbulent ISM alone (e.g. ?Hennebelle and Chabrier, 2011b), so it is necessary
to compare the predictions of these theories with those of feedback-moderated star
formation to determine whether feedback is a necessary part of the picture. In
making this comparison, we emphasize that our prediction pertains to individual
unstable clouds near virial equilibrium, and not to any significant patch of a galaxy
that may contain GMCs in various states of formation and disruption, as well as the
other phases of the ISM. In the latter case, it has been shown in Hopkins et al. (2014)
and Orr et al. (2018a) that the same physical models used in our simulations also
robustly predict that  f f ,gal ∼ 1% on galactic scales on average, despite assuming
that  f f = 1 on the smallest resolvable scales, as star formation reaches a statistical
equilibrium when smoothed on > 1 kpc scales.
Both the feedback-disrupted cloud picture suggested by our simulations and purely
turbulence-regulated star formation theories successfully predict the median value
 f f ∼ 1% inMilkyWayGMCs, however they do so for completely different physical
reasons. However, the observed dispersion in  f f for a given set of cloud conditions
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has not been found to be less than 0.5 dex (Heiderman et al., 2010; Evans et al.,
2014; Heyer et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016; Vutisalchavakul et al., 2016); Lee et al.
found 0.91 dex from the most complete Milky Way GMC dataset that we are aware
of. As they noted, the turbulence-regulated models do not predict this much scatter
because they do not allow for  f f to vary for a given set of turbulent ISM conditions.
Lee et al. showed that the scatter can arise from observing GMCs at random points
in their lifetime of initial collapse, star formation, and feedback disruption. For
Milky Way-like conditions, our simulations do predict intrinsic dispersions in  f f
of the same order as what has been observed; whether the figure of 0.91 dex can be
fully accounted for depends upon the relationship between  f f and its observational
proxy, which we will address in future work.
The gas-rich nuclei in Arp 220 provide an interesting case study for the speed of
star formation. The total SFR of 240 M yr−1, inferred from its IR luminosity
(Downes and Solomon, 1998; Kennicutt, 1998b), appears to agree nicely with the
theory of slow star formation, yet our simulations at comparable gas surface density
∼ 104 M pc−2 predict  f f ∼ 20%. Considering several 109 M of gas localized
within two disks, each with radius smaller than 100 pc (Scoville et al., 2017), the
resulting SFR should bewell in excess of 103 M yr−1, an order ofmagnitude greater
than the LIR-inferred value. Our simulations do not consider the stabilization of
the gas disk due to the presence of the central SMBH, but this can probably only
reduce the predicted SFR by a factor of a few (Utreras et al., 2016). The apparent
discrepancy may lie in the use of LIR to determine the SFR, as it only provides an
average value over the lifetime of OB stars, 4 Myr. Because the dynamical time in
the nuclear disks is of order 105 yr (Scoville et al., 2017), it is unlikely that the SFR
has been steady over this comparatively long averaging window. Estimates of the
SFR from supernova rates have the same limitation. Therefore, the possibility that
the SFR in Arp 220 has recently been in excess of 103 M yr−1 cannot be excluded
on this basis (Anantharamaiah et al., 2000; Parra et al., 2007).
2.5.3 Comparison with other GMC star formation studies
Many numerical studies have been performed that are conceptually similar to the
ones in this paper, following the collapse of an idealized turbulent cloud and the
resulting star formation and feedback processes. It is useful to compare and contrast
our predictions with these studies, in particular in cases where specific feedback
mechanisms have been considered in greater detail.
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Our run without stellar feedback is most comparable with previous simulations of
isothermal supersonic MHD turbulence with gravity (Kritsuk et al., 2011; Collins
et al., 2012; Padoan et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2015). In these simulations, the SFR tends
to grow until  f f is of order unity, with its particular value depending somewhat
upon the regular and Alfvénic Mach numbers, the virial parameter, and the details
of the turbulent driving, and the final int ∼ 1 due to the lack of feedback. The value
 f f = 0.52 we obtain in feedback-free cloud collapse without feedback is most
consistent with the Federrath and Klessen (2012) models with mixed or solenoidal
driving.
Dale et al. (2012) ran a parameter study of feedback-disrupted clouds, considering
only photoionization heating. We have found in tests that photoionization heating
only is insufficient to disrupt a cloud with an escape velocity that is large compared
to the sound speed cs ∼ 10 km s−1 of photoionized gas. This agrees with the
trend of Dale et al. (2012), which found order-unity int in clouds with high escape
velocity (Runs ‘X’ and ‘F’). Also, our M = 104 M pc−2, R = 5 pc has the same
physical parameters as Run ‘J’ in Dale et al. (2012). This had int = 0.04, while
the final stellar mass in Run ‘J’ was 35% and rising at 3.5 Myr. We re-simulated
this run with photoionization heating only and radiation pressure only, and the one
with photoionization heating had a very similar star formation history and cloud
morphology to Run ‘J’. The one with radiation pressure only had int = 0.05, very
close to the full physics run. Radiation pressure is thus the primary feedback
mechanism even in this region of parameter space where photoionization heating
alone could still theoretically disrupt the cloud.
The radiation hydrodynamics star formation simulations of Raskutti et al. (2016)
focus upon the effects of stellar feedback from the single-scattered monochromatic
photons at a high opacity corresponding to UV photons. They use the radiation
hydrodynamics code Hyperion, evolving the radiation field on a fixed grid according
to the M1 closure (Skinner and Ostriker, 2013). They overpredict the efficiency
of their fiducial Milky Way-like GMC run by an order of magnitude, obtaining
int = 0.43 for a cloud with M = 5 × 104 M and R = 15 pc, which has average
surface density 70 M pc−2. Extrapolating our simulation results using equation
2.11 gives int = 0.02 for a cloud with these parameters, in much better agreement
with observations (Section 2.5.1 and references therein). We have found that int ∼
0.04 in a test run with otherwise similar initial conditions to Raskutti et al. and
radiation pressure as the only feedback (Appendix 2.A.2).
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This order of magnitude discrepancy may be due to the behaviour of the M1 closure
in such an optically-thick, multi-source radiative transfer problem. Experiments
in developing GIZMO’s own M1 RHD scheme have shown that the momentum
imparted to the gas by the radiation field around an embedded source can be un-
derestimated by an order of magnitude if the attenuation length λ = ρ−1κ−1UV is not
well-resolved, which it certainly is not at the densities, opacities, and spatial res-
olution typical in the Raskutti et al. simulations 8. Secondly, photons propagated
via the M1 scheme behave collisionally: colliding streams will form a shock rather
than passing through each other. As stars form in a tightly-clustered configuration
in isothermal fragmentation (Guszejnov et al., 2017, 2018c), neighbouring stars
particles can cancel each other’s fluxes. In summary, it is reasonable to suspect that
ability of radiation pressure to disrupt the GMC was underestimated.
Tsz-Ho Tsang and Milosavljevic (2017) simulated super star cluster formation
in cloud with mass 107 M and diameter 25 pc, for a mean surface density of
1.6 × 104 M pc−2, comparable to the densest runs in our parameter study. They
accounted for feedback via infrared radiation pressure, which is expected to domi-
nate, with an accelerated Monte Carlo scheme that is more realistic than our more
approximate treatment. They found that radiation pressure reduced int by ∼ 30%
compared to the run with no feedback. Our simulations at this surface density had
int ∼ 0.64, compared to 0.86+with no feedback, so despite our different treatments
of radiation pressure the agreement is quite good.
It should be noted that most star formation in all simulations mentioned in this
subsection occurs within some small (∼ 2 − 3) number of global freefall times,
regardless of the final int if the cloud is disrupted. This naturally leads to the
linear relation between int and  f f shown in Section 2.4.3, suggesting that this is
a very general feature of the star formation-cloud disruption process, insensitive to
the details of stellar feedback. The role of feedback on cloud scales is to make star
formation less efficient in a given amount of time, not to prolong the star-forming
lifetime as it does on galactic scales.
2.5.4 Bound star cluster formation
int should be an important quantity for the formation of bound star clusters. If
all other factors are equal, the fraction of a star cluster remaining gravitationally
bound after gas expulsion should increase with int (Tutukov, 1978; Hills, 1980;
8This problem is averted by the shell-driving test problem presented by Raskutti et al., because
the radiation first propagates through an optically-thin medium where the field is well-resolved.
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Mathieu, 1983; Lada et al., 1984; Elmegreen and Clemens, 1985)9. It can thus
be argued that the bound cluster formation efficiency Γ, the fraction of stars found
in bound clusters, is a function of int , and hence of Σtot,0 by equation 2.9. If
equation 2.9 holds, then cluster formation should be generic to regions of high
Σgas. And indeed, rich populations of young bound clusters are ubiquitous in
dense nuclear starbursts, including notable examples Arp 220 (Wilson et al., 2006),
M82 (McCrady and Graham, 2007), and M83 (Bastian et al., 2012; Ryon et al.,
2015). However, whether there actually is a general scaling in Γ that depends on
a single environmental parameter associated with surface density is currently an
open problem: Adamo et al. (2015) and Johnson et al. (2016) appear to support this
hypothesis, while Chandar et al. (2015) does not; correlations between Σgas 10 and
Γ are apparent, but whether they are universal has not been established conclusively
(Adamo et al., 2017).
GMCs in theMilkyWay and other nearby galaxies typically haveΣgas ∼ 100 Mpc−2
(Larson, 1981; Solomon et al., 1987), giving int ∼ 3% at best, yet young bound star
clusters are still observed to have formed within the galaxy (Portegies Zwart et al.,
2010a). Rather than simply turning off below a certain surface density threshold,
Γ is theoretically expected to scale smoothly as a function of Σgas, saturating to
a value of ∼ 70% (Kruijssen, 2012). Star cluster formation may be possible in
environments that are less dense on average because star-forming clouds are hier-
archically structured, with a broad surface density PDF. If int is determined in a
scale-free fashion according to equation 2.9, it will apply just as well on the scale of
denser-than-average subclumps once they decouple from their environment, allow-
ing them to have high int locally even if int is small on larger scales (e.g. Kruijssen
et al. (2012a)). If this argument is valid, we expect to see some amount of bound
cluster formation in any star-forming environment.
The production of bound star clusters is generally associated with high-pressure
environments, where the pressure associated with the midplane of a galactic disk
can be estimated as P ∼ GΣgasΣtot (Elmegreen and Efremov, 1997). Elmegreen and
Efremov proposed a picture wherein GMCs are confined by this pressure P ∼ ρv2t ,
rather than their self-gravity, and the gasmass loss rate in a protocluster was assumed
to be ÛM ∝ L/v2t , where L is the protocluster luminosity. Thus the fraction of the
9Other factors influencing the bound fraction of a cluster include the virial state of the stars at
gas expulsion Goodwin (2009) and the degree of initial degree of clumpy substructure (Smith et al.,
2011, 2013)
10Or equivalently ΣSFR (e.g. Kennicutt, 1998a)
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gas mass converted to stars with fixed  f f is greater when P is greater. The picture
suggested by the simulations in this paper is presents an alternative to this;  f f is
not fixed, and the timescale of mass loss is always on the order of the freefall time.
Clouds are confined by self-gravity, rather than external pressure, and their SFE
is greater at greater P ∼ GΣ2gas because of the relative scaling of the strength of
feedback and self-gravity.
In future work we will use these simulations to study the mapping between galactic
environments and the populations of bound star clusters they produce, providing
the stepping stone between lower-resolution cosmological simulations and single-
cluster dynamical studies. This development is necessary, in particular, for the
theory of cosmological SMBH seed formation from runaway stellar mergers in
dense clusters (see Portegies Zwart and McMillan (2002); Mouri and Taniguchi
(2002); Gürkan et al. (2004); Devecchi and Volonteri (2009)). It would also allow
a more self-consistent model of pairing and evolution of the population of massive
(∼ 60M) black hole binaries like the progenitor of GW150914 (Abbott et al.,
2016); a significant fraction of these are expected to be found in bound star clusters
(Rodriguez et al., 2015, 2016).
2.5.5 The nature of nuclear star formation
Our results here illustrate the claim of Torrey et al. (2017): no equilibrium exists
for gas-rich nuclear disks with short dynamical times, and their dynamics have an
inherently transient nature: they undergo rapid fragmentation followed by rapid gas
expulsion. Star-forming nuclear disk calculations must account for stellar feedback
in away that is appropriate to their short time-scales, or else risk obtaining unphysical
solutions. This caveat may very well limit the validity of isolated nuclear disk
simulations that use a Springel and Hernquist (2003)-like effective-EOS ISMmodel
and a slow sub-grid star formation law, both of which have been widely used in the
field of galaxy simulations. For example, Hopkins and Quataert (2010) simulated
circumnuclear disks of similar mass and radius to the ones in this paper, but in
absence of the appropriate feedback physics the SFR of the disks was quite likely
underestimated by at least an order of magnitude.
A robust result of our simulations is that both int and  f f must saturate to ∼ 1 at
surface densities in excess of 104 Mpc−2. Barring other unaccounted-for feedback
physics (see Section 2.5.7), and neglecting environmental interactions, we conclude
that a gas-dominated cloud with Σgas >> 103 M pc−2 will convert nearly all of
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its gas to stars in a few crossing times. In this limit, we expect a result similar to
our simulations: a population of massive star clusters will form, and will eventually
merge into a single cluster because the high global SFE will allow the system to
remain bound. If a relatively low-mass SMBH is present, it may sink to the centre
of this cluster under dynamical friction. However, it is also possible that before
the final nuclear cluster has formed, the SMBH and clusters effectively behave as a
few-N-body system, which has chaotic behaviour and often results in the ejection
of one or more members. Such ejections will prolong the time necessary for SMBH
to form binary pairs in galaxy mergers, and may lower the resulting low-frequency
gravitational wave background.
If star formation occurs near an SMBH, the gravity of the SMBH also contributes
to the binding force on the gas. If we re-derive 2.9 and consider only the force of
gravity of the SMBH on the gas, we obtain a lower bound for the integrated SFE of








This assumes that the gas is not somehow being prevented from forming stars by
AGN feedback and that the dynamical effect of the black hole upon the gas flow
does not slow star formation enough to make the gas consumption time longer than
∼ 10 Myr. The characteristic radius at which int saturates to ∼ 1 is then:
RSF ∼
√







using Σcrit = 2800 M pc−2.
Under these assumptions, the in-situ formation of a nuclear star cluster could proceed
as follows: if enough low-angular momentum gas falls within RSF of an SMBH to
become gravitationally unstable, it will be rapidly consumed by star formation,
leaving behind a nuclear star cluster and little remaining gas. The fiducial value 6 pc
derived here does lie in the range of effective radii of nuclear star clusters found in
several different types of galaxies (see Hopkins et al. (2010) and references therein).
Such efficient star formation near black holes may have drastic implications for the
ability of gas from the galactic disk to be accreted onto a central SMBH, as the
gas may fragment into stars before reaching the hole within a few dynamical times,
at which point it can no longer lose angular momentum efficiently. This contrasts
greatly with models which assume star formation must be slow ( f f ∼ 1%) all the
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way down to the black hole; in this case, a steady supply of gas can reach the black
hole even with modest torques, as gas has ∼ 100 dynamical times to lose its angular
momentum before being converted to stars. As such, it is important that studies of
AGN accretion on ∼ pc and smaller scales consider the physics of the multiphase
ISM and star formation in some detail.
2.5.6 Absence of metal-enriched supermassive direct-collapse objects
These simulations were originally conceived as an attempt to reproduce the mecha-
nism for direct-collapse supermassive black hole formation simulated inMayer et al.
(2010) and Mayer et al. (2015) with a more realistic approach to cooling and star
formation. To summarize, these works propose that in the gas-rich nuclear disk re-
sulting from a galaxymerger, fragmentation can be suppressed by some combination
of turbulence and suppression of cooling due to optical thickness, enabling accretion
onto a supermassive quasi-star even for ISM with solar metal abundances. To avoid
over-cooling in optically thick regions, we implemented the optically-thick cooling
approximation of Rafikov (2007) so as to interpolate between the optically-thin and
-thick cooling regimes where appropriate. In previous tests we also chose a rather
high (107cm−3) density threshold for star formation and allowed star formation only
when the local Jeans mass is < 103M, so as to prevent premature conversion
of gas particles into star particles where they may otherwise form a supermassive
object. Our simulations reach comparable optical depths and turbulent velocity
dispersions to the nuclear disks in the Mayer simulations, however we report no
formation of direct-collapse objects. In numerical experiments, we have only been
able to produce anything resembling a supermassive quasi-star if we implement a
temperature floor of 104 K and slow the local star formation rate Ûρ? to 1 % of the
usual value. As these are similar to the choices made for Mayer et al. (2010) and
Mayer et al. (2015), it seems that metal-enriched direct-collapse object formation
is a numerical artifact of slow subgrid star formation and a lack of low-temperature
cooling. Our conclusions agree with those obtained by Ferrara et al. (2013) using
a one-dimensional disk model: if realistic low-temperature cooling is accounted
for, the cooling time in the metal-enriched ISM is invariably too short to suppress
fragmentation down to the scales required to directly form a supermassive object.
2.5.7 Feedback physics uncertainties
Most of what is known about the effects of stellar feedback on GMC scales has
been learned from observations of star-forming complexes within the Milky Way,
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and even then the true efficiencies of many feedback mechanisms acting in Milky
Way-like environments are still loosely constrained, to say nothing of generalizing
these mechanisms to ULIRG-like environments. Here we list uncertainties in the
strength of feedback which could conceivably affect our results:
The Initial Mass Function
Throughout this work, we have assumed that the initial stellar mass function, and
hence ÛP?/m?, is independent of the environment of star formation. If the IMF were
to become more top-heavy in environments of high surface density, Ûp?/m? would
increase, and as our simulations have shown, this is the quantity to which our results
are most sensitive. Supposing that ÛP?m? did scale at least linearly with Σgas due
to enhanced type O star production, this would limit the maximum star formation
efficiency. There is some observational evidence of a dearth of low-mass stars
in dense nuclear environments (Smith and Gallagher, 2001; Bartko et al., 2010),
however such observations can be subject to significant sampling bias because the
time-scale for mass segregation is short in dense systems. For this reason and
others, Bastian et al. (2010b) concluded that current observations were still largely
consistent with a universal IMF.
Infrared radiation pressure
Radiation pressure plays an important role in the feedback budget in many of our
simulations; even in cases where the final gas blowout is ultimately due to SNe,
radiation helps prevent an initial runaway of the SFE before SNe start to occur. We
have found that int saturates to a value close to 1 as surface density becomes large,
however Murray et al. (2010) argued that the IR opacity of dust grains should limit
the saturation point of int for gas with solar abundances, as radiation pressure in the
optically thick regime is the only force of feedback which can conceivably scale as
fast as the gas self-gravity. By this argument, the saturation SFE maxint is expected to
scale ∼ (κIRΣcrit)−1, which takes a value of ∼ 12 for gas with solar metal abundances.
However, in a realistic, 3-dimensional scenario where hydrodynamics is coupled to
the radiation field in an inhomogeneous ISM, it is actually unlikely that radiation
pressure can achieve the whole “τIR boost”, either because photons will have a
tendency to leak out of the most optically-thin lines of sight, or because the radiative
Rayleigh-Taylor instability is able to efficiently dissipate kinetic energy (Krumholz
and Thompson, 2012b). Radiation hydrodynamics studies on this problem are
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ongoing (see also Krumholz and Thompson (2013); Rosdahl and Teyssier (2015);
Tsang and Milosavljević (2015); Davis et al. (2014b); Skinner and Ostriker (2015);
Zhang and Davis (2017)), and although results have varied with the radiative transfer
scheme used, they do generally agree that the scaling of the momentum deposited to
the gas with the mean τIR is sublinear for sufficiently large τIR, forcing the integrated
SFE to ultimately saturate to ∼ 1.
2.6 Summary
We have performed a parameter study of 3D multi-physics MHD simulations of
star-forming gas disks with initial parameters spanning two orders of magnitude
in surface density and in spatial scale, including the physics of supernovae, stellar
winds, radiation pressure, and photoionization heating. Due to the generality of the
simulation setup, we have been able to study the nature of star formation in gas-rich
environments in general, including nuclear starbursts and GMCs. Our main findings
are as follows:
• In any bound, gas-rich star-forming cloud with short (∼ 10Myr or less) dy-
namical time, star formation proceeds until it causes an inevitable gas blowout,
with the final SFE determined mainly by the balance of feedback and gravita-
tion, with other physical mechanisms having secondary importance.
• The integrated SFE int of such a system scales strongly with the initial
gas surface density Σtot,0 with weak dependence upon other parameters, and
saturates to a value ∼ 1 at adequately high surface density, despite the effects
of strong feedback. We find good agreement with analytic derivations of int
which take the form of equation 2.9 (Fall et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2010;
Dekel and Krumholz, 2013; Thompson and Krumholz, 2016), fitting a value
Σcrit = 2800 M pc−2 from the simulations. The agreement across different
spatial scales is non-trivial and somewhat surprising, as our parameter space
bridges distinct time-scale regions where radiation pressure (< 3 Myr) and SN
explosions (> 3 Myr) dominate the feedback energy and momentum budget.
The prediction of this SFE model is that int in self-gravitating clouds should
scale from ∼ 1% at 102 M pc−2 and ∼ 10% at 103 M pc−2, as is found in
local GMCs and dense clumps (Section 2.5.1 and references therein). The
model also predicts that SFE ultimately saturates to ∼ 100% in the limit of
very high surface density.
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• We find a proportional relation between the integrated SFE int and the per-
freefall SFE  f f (equation 2.13) for self-gravitating clouds, essentially because
the clouds always produce enough stars to self-destruct within ∼ 2 − 3 dy-
namical times.  f f is determined only initially by such details as cooling and
magnetic fields, and will inevitably grow until moderated by stellar feedback.
The observed  f f distribution for Milky Way GMCs can be accounted for by
combining the spread from this relation and a modest intrinsic spread due to
the time-varying SFE of a single cloud. The variation in  f f is at odds with
a universal slow star formation ( f f ∼ 1%) law when applied to individual
clouds, but the same physics used in this study recover the  f f ,gal ∼ 1%
relation in cosmological simulations (Hopkins et al., 2014, 2018a).
Thus we have determined the basic properties of feedback-moderated star
formation for self-gravitating, unstable gas complexes. In a subsequent paper,
we have used these simulations to study the process of star cluster assembly
(Grudić et al., 2018a). Future work will elucidate the relation between the-
oretical predictions of cloud SFE and its observational proxies, the mapping
between galactic environmental properties and populations of star clusters,
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2.A.1 Convergence and consistency
The methods for cooling, star formation and feedback used in this paper have been
tested in previous studies of galactic-scale simulations resolving spatial scales of
∼ 1 pc and masses > 103 M. However, their behaviour at the higher resolutions
of these simulations has been much less well-studied. It is therefore necessary
to determine how the simulation behaviour depends (1) upon mass and spatial
resolution, (2) upon the particular random seeding in the initial conditions and
(3) upon the particular physics included and parameters chosen. Because the star
formation histories (SFH) are the main data of interest, we shall focus on the effects
of these choices on the SFH as a proxy for the behaviour of the simulation as a
whole.
We choose the parameters R = 50 pc, M = 107 M as the point in parameter
space at which to investigate these questions. Because all runs are qualitatively
identical with only differences in numerical scalings, the conclusions drawn for these
parameters should apply across our parameter space, obviating the need to perform
the tests at all points. We vary the particle number from 503 to 1503 to isolate
resolution effects. Because we use adaptive softening, the effective gravitational
force resolution naturally follows mass resolution with no need for manual tuning.
To assess the effect of the random velocity seeding, we compare runs from 3 random
realizations at the standard resolution and with standard physics.
From the first panel of Figure 2.A.1 it is evident that mass resolution does have
certain systematic effects upon the computed SFH: in particular, low-resolution
runs have a SFR which is greater at early times. This is an artifact the cutoff in
the turbulent length scale that can be followed before the turbulent Jeans mass is
no longer resolved. A gas structure that is well-resolved and supported against
its self-gravity by internal motions at high resolution may not be considered so if
down-sampled to low resolution where it consists only of a few particles. Thus,
in the absence of any feedback moderation, as is the case at early times, the SFR
will rise sooner at low resolution. While this resolution effect is conspicuous, it
apparently does not have a strong effect upon the integrated SFE.
The variation in SFE due to resolution is in fact comparable to the variation arising
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Figure 2.A.1: Star formation histories of test runs with parameters M = 107 M
and R = 50 pc. Top: Convergence tests with particle number varied from 503
to 2003. Bottom: Consistency tests using 3 different random seeds for the initial
perturbations.
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Figure 2.A.2: Effect of varying the local extinction column density estimator Σe f f
by factors of 0.1 and 10 in our treatment of radiation pressure.
from different random seedings at fixed resolution, visible in panel 2 of Figure 2.2.
In both cases, the mass of gas converted to stars varies only by∼ 1% between runs.
We therefore conclude that the star formation efficiencies computed as the central
result of this study are consistent between runs with the same physical parameters.
As discussed in the main text, our results concerning star formation efficiency can
be understood in terms of simple force balance considerations. As such, it is




In our survey of the effects of different physics (Section 2.4.1), it was found that radi-
ation pressure was most responsible for the moderation of star formation. Therefore,
it is particularly important to test the robustness of the radiative transfer prescription
we have used. Radiation pressure is treated with a combination of short-ranged,
local coupling within the kernel encompassing a star particle’s nearest neighbour-
ing gas particles (most importantly handing single-scattered UV photons), and a
long-ranged component treated in the optically-thin approximation (mainly han-
dling reprocessed IR photons). The estimated local extinction around a particle
relies upon an estimate of the local column density Σe f f obtained by a Sobolev
approximation; for details see Hopkins et al. (2018a).
To test the sensitivity of our results to this local extinction approximation, we both
increased and decreased the estimated Σe f f by a factor of 10 in our fiducial 107M,
50pc run at 503 resolution. The resulting star formation histories are shown in
Figure 2.A.2. Increasing Σe f f by a factor of 10 had very little effect on the the star
formation history. This is because the local extinction fraction 1 − exp (Σe f f κUV )
is typically already quite close to 1 in the default run. Decreasing Σe f f by a factor
of 10 reduced the peak SFR by roughly a factor of 2, and decreased the final SFE
from 0.32 to 0.23, as leakage of UV photons from the local kernel is increased. We
conclude that the SFE results of this paper do have some amount of sensitivity to the
assumed geometric factor in the prescription for Σe f f , but this sensitivity is quite
sublinear: variations of a factor of 10 lead to SFE variations within a factor of 2.
Finally, we also performed a series of radiation pressure-only tests with a cloud of
mass 5 × 104 M and radius 15 pc, with a statistically-isotropic solenoidal initial
turbulent velocity field scaled to give an initial virial parameter of 2, emulating the
setup in Raskutti et al. (2016). At mass resolutions at which the formation of dense
protostellar envelopes starts to be resolved (<< 1 M), one might worry that some
qualitative change in the nature of the density field would affect the local column
density estimates in such a way that the net photon momentum budget at large is
affected, and hence the SFE. We ran this test with particle numbers of 123, 253,
503, and 1003, and obtained int of 0.082, 0.052, 0.042, and 0.040 respectively,
suggesting convergence. As with our convergence test with all physics enabled
(2.A.1), the SFE tends to converge from above; the star formation criterion is in
some sense stricter at higher resolution, as local velocity gradients supporting against
gravitational collapse are better-resolved.
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C h a p t e r 3
STAR CLUSTER STRUCTURE FROM HIERARCHICAL STAR
FORMATION
M. Y. Grudić, D. Guszejnov, P. F. Hopkins, A. Lamberts, M. Boylan-Kolchin,
N. Murray, and D. Schmitz. MNRAS, 481:688–702, November 2018a. doi:
10.1093/mnras/sty2303.
Abstract
Young massive star clusters spanning ∼ 104 − 108M in mass have been observed
to have similar surface brightness profiles. We show that recent hydrodynamical
simulations of star cluster formation have also produced star clusters with this struc-
ture. We argue analytically that this type of mass distribution arises naturally in
the relaxation from a hierarchically-clustered distribution of stars into a monolithic
star cluster through hierarchical merging. We show that initial profiles of finite
maximum density will tend to produce successively shallower power-law profiles
under hierarchical merging, owing to certain conservation constraints on the phase-
space distribution. We perform N-body simulations of a pairwise merger of model
star clusters and find that mergers readily produce the shallow surface brightness
profiles observed in young massive clusters. Finally, we simulate the relaxation of
a hierarchically-clustered mass distribution constructed from an idealized fragmen-
tation model. Assuming only power-law spatial and kinematic scaling relations,
these numerical experiments are able to reproduce the surface density profiles of
observed young massive star clusters. Thus we bolster the physical motivation for
the structure of young massive clusters within the paradigm of hierarchical star
formation. This could have important implications for the structure and dynamics
of nascent globular clusters.
3.1 Introduction
Most stars in the Universe are field stars, gravitationally bound only to their host
galaxies and not to any discernible smaller element of structure. However, when
the locations of initial star formation are considered, there is strong evidence that
most stars are born in a statistically clustered, correlated configuration (Lada and
Lada, 2003; McKee and Ostriker, 2007; Bressert et al., 2010; Gouliermis et al.,
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Figure 3.1: Proposed model of cluster formation from hierarchical star formation.
Far left: An unstable molecular cloud undergoes gravitational collapse. Centre
left: The gravitational instability causes hierarchical fragmentation, producing a
hierarchy of sub-clouds that eventually fragment into individual stars. Centre right:
Stars that fragmented out of the same sub-clouds form in sub-clusters. Feedback
from massive stars starts to evacuate gas locally. Far right: The sub-clusters merge
hierarchically into a single cluster as stellar feedback blows out any remaining gas.
2015; Grasha et al., 2017; Gouliermis, 2018). The star formation efficiency M?Mgas of
typical giant molecular clouds is only of order 1−10% (Myers et al., 1986; Mooney
and Solomon, 1988; Williams and McKee, 1997; Evans et al., 2009; Lada et al.,
2010; Heiderman et al., 2010; Murray, 2011; Kennicutt and Evans, 2012; Lee et al.,
2016), possibly due to stellar feedback disrupting the molecular cloud once a certain
stellar mass has formed (Murray et al., 2010; Hopkins et al., 2012a, 2014; Grudić
et al., 2018b). The loss of binding energy from the blowout of the remaining gas can
unbind the initial stellar distribution (Tutukov, 1978; Hills, 1980; Mathieu, 1983;
Lada et al., 1984; Elmegreen and Clemens, 1985; Baumgardt and Kroupa, 2007;
Parmentier et al., 2008), allowing most or all stars to disperse into the surrounding
galaxy. However, the existence of young, apparently well-relaxed star clusters within
the Milky Way (Portegies Zwart et al., 2010a) suggests that a certain fraction of star
formation does lead to bound cluster formation, even in Milky Way-like conditions.
In many cases, young star clusters have not had time to evolve under the effects of
evaporation, dynamical relaxation, and stellar evolution, so their structures should
contain some information about their initial formation. A successful model of star
cluster formation will be able to clarify this relationship.
In this paper, we discuss the formation of young massive star clusters (YMCs): star
clusters that are younger than ∼ 100 Myr and more massive than 104 M (Portegies
Zwart et al., 2010a)1. Unlike mature globular clusters, which are generally well-fit
1The definition of Portegies Zwart et al. (2010a) also implcitly includes gravitational bound-
edness, however we emphasize that the observed YMCs we refer to in this text are not necessarily
bound.
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by tidally-truncated models such the King (1966) profile, YMCs have been found to
have extended power-law profileswith no discernible truncation, and hence are better
fit by the Elson et al. (1987) surface brightness model (hereafter Elson et al. (1987)).
This model consists of a core of finite surface brightness µ0 with an outer surface
brightness profile that decays as µ ∝ R−γ, where γ is the parameter determining
the logarithmic slope of the surface brightness profile, hereafter referred to as the
“profile slope”. If γ ≤ 2, the integrated stellar mass is divergent, so Elson et al.
(1987) profiles with γ ∼ 2 are referred to as “shallow”, and have a greater proportion
of their light in the power-law portion of the surface brightness profile compared to
steeper profiles.
YMCs quite often do have shallow profile slopes with γ typically ranging from 2.2
to 3.2 (Elson et al., 1987; Mackey and Gilmore, 2003a,b; Portegies Zwart et al.,
2010a; Ryon et al., 2015), which correspond to 3D density profiles ρ ∝ r−3.2 − r−4.2
in the outer regions. The super star clusters (SSCs) of NGC 7252, despite being
three to four orders of magnitude more massive than YMCs of the Local Group, also
have profile slopes in this range (Bastian et al., 2013). This agreement across mass
scales suggests some scale-free physical mechanism of bound star cluster formation,
such that a shallow Elson et al. (1987)-like surface brightness profile is generally
produced.
One might suppose that the shallow power-law profile of young clusters somehow
reflects the initial stellar configuration at the time of star formation, and a smooth
cloud of gas turns into a structureless star cluster (e.g. Goodwin 1998). However,
observations and simulations (Mac Low and Klessen, 2004; McKee and Ostriker,
2007; Kruijssen, 2013; Krumholz et al., 2014) of star-forming clouds agree that the
initial distribution of stellar positions in a star cluster is clumpy and hierarchical, not
smooth and monolithic. Thus, presently-observed smoothly-distributed star clusters
are likely to have assembled from a hierarchy of sub-clusters that fragmented out of
the parent molecular cloud. If so, the present-day structure of young star clusters
is the direct result of top-down fragmentation into stars followed by bottom-up
assembly into a single star cluster (see Figure 4.1). In this work we investigate this
physical process, arriving at an explanation for the observed structure of YMCs.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 3.2 we review observations of the
structure of YMCs and compare them to the catalogue of star clusters formed in the
Grudić et al. (2018b) (hereafter Grudić et al. (2018b)) suite of star cluster formation
simulations. We argue that the profile slopes of YMCs are established early in a
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cluster’s lifetime, and hence must emerge from their hierarchical formation events.
In 3.3we discuss how this happens, arguing analytically that the hierarchicalmerging
of sub-clusters generally creates clusters with shallower power-law slopes through
phase-space mixing. In Section 3.4, we test our analytic predictions against N-
body simulations of collisionless pairwise star cluster mergers and the collisionless
relaxation of a hierarchically-clustered mass distibution. In Section 7.5 we discuss
various possible implications and generalizations of our results, and in Section 7.6we
summarize our main results. Appendix 3.A describes our algorithm for identifying
bound star cluster membership from N-body particle data in the simulations of
Grudić et al. (2018b). In Appendix 3.B we derive, plot, and provide approximations
for various functions that are useful in the analysis of a Elson et al. (1987) star cluster
model in collisionless equilibrium with arbitrary γ.
3.2 Profile Slopes of YMC Populations









where µmax is the central surface brightness, R is the projected distance from the
centre, a is a scale radius, and γ gives power law index of the outer brightness
profile, hereafter referred to as the “profile slope”. The corresponding 3D density
profile assuming a constant mass-to-light ratio is





















is the central density, M the total mass, a the scale radius, and γ the profile slope.
This density profile can be recognized as a generalization of the Plummer (1911)
model (corresponding to γ = 4) to arbitrary profile slope.
Several observed YMC populations are rich enough to be able to discern an un-
derlying distribution of profile slopes. In Figure 3.1 we plot the distribution of γ
as measured by Ryon et al. (2015) for YMCs in M83, (Ryon et al., 2017) for NGC
628 and NGC 131, and Mackey and Gilmore (2003a,b) for the Magellanic Clouds.
These clusters range from ∼ 106 − 108 yr in age and ∼ 104 − 106 M in mass. In
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NGC 628 (Ryon 2017)
NGC 1313 (Ryon 2017)
LMC (Mackey & Gilmore 2003a)
SMC (Mackey & Gilmore 2003b)
Simulations with feedback (Grudic´ 2018)
Simulations without feedback (Grudic´ 2018)
Figure 3.1: Solid: Cumulative distribution of star cluster profile slope in the YMC
populations ofM83 (Ryon et al., 2015), NGC628, NGC1313 (Ryon et al., 2017), and
the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds (Mackey and Gilmore, 2003b,a). Dashed:
CDF for the star cluster population extracted from the simulations of Grudić et al.
(2018b), with and without stellar feedback. For both real and simulated cluster
populations, we include only those clusters that have γ > 2, as in Ryon et al. (2015).
Agreement between the observed populations is quite good, however the simulations
without feedback appear to have a deficit of shallow clusters. This may be due to
the greater compactness of star clusters produced in absence of feedback, which
decreases the cross section for the dynamical interactions that lead to shallower
profiles.
all three populations, the median γ is around 2.5. In general, agreement between
the observed distributions is quite good, suggesting that a population of Elson et al.
(1987)-like clusters with this γ distribution arises from some common underlying
physical process.
Power-law density profiles have been proposed to emerge in star clusters in various
ways. A power law density profile is the hallmark of gravothermal core collapse,
but an inner density profile of ρ ∝ r−2.2 should generally result (Lynden-Bell and
Eggleton, 1980; Cohn, 1980), which is unlike the outer power-law profile ρ ∝ r−3.5
typically observed in YMCs. von Hoerner (1957) and Hénon (1964) found that
a ρ (r) ∝ r−4 (hence γ = 3) density profile results when a uniform collisionless
sphere with a Maxwellian velocity distribution undergoes violent relaxation toward
collisionless equilibrium. More generally, it results from a discontinuity in the
distribution of stellar mass in energy space across the boundary between bound and
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free orbits, as is caused by the escape of stars with positive energy after a violent
relaxation event (Aguilar and White, 1986; Jaffe, 1987; Merritt et al., 1989). As
such, this may be a good model of the initial relaxation of the smallest bound sub-
structures, or at the resolution limit in star cluster formation simulations that do not
resolve individual stars (e.g. Grudić et al., 2018b). However, it does not explain the
fact that the majority of star clusters have γ < 3.
Elson et al. (1987) suggested that the typically observed value γ ∼ 2.5 corresponds
to the ρ ∝ r−3.5 profile found in Spitzer and Shapiro (1972) as a steady-state solution
for the outer halo of a star cluster with an inner core, but they proceeded to point out
that this structure would have to be established on the two-body relaxation timescale
(Spitzer, 1987; Portegies Zwart et al., 2010a):








where Re f f is the half-mass radius (we have also assumed here that the mean mass
of a star is 0.5 M). Many YMCs are much younger than their respective two-body
relaxation timescale, so this picture is not satisfactory.
In general, scenarios requiring more than a few Myr can be ruled out, as good
Elson et al. (1987) fits appear to have been achieved for quite young star clusters.
Indeed, Ryon et al. (2015) found no correlation of γ with cluster age in M83,
suggesting that any secular evolutionary processes occurring within these YMCs
typically takes longer than ∼ 100 Myr to have an appreciable systematic effect on the
outer structure. Such young cluster have not existed long enough to experience any
significant number of dynamical relaxation times or orbits around the host galaxy
during which they may be tidally stripped. Thus, we will explore explanations in
which γ is established over a relatively short cluster formation timescale and then
evolves only slowly. The most promising of these is the other physical explanation
proposed by Elson et al. (1987): dissipationless relaxation following a rapid star
formation event. It was noted that simulations of the collisionless relaxation of
galaxies from a clumpy, non-equlibrium state (van Albada, 1982; McGlynn, 1984a)
could reproduce the range of profile slopes observed in star clusters. We will revisit
this scenario in the context of modern star formation theory.
3.2.1 Simulated cluster populations
To guide our analytic exploration, we consider simulations of star cluster formation.
The multi-physics N-body MHD simulations of Grudić et al. (2018b) followed the
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collapse of a parameter survey of unstable gas clouds with a wide range of initial
conditions, e.g., 10 − 1000 pc in diameter and 102 − 104 M pc−2 in mean surface
density. We found that the clouds form stars until a certain critical stellar surface
density has been reached, sufficient to disrupt the cloud via stellar feedback, which
included the combination of photoionization heating, radiation pressure, shocked
stellar winds and supernova explosions, approximated numerically according to the
methods developed for the FIRE project in Hopkins et al. (2014, 2018a). In general,
we have found that the simulations with greater star formation efficiency place end
with a significant fraction of the total stellar mass in gravitationally-bound, virialized
star clusters.
These star clusters form via hierarchical assembly2, as has been found in previous
simulations following the collapse and turbulent fragmentation of molecular clouds
(Klessen and Burkert, 2000; Bonnell et al., 2003). Many small subclusters first
fragment out of the molecular cloud, which them go on to merge with their neigh-
bours, eventually building up a massive star cluster. Unlike N-body simulations of
star cluster assembly that have relied upon certain assumptions about the mass-loss
history of the system (e.g. Scally and Clarke, 2002; Fellhauer and Kroupa, 2005),
the process of star cluster assembly in concert with feedback-induced mass loss is
followed self-consistently by including stellar feedback physics 3.
We identify and catalogue those star clusters that are both well-resolved (greater than
103 particles) and gravitationally bound via the algorithm described in Appendix
3.A. We have found that the surface density profiles of star clusters formed in
the simulations are generally well-fit by the Elson et al. (1987) profile, covering
a range of slope parameters. In Figure 3.1 we plot the distribution of slopes
extracted from the star cluster populations formed in the simulations of Grudić
et al. (2018b), both with and without stellar feedback. We find that the agreement
with the observed populations is within the observational scatter for the simulations
that include stellar feedback, suggesting that at least the most important physics
necessary for realistic star cluster structure are accounted for in the simulations. We
find no strong correlation between γ and cluster mass, age4, or radius, in agreement
with Ryon et al. (2015).
2A visualization of the star cluster formation process can be found at http://www.tapir.
caltech.edu/~mgrudich/gmc.mp4
3Unlike these works, our simulations do not resolve the motions of individual stars, however.
4Note however that these simulations follow the isolated formation of star clusters, and do not
follow a cluster’s subsequent evolution in a galactic environment.
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The simulationswithout stellar feedback also have a significant population of shallow
clusters, but there is a deficit of very shallow clusters having γ < 2.5. Without stellar
feedback, the population of bound star clusters tends to be richer: more stars form
overall due to the absence of a force that moderates star formation. Also, the clusters
are generally denser on average due to the lack of energy input from feedback; they do
not undergo dynamical expansion due to mass loss. These dense, compact clusters
are much less likely per orbit to merge with their neighbours, whereas mergers
are more common in simulations with feedback because the clusters undergo some
amount of dynamical expansion, increasing the cross section for merging. This
suggests that the formation of shallow clusters has something to dowith the dynamics
of the cluster assembly process.
The above simulations and observations lead us to several hypotheses about the
origin of YMC mass profiles:
1. The distribution of profile slopes does not differ greatly between different
observed or simulated cluster-forming environments, if one accounts for stellar
feedback in the simulations.
2. Interactions with the galactic environment are not necessary to reproduce the
observed γ distribution, as the simulations do not include these physics.
3. Few-body interactions must play a secondary role in determining the bulk
structure of the cluster, as even if the simulations were capable of resolving
these effects (which they are not) they do not run for any significant fraction of
a half-mass relaxation time. Structural details on the scale of individual stars,
such as the stellar mass function, can be neglected in favour of a mean-field,
IMF-averaged approximation over timescales much less than the two-body
relaxation timescale.
It is therefore plausible that star clusters generally form with Elson et al. (1987)-
like surface brightness profiles, directly from their initial relaxation from their
hierarchically-clustered state.
3.3 Shallow Clusters Through Merging Substructure
We will now develop physical intuition for how hierarchical star formation leads to
the formation of star clusters with shallow power-law profiles. Consider first the
initial conditions of the problem: a gas cloud collapses and undergoes star formation.
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Observations of the M83 YMC population suggest that the majority of the YMCs
evacuate their natal gas as soon as 2 − 3 Myr (Hollyhead et al., 2015), at most a few
orbital times. This is also the case in the Grudić et al. (2018b) simulations. This
process of rapid star formation still has some finite duration, but we may consider
an idealized model wherein the stars are formed in place instantaneously, and the
system then relaxes as a dissipationless N-body system.
This initial arrangement of stars resulting from the fragmentation of the cloud
will be hierarchically clustered (e.g. Bonnell et al. 2003; Gouliermis et al. 2015;
Guszejnov et al. 2017; Grasha et al. 2017). This is because fragmentation will leave
behind substructures of all scales from the size of the parent cloud to the scale of
protostellar disks (Hopkins, 2013). The proportion of the original gas cloud that is
actually converted into stars will be limited by the dynamical ejection of gas and
the eventual blowout due to stellar feedback (e.g. Murray et al. 2010; Grudić et al.
2018b), but let us assume that the cloud has high (> 50%) star formation efficiency,
which generally leads to the formation of a bound star cluster (Hills, 1980; Elmegreen
and Efremov, 1997). Subclusters that fragmented from the same self-gravitating
parent will then be gravitationally bound to each other on average, so once they have
turned into stars they will eventually merge together under dynamical friction. The
result will be a sequence of hierarchical merging: subclusters will merge with their
immediate neighbours that fragmented from the same parent, then the more massive
cluster will merge with its neighbour, etc (see Figure 4.1). The smallest and densest
structures will merge first because their respective dynamical times are the shortest,
as their orbital time will be essentially the freefall time at the mean density of their
parent structure, t f f ∝ ρ−12 .
This process is certainly complex, but the success of the Grudić et al. (2018b)
simulations in producing star clusters with the correct structure out of softened,
equal-mass star particles encourages us to consider a collisionless kinetic treatment
of the problem. We approximate the dynamics as those of an ensemble of stars





where DDt denotes the Lagrangian time derivative along the flow of the system
determined by the Hamiltonian with the usual kinetic and gravitational terms. In
other words, the phase-space density f is conserved along trajectories of the system.
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Formally, this does link the initial state of a hierarchical stellar distribution to
the final state of a monolithic star cluster. However, it cannot be applied directly:
while the fine-grained distribution function f is indeed conserved in a dissipationless
relaxation process, themeasurable quantity in any observation or N-body simulation
is the coarse-grained distribution f¯ :









where K is some 6-dimensional smoothing kernel, σx and σv are the practical
resolution limits of position and velocity measurements, and ∗ represents phase-
space convolution. In observations and N-body simulations, the finite masses of
the bodies impose a mass scale that ultimately determines the practical limit of
phase-space resolution: the support of the smoothing kernel must contain a certain
number of bodies to be able to convert between the full discrete description and the
continuum approximation in any meaningful way.
The collisionless Boltzmann equation does not require that f¯ be conserved along
phase-space trajectories. To the contrary, in a system relaxing violently toward
equilibrium, phase-space elements of varying f tend to be stretched out and tangled
together until eventually it is impossible to recover the original value of f at any res-
olution at which the continuum limit actually applies (Lynden-Bell, 1967; Dehnen,
2005). The result is a “dilution” of mass in phase-space, wherein f¯ will generally
decrease. This process is clearly essential in the relaxation of a hierarchically-
clustered mass distribution into a monolithic cluster, as the the initial clumpy state
contains more information than the smooth final state, so this information must be
effectively lost as mixing entropy. We expect that in collisionless hierarchical cluster
assembly dominated by typically equal-mass mergers, violent relaxation should be
efficient at driving this phase-space dilution.
The phase-spacemixing theorem derived in Dehnen (2005) makes it possible to con-
strain the evolution of the phase-space distribution in hierarchical merging. Dehnen
found that when two collisionless self-gravitating systems merge, the following
function of the coarse-grained phase-space density must strictly decrease for all f :




f¯ (x, v) − f ) d3x d3v, (3.7)
which is known as the excess mass function. This mixing theorem was used to
explain why the inner density profile of a collisionless merger product must have
the same slope as the steeper of the progenitors (e.g. Boylan-Kolchin et al., 2005;
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Kazantzidis et al., 2006). It thus immediately follows that two EFF-like systems
must merge into a system with a flat inner density profile 5.
We can also use the mixing theorem to constrain the outer density profile of the
merger. For this purpose, it is more convenient to consider the reciprocal excess
mass function M − D ( f ), where M is the total mass of the system; this quantity
must strictly increase during mixing. Dehnen showed that for a system with an 3D
outer density profile ρ ∝ r−γ−1,
M − D ( f ) ∝ f 2γ−42γ−1 . (3.8)
For values of γ giving finite mass (γ > 2), the exponent f
2γ−4
2γ−1 increases monotoni-
cally from 0 at γ = 2 to 1 as γ →∞. Hence M −D ( f ) is a steeper function of f for
star clusters with steeper outer profiles. Therefore, when two collisionless systems
merge, the requirement that the reciprocal mass function for the whole system must
increase for all f implies that the functionmust be at least as shallow as the shallower
of the two systems in isolation. Consequently, the outer density profile of merger
product of two collisionless systems can be no steeper than the shallower of the two
progenitors. We are thus able explain why hierarchical merging does not produce
steeper density profiles than existed originally, however it remains to explain why it
might drive the system toward shallower slopes.
3.3.1 Similarity solution
A shallow outer density profile profile can be associated with mass being spread over
many orders of magnitude in phase space density. In particular, dM/d log f¯ ∼  ,
where  is some small fraction of the total mass of the system. More generally, if
we consider any parameter describing a “scale" that approaches 0 far away from the





for shallow clusters, where x is the chosen scale parameter. In Guszejnov et al.
(2018a), we argue that such a broad distribution of mass across different scales
is a general feature of systems formed under the action of gravity and supersonic
turbulence, whose equations can be cast in a scale-free form under the physical
conditions relevant to star formation. Therefore, γ ∼ 2 is the expected result of
5In fact, this follows intuitively from the requirement that the maximum phase-space density
cannot increase. Systems in virial equilibrium with flat inner profiles have a maximum phase-space
density, while systems with power-law inner profiles do not.
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hierarchical cluster formation in the limit where the hierarchy of substructures covers
a large range of scales. In both the fragmentation that produces the hierarchical
structure, and the merging that effaces it, the physics can prefer no particular scale,
and hence leave a small fraction of the total mass behind at each scale, hence the
flat distribution of mass in log f .
This argument predicts γ = 2 in the limit of cluster formation from a deep hier-
archical merger tree; in effect, this is the fixed point for the outer density profile
in hierarchical merging. However, clusters with γ > 2 remain to be explained.
Furthermore, we know that some of the simulated star clusters plotted in Figure
3.1 do not have particularly extended merger histories; inspection of their merger
histories of the least well-resolved clusters considered generally reveals no more
than 2 − 3 major mergers. There is clearly some mechanism that allows clusters
to reach shallow slopes with only limited merger histories, which must arise from
some change in γ in the pairwise merging of star clusters.
3.3.2 Shallower density profiles through pairwise merging
Let us idealize hierarchical cluster formation as a sequence of pairwise cluster
mergers. By symmetry, such a merger would most typically involve two clusters
of similar size, mass and shape, so we will determine the outcome of a merger of
identical star clusters described by EFF profiles with M = a = 1 and a particular
value of γ. Since the two clusters fragmented out of the same parent under grav-
itational instability, the two clusters can be expected to be gravitationally bound
to each other; for simplicity we will consider the case in which they collide on a
marginally-bound parabolic orbit with pericentre smaller enough for the clusters to
disrupt each other in one or two passes. In a marginally-bound, collisionless merger,
mass and energy are approximately conserved (White, 1979), so we assume mass
and energy are conserved for simplicity. Furthermore, we assume that the merger
product is another star cluster with an Elson et al. (1987) profile with parameters
M′ = 2M , a′ and γ′
If themerger is homologous (γ′ = γ), mass and energy conservation imply thatM′ =
2 and a′ = 2. Then the coarse-grained phase-space density f¯ ∝ G−3/2M−1/2a−3/2
in the neighbourhood of an average star is rescaled by 14 , which satisfies the con-
straint that f¯ must decrease in the evolution of the system. This “uniform mixing”
approximation has proven to be quite predictive in the case of dissipationless el-
liptical galaxy mergers (Shen et al., 2003; Cole et al., 2000; Boylan-Kolchin et al.,
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Figure 3.1: Final surface brightness slope γ′ of the star cluster produced in a merger
as a function of the initial γ of two merging clusters with equal γ, mass, and size,
assuming that the relaxed merger has an Elson et al. (1987) profile. We plot the
analytic predictions assuming that the maximum phase-space density fmax (solid)
and the maximum density ρ0 (dashed) are conserved; the two models predict similar
results: merging of clusters of equal size and mass always produces a shallower
profile than existed before, driving star clusters toward γ = 2 regardless of their
initial structure. We also plot the results of the simulated mergers described Section
3.4.1, which do not agree exactly with either model but predict the same overall
trend of the formation of shallower profiles.
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2005; Hopkins et al., 2009). However, the physical nature of phase-space mixing
and violent relaxation in elliptical galaxy mergers may well be qualitatively dif-
ferent from star cluster mergers: the cusps of elliptical galaxies are scale-free, so
the phase-space dilution factor tends to be roughly constant throughout the system,
leading to uniform mixing. Meanwhile star clusters with flat inner profiles do have
a characteristic scale imprinted by the maximum density or maximum phase-space
density; some memory of the maximum density should persist in the merger.
We make the ansatz, to be justified in §3.4.1, that the maximum phase-space density
persists throughout the merger, as phase mixing becomes less efficient as f → fmax ,
where fmax is the maximum phase-space density found in either cluster. If so, then
γ cannot remain the same while preserving mass and energy, as if it did then fmax
would take 1/4 its original value. Assuming that the merger product is an Elson
et al. (1987) cluster, and conservation of mass, energy and fmax , we arrive at the
following equation for the final cluster’s slope γ′:
F (γ′) = 25/2 F (γ)W (γ), (3.10)
whereW(γ) and F (γ) are the dimensionless functions that contain the γ depen-
dence of a cluster’s energy and maximum phase-space density (see Equations 3.24
and 3.27 for approximate forms and Figures 3.B.2 and 3.B.4 for plots of these func-
tions). This equation can be solved for γ′ numerically. In the case of merging equal
mass and size Plummer (1911) models (γ = 4), the solution is γ′ = 2.83: the final
cluster is shallower than its progenitors.
We also consider the ansatz that the central density ρ0 is conserved. In practice, the
predictions of the two ansätze are similar (see Figure 3.1). In general, the models
predict that 2 < γ′ < γ, so a sequence of mergers will drive γ toward a fixed
point of 2. Intuitively, mass and energy conservation require the final mass and
effective radius to roughly double. This must be achieved without changing the
central (phase-space) density significantly, so a shallower slope is required, because
a shallower cluster has greater central (phase-space) density for a given half-mass
radius.
By the arguments above, even very steep (γ ∼ 10) clusters of similar size and mass
will merge into a cluster with γ ∼ 4, so only 1 − 2 major mergers are needed to get
a cluster into the interval between 2 and 3 in which most YMCs lie (Figure 3.1). As
we have established that γ must be established quite early in a cluster’s lifetime, this
merger history comes from the star cluster’s hierarchical assembly process.
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Run M Re f f γ M′ R′e f f γ
′ Predicted γ′ Ellipticity χˆ2f it
Merger 1 1.00 1.30 4.00 1.90 2.24 2.69 ± 0.06 2.83 0.25 78.04
Merger 2 1.90 2.24 2.69 3.57 4.22 2.48 ± 0.03 2.37 0.14 212.24
Merger 3 3.57 4.22 2.48 6.53 7.65 2.21 ± 0.01 2.27 0.13 142.20
Table 3.1: Parameters and results of the sequence of simulated mergers of identical
EFF-like star clusters: Initial cluster masses M , initial half-mass radii Re f f , initial
profile slope γ, final cluster mass M′, final half-mass radius R′e f f , final fitted profile
slope γ′, analytically-predicted γ′ according to Equation 3.10, cluster ellipticity,
and the reduced χ2 for the fit of the final surface density profile to the EFF model.
We give χˆ2f it for the worst of three fits of the final cluster’s surface density profile
as projected in three orthogonal planes. The quoted uncertainty in γ′ includes the
variation between the three different fit results.
3.4 N-body experiments
In the previous section, two claims were made that require verification: that the
maximum phase-space density is conserved in a collisionless star cluster merger,
and that the sequence of mergers necessary to produce an Elson et al. (1987)-like
cluster with γ ∼ 2 − 3 can arise from the relaxation of a hierarchically-clustered
stellar distribution. Now we shall verify these claims with N-body numerical
experiments, first of a sequence of pairwise mergers and then of a hierarchically-
clustered configuration. We use the multi-physics code GIZMO (Hopkins, 2015)
in a pure N-body configuration. Gravity is solved with a hierarchical BH-tree
algorithm derivative of GADGET-3 (Springel, 2005). We do not simulate the motion
of individual stars, but rather approximate the solution of the collisionless Vlasov-
Poisson equation with a Monte Carlo sampling of the distribution function with
equal-mass, softened particles. Throughout, we adopt units such that G = 1.
3.4.1 Pairwise cluster mergers
We first simulate the merger of two Plummer model clusters (γ = 4) to test the
ansätze that their maximum phase-space density should be conserved and that the
end product should be well-fit by an Elson et al. (1987) profile with γ given by
the solution of Equation 3.10. Once these clusters have merged and the cluster has
relaxed to a steady state, we extract this cluster, copy it, and set it up to merge with
its copy. To avoid building up a spurious anisotropy along the axis of approach, the
orientations of the clusters are randomized between mergers. We repeat this for a
total of three simulated mergers. The Plummer-equivalent gravitational softening



















Initial condition: γ = 4
Merger 1: γ = 2.69
Merger 2: γ = 2.48
Merger 3: γ = 2.21














Figure 3.1: Results of the successive pairwise merging of star clusters, starting
with a pair of identical Plummer models. Left: Cluster surface density profiles for
the initial Plummer model and the three successive merger products. The mergers
generally do shallow the surface density profile toward γ = 2. Fits to the EFF model
are shown as dotted lines. Right: Distribution of mass in log phase-space density,
dM
d log10 f
, for the simulated clusters. The mergers generally conserve the maximum
phase-space density and distribute the mass across more orders of magnitude in f ,
gradually building up the flat distribution associated with shallower surface density
profiles (γ ∼ 2). The dotted line shows what dMd log10 f would be for Merger 3 if the
phase-space distribution function were that of an isotropic Elson et al. (1987) model
with fitted parameters fitted from the surface density profile.
Initial conditions
We construct two Plummer cluster models in collisionless equilibrium, randomly
sampling the positions of 125000 particles per cluster according to the 3D EFF
distribution (Equation 3.2) with M = a = 1 and γ = 4. The velocity distribution
is assumed to be isotropic and is randomly sampled according to the phase-space
distribution function of Equation 3.26, which is exact for the Plummer model. We
find that a single such cluster evolved in isolation for 104 half-mass dynamical times
has no significant evolution from the Plummer model, so we expect that the particle
number is sufficient so that collisional effects play nomajor role in the merger, which
happens after ∼ 300 dynamical times. We place the cluster centres 100 length units
from each other, with the relative velocity adjusted for a parabolic encounter with
a pericentric radius of 1.6, which is just close enough that the clusters merge in a
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single pass. We set up the two subsequent mergers in the same way, but we scale
the pericentric radius to the half-mass radius of the cluster.
Results
In all simulations, the clusters approach and merge in a single pass after O(102) time
units, and by the end of the simulation at t = 1000 the new cluster has approached
a new collisionless equilibrium. A fraction of the particles are ejected from the
system, so the assumption that the final cluster will contain all initial mass and
energy does not hold exactly, but the fraction is always < 10%. Free particles are
deleted from subsequent merger simulations.
Data on the formed clusters are presented in Table 3.1. We perform Elson et al.
(1987) fits on the final surface density profiles as projected in three orthogonal
different planes. The particle positions are binned into annuli around the centre
of the cluster, and we fit the masses within each bin to the EFF model via χ2
minimization. Since we interpret the particle states as a Monte Carlo sampling of
the phase-space distribution, the uncertainty of the mass m in each bin is taken to be
the Poisson sampling error m√
N
, where N is the number of particles in the bin (valid
for sufficiently large N). We find that the EFF model always fits the surface density
profiles reasonably well (Figure 3.1, panel 1), but not exactly; the reduced χ2 of the
fits are on the order of 100. The clusters are only weakly triaxial, with ellipticity
0.25 at most, so the fit results from different projection planes do not vary greatly.
Mergers 2 and 3 both reduce the ellipticity initially created by Merger 1.
We find that the successive mergers do shallow the surface density profiles (Figure
3.1 clusters with γ = 4 merge into γ = 2.69, then 2.69 into 2.48, and then 2.48
into 2.21. This is not in exact agreement with the analytic predictions of Section
3.3.2 assuming either conservation of density or phase-space density, however the
analytic and numerical predictions of γ agree to within 0.1, and agree upon the
general trend of a decrease toward γ = 2. Perfect agreement with the model is
not expected because of the many approximations we have invoked. In particular,
it is likely that the obtained slope of 2.69 is shallower than the predicted 2.8 due
to the fact that the merger orbit had non-zero angular momentum, which must be
redistributed in the final configuration. This would give a mass distribution that is
more extended (ie. with a shallower slope) than a cluster of equal energy with no
net angular momentum.
The last assumption of Section 3.3.2 to be verified is conservation of the maximum
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phase-space density. We estimate the coarse-grained phase-space density in the
neighbourhood of particle i in the most straightforward way, generally known as the




where ρi = miVi is the density of the particle estimated from its effective volume (Hop-
kins, 2015), and σi is the local velocity dispersion computed from the velocities of
the particle’s 32 nearest neighbours. 6 In Figure 3.1, panel 2 we plot the distribution
dM
d log f and find that indeed, the maximum phase space density (corresponding to
the upper cutoff of the distribution) is conserved from the initial Plummer model
to the final merger. Thus, the deviation of γ from analytic predictions is due to
the deviation of the phase-space distribution of the cluster from from that of an
isotropic EFF model. This is evident in Figure 3.1: despite the good apparent fits
of the surface density of Merger 3 to the EFF model, its distribution of phase space
densities looks quite different from that of an isotropic EFF model in collisionless
equilibrium (shown as the dotted line). Rather than having the predicted asymptotic
∝ f 2γ−42γ−1 dependence for small f , the distribution is flat over a finite interval, then
falls off steeply above and below that interval. The phase-space density at the lower
cutoff corresponds to the mean phase-space density of particles near 100 distance
units from the cluster centre, which is the initial separation between the clusters
in the merger setup and hence where we expect any scale-free behaviour to break
down.
From these results we may conclude that the assumptions of Section 3.3.2 were
largely valid: the collisionless merger of two Elson et al. (1987) clusters fits rea-
sonably well to another Elson et al. (1987) cluster, at least in its surface density
profile. The profile slope γ is close to that analytically determined by conservation
of mass, energy and fmax; conservation of mass and energy hold approximately,
while conservation of fmax holds exactly, to the extent that can be tested by our
noisy estimate of the phase-space density.
3.4.2 Relaxation of a Hierarchically-Clustered Mass Distribution
Nowwewish to examine whether a hierarchically-clustered distribution of stars with
realistic spatial and kinematic scaling relations can form an Elson et al. (1987)-like
star cluster as it relaxes toward collisionless equilibrium. We arrange particles in
6Much more accurate estimates of f¯ from N-body data exist (Arad et al., 2004; Ascasibar and
Binney, 2005), but the pseudo-phase-space density is suitable for the purposes of this limited analysis.
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such a configuration and simulate their dynamical evolution from the hierarchically-
clustered state.
Initial Conditions
We initialize 643 particles in a hierarchically-fragmented configuration by recur-
sively bifurcating a population of subclusters, starting with a single cluster of unit
mass centred at the origin. In each bifurcation, the mass ratio q of the two child
fragments is sampled from the log-normal distribution 7 with 〈q〉 = 1 and σlog q = 1.










The relative separation of the fragments∆x is sampled from a 3D normal distribution
with variance σ2x . We scale σ2x to achieve the desired two-point spatial correlation
function ξ (r) ∝ r−2, where
1 + ξ (r) = 〈n (r)〉〈n〉 , (3.13)
is the ratio between the average number density of particles in a spherical shell
of radius r around a star to the mean stellar number density of the system. ξ (r)
quantifies the tightness of the hierarchical clustering at a given scale r . The form
ξ (r) ∝ r−2 matches observations of young star clusters on scales greater than
0.01 pc, and is predicted by numerical simulations and general considerations of the
scale-free interplay of gravity and supersonic turbulence (Guszejnov et al., 2017,
2018a). This scaling is achieved by the “isothermal” scaling σx ∝ mparent , so σx is
thus determined down to a constant scale factor.
With the separation∆x thus sampled, the child clusters are displaced so as to preserve
the centre of mass:




x2 = xparent − q1 + q∆x.
(3.14)
Lastly, the relative velocity ∆v of the child clusters is sampled from a 3D normal
distribution scaled to emulate the v2 ∝ R kinematic relation of that is generally
7The choice of a lognormal mass ratio distribution was arbitrary; we have also run simulations
where q is always 1, and have found no major difference in our results.
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observed in GMCs (Larson, 1981; Solomon et al., 1987; Bolatto et al., 2008) and is
robustly reproduced in simulations of isothermal, self-gravitating turbulent clouds
(Kritsuk et al., 2013), the idea being that protostars will inherit the kinematics
of the ISM from which they formed. This scaling relation is achieved by setting
σ2v ∝ M4/3. Then, to conserve momentum,




v2 = vparent − q1 + q∆v.
(3.15)
The bifurcation iteration described by equations 3.12 to 3.15 is applied recursively
until the mass of a single particle is reached, so structures exist on all mass scales
down to the mass of individual particles. However, recall that these N-body sim-
ulations of equal-mass, softened particles are to be interpreted as a Monte Carlo
approximation of the solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation. For this to
be valid, any resolved structures should be sampled by a certain number of particles,
as biases in the dynamics due to the discreteness of the particles are not part of
the desired solution. For this reason, once the clustered configuration has been
generated, we smooth the initial conditions by displacing each particle by a ran-
dom normally-distributed offset with σ = 10−3; this ensures that structures in the
initial conditions are sampled by at least ∼ 100 particles. We also set the Plummer-
equivalent gravitational softening length to 10−3 for consistency (e.g. Barnes, 2012).
This procedure generates a clustered particle distribution with the desired spatial
and velocity correlations, as shown in Figure 3.2. The gravitational binding energy
W for this distribution is computed with G = 1 and the system is rescaled by a
scale factor 1W so that it has unit binding energy. The velocities are scaled to have
a total kinetic energy of 0.5, so that the system as a whole has a virial parameter
α = TW = 0.5.
Results
We generate three different sets of initial conditions and evolve each system for 35
time units; the unit of time is on the order of the dynamical timescale of the system8.
Within the first few time units, sub-clusters undergo hierarchical assembly into a
population of clusters that fly apart from each other and relax into a steady state.
8A visualization of of Run 2 can be found at http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/~mgrudich/
hierarchical.mp4
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Figure 3.2: Initial conditions and final results of a simulation of hierarchical cluster
formation, as described in Section 3.4.2. Top left: Initial 3D correlation function of
particle positions, which is ∝ r−2 above the resolution limit . Top right: Initial size-
velocity dispersion relation. σ2v (r) is the average velocity dispersion of particles
within distance r of any given point, and is constructed to be ∝ r to agree the
observed relation of GMC kinematics (Bolatto et al., 2008). Lower left: Initial
hierarchically-clustered distribution of 643 equal-mass particles, constructed by the
stochastic fragmentation iteration described in Section 3.4.2. Lower right: Surface
density profiles of the best-resolved clusters formed by the end of the simulation. The
profiles are offset from each other on the plot for visibility. They are well-described
by the Elson et al. (1987) model (Equation 3.1).
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Run Mass Re f f γ Ellipticity χˆ2f it
1 0.204 0.108 2.62 ± 0.02 0.13 8.44
1 0.202 0.166 2.26 ± 0.03 0.17 39.87
1 0.195 0.192 2.23 ± 0.02 0.12 13.80
1 0.115 0.074 2.75 ± 0.03 0.15 4.46
1 0.110 0.068 3.16 ± 0.02 0.22 1.12
1 0.054 0.052 3.11 ± 0.04 0.16 1.71
1 0.022 0.038 3.15 ± 0.05 0.12 1.29
1 0.019 0.035 3.19 ± 0.06 0.15 1.31
2 0.382 0.249 2.28 ± 0.03 0.12 104.24
2 0.364 0.171 2.35 ± 0.04 0.17 105.77
2 0.174 0.089 2.89 ± 0.03 0.10 1.78
3 0.147 0.099 2.58 ± 0.02 0.13 4.36
3 0.139 0.083 2.75 ± 0.03 0.21 2.49
3 0.114 0.078 2.62 ± 0.03 0.20 9.19
3 0.106 0.068 2.78 ± 0.03 0.15 6.39
3 0.092 0.067 2.86 ± 0.03 0.26 2.96
3 0.092 0.062 3.22 ± 0.07 0.12 1.54
3 0.053 0.050 3.22 ± 0.04 0.33 1.33
3 0.048 0.051 3.17 ± 0.07 0.25 2.05
3 0.045 0.046 3.48 ± 0.05 0.20 1.28
3 0.043 0.056 2.76 ± 0.03 0.20 2.60
3 0.031 0.040 3.40 ± 0.06 0.13 1.63
3 0.025 0.038 3.32 ± 0.05 0.22 1.10
Table 3.2: Parameters of the clusters produced in the hierarchical relaxation sim-
ulations of Section 3.4.2: Masse, half-mass radius Re f f , fitted profile slope γ,
ellipticity, and the reduced χ2 of the surface density fit to obtain γ. Uncertainties in
γ include the variation in the parameters from fitting the surface density profiles as
projected in three different orthogonal planes.
The rate-limiting step for the formation of a given cluster is merging timescale of its
last two remaining sub-clusters, which is on the order of their mutual orbital period,
at most on the order of several time units.
We identify bound clusters at the end of the simulation via the algorithm described
in Appendix 3.A. In general, roughly 80% of particles are found to be gravitationally
bound to a cluster, the rest having been dynamically ejected from their original hosts
in the violent merging process. The surface density profiles of the clusters are
generally well-fit by the Elson et al. (1987) model, and we present the fitted γ values
in Table 3.2. The uncertainties quoted in Table 3.2 include the variation in the γ
obtained when projecting the surface density profile in three different orthogonal
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planes. This variation is generally small compared to the magnitude of γ, as the
clusters are only weakly triaxial: their histories of statistically-isotropic mergers
tend to average away preferred orientations. This is also reflected in the clusters’
modest ellipticities, which we also tabulate in Table 3.2. The ellipticities lie in a
similar range to those observed in the LMC cluster population (Frenk and Fall, 1982;
Kontizas et al., 1989).
It is readily seen from Table 3.2 that the most massive clusters tend to have γ closer
to 2. The initial conditions were smoothed over an effective fixed mass scale M0,
so a hierarchically-assembled cluster of mass M would have to have experienced an
effective number of mergers N = log2 MM0 , so in these simulations the more massive
clusters have experienced more mergers, each of which creates a shallower profile.
This anticorrelation between mass and γ should not be interpreted as a prediction of
the statistics of actual YMC populations, because observed YMCs are the product
of many statistically-independent star formation events involving physics with only
weak dependence on the mass scale (e.g. Fall et al. 2010; Guszejnov et al. 2018a).
In contrast, we have simulated only three different events, all at a single mass scale.
In summary, these numerical experiments demonstrate that an EFF profile can
emerge from the relaxation of a generic, hierarchically-clustered mass distribution
with power-law spatial and kinematic scaling relations consistent with observations
of GMCs and young star clusters.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Smooth vs. clumpy initial conditions for globular cluster formation
Goodwin (1998) concluded that the assembly of a YMC from an initially clumpy
and asymmetric configuration was unlikely, for two main reasons. First, it was
found that if the level of initial clumpiness is too great, some subclusters can
survive for many orbits around the primary assembled cluster. However, Goodwin
(1998) simulated the evolution of a collection of clumps with comparable mass and
uncorrelated initial positions, not accounting for correlations between subcluster
positions imprinted by the structure formation process. This problem is averted by
a hierarchical configuration, as neighbouring subclusters are all but guaranteed to
merge. In the numerical experiments of Section 3.4.2, no persistent satellite clumps
were found; the clusters that form tend to do so within a few dynamical times and
disperse from each other, and within those clusters substructure is erased efficiently.
The other problemwith clumpy initial conditions noted by Goodwin (1998) was that
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the ellipticity of the final cluster is sensitive to the flattening of the initial conditions,
and essentially any amount of initial flattening produced clusters with ellipticities
much larger than have been observed,in the range [0, 0.28] (Kontizas et al., 1989).
This problem is averted by the specific hierarchical picture we have considered in
this work, wherein mergers at different levels in the hierarchy are uncorrelated in
orientation due to an assumed statistical isotropy. From these experiments we find
no cluster with ellipticity greatly exceeding the maximum observed. However, it
should be noted that the assumption of statistical isotropy would not necessarily
hold if, for example, the initial subclusters consisted of “beads” along a filament or a
galactic spur. Indeed, it is quite possible that hierarchical star formation does impose
large-scale statistical anisotropies. As such, an interesting direction for future work
on this problem would be to investigate the effect of physically- or observationally-
motivated anisotropy on hierarchical star cluster assembly. One avenue would be
a straightforward modification to our fragmentation model (§3.4.2) wherein the
directions of the separations ∆x and relative velocities ∆v from one level to another
are given a non-zero correlation.
Overall, we find the structure of YMCs to be largely compatible with the paradigm
of hierarchical cluster formation that we have considered here. The constraints of
Goodwin (1998) upon clumpy initial substructure apply to the specific scenario
that they simulated, with initial clumps of comparable masses and uncorrelated
positions. The nature of the relaxation process appears to be qualitatively different
when the initial stellar density and velocity field are initialized in a hierarchical
fashion in the manner we have investigated, which takes into account the underlying
spatial and kinematic correlation functions observed in star-forming regions.
3.5.2 Applicability of the collisionless approximation
Throughout this paper we have approximated the dynamics of the ensemble of stars
by assuming that the evolution is collisionless and that stars of different masses are
well-mixed. Working in this approximation, our N-body simulations represented the
stellar distribution as an ensemble of equal-mass, gravitationally-softened particles.
This picture is clearly not entirely realistic for star clusters, which are generally
are dense enough for stellar close encounters to be common enough to affect their
long-term dynamical evolution. Bonnell et al. (2003) found that an order-unity
fraction of stars have close encounters during hierarchical star cluster formation,
so the the granularity of stellar mass should clearly have some effect. We expect
the collisionless approximation to break down for clusters in which the the 2-body
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relaxation time is less than the orbital time, which Equation 3.4 predicts is the
case for clusters less massive than ∼ 250M. Therefore, we expect the physics
considered in this work to be most applicable to the regime of massive star clusters
that assembled from sub-clusters more massive than this.
The success of the collisionless approximation in producing star clusters with realis-
tic coarse-grained structure in both multi-physics star cluster formation simulations
(Grudić et al., 2018b) and the numerical experiments of this paper suggests that it
is be sufficient for these purposes. The orbital evolution in the hierarchical merging
scenario is dominated by rapid changes in the gravitational potential driving violent
relaxation, which affects stellar trajectories independently of their mass (Lynden-
Bell, 1967).
3.5.3 Star cluster initial conditions
It has become possible in recent years to simulate the direct N-body evolution, and
other processes governing the post-formation dynamical evolution, of a globular
cluster consisting of as many as ∼ 106 stars (Wang et al., 2016). Such simulations
are important for understanding the rich variety of physical mechanisms that caused
young star clusters to evolve into present-daymature globulars, but theymust assume
some initial cluster properties ad-hoc. Typically, either the Plummer (1911) or King
(1966) model is used as the initial model (Portegies Zwart et al., 2010a).
However, since YMCs are well-described by the Elson et al. (1987) model, and we
have given this observation further physical motivation in this paper, we propose that
a shallower Elson et al. (1987) model is a more realistic initial condition for globular
cluster simulations, rather than something that resembles a mature globular cluster.
According to the distribution of profile slopes (Figure 3.1), a typical model would
have γ ∼ 2.5. Compared to a Plummer model of equal mass and half-mass radius,
the central density of a γ = 2.5 profile is more than ten times greater, so collisional
effects such as mass segregation and core collapse would likely have much earlier
onset 9. This could easily mark the difference between runaway core collapse
happening before or after the mass loss and death of massive stars ∼ 3 Myr after star
formation. This is a critical factor determining whether it is possible for runaway
stellar mergers to form a very massive star or an IMBH in the centre of the cluster
(Portegies Zwart and McMillan, 2002; Gürkan et al., 2004; Freitag et al., 2006). It
should also influence the pairing and hardening of massive stellar binaries centre of
9Although they would still take longer than the initial formation of the cluster.
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dense clusters, which would alter the rate of massive (e.g. ∼ 60 M) binary black
hole mergers like GW150914 (Abbott et al., 2016; Rodriguez et al., 2015, 2016).
Clearly the detailed early dynamical evolution of realistic YMC models warrants
further study with more realistic initial conditions.
3.5.4 The outer NFW profile
We have established that the phase-space dilution caused by violent relaxation and
phase mixing in the hierarchical merging of star clusters generally drives clusters
toward shallower mass profiles approaching ρ ∝ r−3. Cold dark matter halos also
merge hierarchically, and are generally well-described by the Navarro et al. (1996)
(NFW) profile in cosmological simulations, which also has an r−3 dependence.
Indeed, it has long been established that such a profile has some relationship with
hierarchical merging (White, 1979; Villumsen, 1982; Duncan et al., 1983;McGlynn,
1984b; Pearce et al., 1993). To explain this, we cannot invoke exactly the same
argument as the one we have made for star clusters in §3.3, because the NFW
model has no maximum phase-space density to conserve. Nevertheless, the Dehnen
(2005) mixing theorem still implies that the hierarchical merging of dark matter
halos cannot create steeper density profiles. Furthermore, the outer density profile
should behave in a manner that is insensitive to the details of whether the inner
profile is a core or a cusp, so shallower density profiles should generally result in
mergers. We therefore argue that the ∝ r−3 outer NFW profile can be understood as
the endpoint of the same process of phase-space dilution that we have argued drives
star clusters to shallow density profiles.
3.6 Conclusions
Wearrive at the following conclusions about the formation of youngmassive clusters:
• We compile observational data of young massive cluster populations (Ryon
et al., 2015, 2017; Mackey and Gilmore, 2003a,b) and find that the distri-
bution of surface brightness profile slopes (Figure 3.1) is similar between
different cluster populations, suggesting that it is universal due to common
star formation physics.
• MHD star cluster formation simulations with resolved cooling, fragmentation,
and stellar feedback (Grudić et al., 2018b) have produced a population of star
clusters with profile slopes that agree with observations (Figure 3.1), despite
the fact that the simulations do not resolve the formation of individual stars.
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To capture the essential physics that determine the shapes of nascent massive
star clusters, it suffices to resolve some fraction of the dynamic range of
fragmentation.
• Stellar feedback clearly has an important role in shaping star clusters, as
simulations without feedback are different from observed YMCs in many
ways. The role of stellar feedback in setting star cluster structure should be
elucidated in detailed cluster formation simulations.
• Based on the the observational and simulation datamentioned above, evidence
is strong that a YMC’s profile slope is established when it is dynamically
young, so must be established in the cluster formation process.
• We develop an analytic model for the evolution of a cluster’s profile slope γ in
a sequence of collisionless pairwise mergers between star clusters modelled
by the Elson et al. (1987) model. Phase-space mixing requires that the final
slope is no shallower than that of either progenitor. Furthermore, assuming
conservation of mass, energy, and maximum phase-space density, we find
that mergers must always shallow the slope toward 2 by some amount. Thus
a sufficiently large number of hierarchical mergers will result in γ ∼ 2, as
argued in Guszejnov et al. (2018a) from more general considerations.
• We perform collisionless N-body simulations of three iterated star cluster
mergers, starting with a pair of identical Plummer (1911) models and then
merging the result with a copy of itself twice. The results of these simulations
are in good agreement with our analytic model: at most ∼ 10% of mass
and energy are ejected in each merger, the maximum phase-space density
is conserved, and the mergers drive γ from 4 initially to a value close to
2 (Table 1). The collisionless merger of two Elson et al. (1987) clusters
produces another cluster whose surface density profile is also well-described
by the Elson et al. (1987) model, however deviations from the model are more
apparent in the phase-space structure (Figure 3.1).
• We have performed N-body experiments following the collisionless relax-
ation of a hierarchically-clusteredmass distribution with spatial and kinematic
scaling relations corresponding to those observed in GMCs and young star
clusters. We find that sub-clusters rapidly merge hierarchically into steady-
state star clusters with Elson et al. (1987)-like surface density profiles, despite
no initial surface density model being assumed. Thus the Elson et al. (1987)
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model is physically motivated within the paradigm of hierarchical star cluster
formation, and indeed Elson et al. (1987)’s explanation in terms of dissipa-
tionless relaxation following rapid star formation is venerated.
• Because clusters resembling YMCs emerge so readily from plausible star
formation physics, a shallowEFF profile is amore plausiblemodel of a nascent
star cluster than the commonly-simulated Plummer (1911) or King (1966)
models. This may have interesting implications for the detailed dynamical
evolution of dense star clusters.
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APPENDIX
3.A Cluster finding algorithm
To identify bound star clusters from the star particle mass, velocity and position data
of the Grudić et al. (2018b) simulations, we use an algorithm based on identifying
potential wells. This is generally more robust than methods based on identifying
density maxima because the gravitational potential contains all necessary informa-
tion for cluster finding, while being inherently smoother and hence less susceptible
to noise. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Determine some fixed number Nngb of each star particle’s nearest neighbors
in position space.
2. From each particle, move to the neighbour particle with the lowest gravi-
tational potential. Repeat until a local minimum in the potential is found.
This is the bottom of the potential well, to which the initial particle is now
“associated”.
3. Compute the gravitational potential as sourced only by the particles associated
with this potential well in isolation.
4. Associated particles that are bound to the potential well are considered bound
members of the cluster.
In practice, we take Nngb = 32, which is the number of neighbour elements used for
constructing the hydrodynamic mesh and force softening in the simulations, so it is
on the order the size of the least massive self-gravitating structure that can exist in
the simulation. A larger value could potentially lump together distinct bound star
clusters, while smaller values generally increase the population of spurious clusters.
We find this algorithm to have satisfactory accuracy for this problem; it has been
tested on control datasets for which the cluster associations are known a priori, and
stably identifies the same cluster between different simulation snapshots.
3.B (Semi-) Analytic Properties of the EFF model
Here we derive useful quantities for calculations involving star clusters modeled by
the Elson et al. (1987) density profile (Equation 3.2) with arbitrary profile slope γ:








The quantities needed to construct a dynamical model with this density profile are
only generally expressible in closed form in the special case γ = 4, which is the
Plummer (1911) model. This has ensured its popularity as an initial condition for
N-body simulations that is easy to construct. However, as discussed in Section 3.2,
a much more typical initial condition for a star cluster would be γ ∼ 2−3. For those
quantities that lack closed-form expressions, we provide approximate expressions
or upper and lower bounds for use with numerical root solvers. The reader is also
directed to (Lupton et al., 1989) for the derivation of the collisionless Jeans model.
3.B.1 Cumulative mass distribution
The cumulative mass distribution for arbitrary γ is:






















where 2F1 (a, b; c; z) is the Gauss hypergeometric function (Abramowitz and Stegun,
1965, chap. 15).
3.B.2 Half-mass radius
The three-dimensional half-mass radius Re f f maybe obtained by solvingM (< r) /M =
1





a ≈ 1.3. For general γ,
there is no closed form solution. We may derive upper and lower bounds from the
constant and power-law parts of the density profile respectively from the expansions





















Equipped with these bounds, Re f f can be computed efficiently with a bounded
root-finding algorithm such as Brent’s method. In the limit γ → 2, the solution will
approach the upper bound, as most of the mass will be in the power-law portion.






















Figure 3.B.1: Three-dimensional half-mass radius Re f f as a function of γ in units
of the scale radius a. The numerical solution is shown in blue, between the bounds
given in Equation 3.18.
3.B.3 Potential



















γ − 1 . (3.19)
The expansion of Φ (r) about the center is:













The shortest possible orbital frequency in the cluster is that associated with simple








Expanding about r = ∞, we see that the leading order correction to the monopole
term −GMr is:

















Thus, for larger values of γ, the leading correction to the point mass potential
is ∝ r1−γ, which will be very small, so the potential is well-approximated by a
Keplerian potential. This approximation will be less valid for γ → 2, as most of the
mass will be in the power law portion of the profile.
3.B.4 Energy
A star cluster in dynamical equilibrium will satisfy the virial theorem: E = −W/2,
whereW is the magnitude of the gravitational potential energy. The potential energy










where W(γ) is a dimensionless function of γ, plotted in Figure 3.B.2. For the
Plummer model, W(γ) = 3pi32 . The expression in terms of the hypergeometric
function is cumbersome, however it is asymptotically ∝ (γ − 2)2 as γ → 2 and







c2 (γ − 2) 12
)α) 1α
, (3.24)
with c1 = 0.780, c2 = 0.284, and α = −0.692. This expression interpolates between
the two asymptotic behaviours, and is indistinguishable fromW(γ) as plotted in
Figure 3.B.2.
3.B.5 Phase-Space Distribution Function
With the potential given by Equation 3.19, and assuming an isotropic velocity
distribution, the phase-space density f (x, v) is a function of specific orbital energy
alone. We may determine the phase-space density f (E) with the usual integral
formula (Binney and Tremaine, 1987):






dρ√E − ψ, (3.25)
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Figure 3.B.2: W(γ) as a function of γ, where the gravitational binding energy is
given by W = W(γ) GM2a . The function is very well approximated by Equation
3.24. It is ∝ (γ − 2)2 in the limit γ → 2 and ∝ (γ − 2) 12 in the limit γ →∞.




. In the limit r >> Re f f , we may approximate
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Remarkably, for the Plummer model (γ = 4), this power law approximation holds
exactly. For all other values this is not so, and the integral and derivative in Equation
3.25 must be taken numerically. The derivative in Equation 3.25 may be taken with
a high-order finite difference stencil, as the integral is smooth everywhere except at
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Figure 3.B.3: Phase-space density f (E) in units of G−3/2M−1/2a−3/2 for isotropic
cluster models with different γ. The Plummer model (γ = 4) is the only one that
is a true power law ∝ E7/2, hence its popularity as an analytic model for N-body
initial conditions.
E = ψ (0). Figure 3.B.3 plots the numerically-computed f (E) for various values
of γ. It is clear that for the non-Plummer models, the phase-space distribution for
the lowest energy (largest E) orbits deviates significantly from a power law. Figure
3.B.4 shows the dependence of the maximum phase-space density upon γ. In the
usual units in terms of G, M and a, the Plummer model has the lowest maximum
phase-space density, and with M and a held constant fmax increases without bound
as γ → 2 and γ → ∞. We may roll the γ dependence into a dimensionless





























Figure 3.B.4: Maximum phase-space density fmax as a function of γ, in units of
G−3/2M−1/2a−3/2. The function is ∝ (γ − 2)−1/2 in the limit γ → 2, ∝ (γ − 2)3/4
in the limit γ → ∞, and minimized for the Plummer model (γ = 4). It is well
approximated by Equation 3.27.
with maximum error ∼ 10−4 over γ ∈ [2.01, 10] is:
F (γ) ≈
((




c2 (γ − 2)− 12
)α) 1α
, (3.27)
where c1 = 0.0228, c2 = 0.139, and α = 0.816.
3.B.6 Cumulative Phase-Space-Density Distribution M (< f )
M (< f ), the amount ofmass at phase-space density less than f , is a useful diagnostic
quantity in N-body simulations because it is robust to noisy estimates of f from
Monte Carlo particle data. It is also useful for placing analytic constraints on
merger products because it strictly increases in collisionless evolution as phase
mixing occurs.
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Figure 3.B.5: Cumulative phase-space density distribution M (< f ) for a series of
clusters varying γ while keeping mass and energy fixed. At equal mass and energy,
the distribution is more spread-out for γ values closer to 2, and is asymptotically
∝ f 2γ−42γ−1 .
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For a spherically-symmetric, isotropic cluster model, f is a monotonic function of
E, so it is convenient to compute M (< f ) as the integral
M (< f ) =
∫ E( f )
0
f (E) g (E) dE, (3.28)
where E( f ) is the inverse function of f (E) and g (E) dE is the phase-space volume








ψ (r) − E dr, (3.29)





Combining this with 3.26, the asymptotic form of M (< f ) is













γ − 2 ∝ f
2γ−4
2γ−1 , (3.31)




. In general, the integral 3.28 must be performed
numerically. In Figure 3.B.5, we plot M (< f ) for a sequence of Elson et al. (1987)
clusters with varying γ but equal mass and energy. Note how smaller values of γ
have a flatter distribution, so their mass is effectively spread over more orders of
magnitude in f .
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C h a p t e r 4
THE MAXIMUM STELLAR SURFACE DENSITY DUE TO THE
FAILURE OF STELLAR FEEDBACK
M.Y. Grudić, P. F. Hopkins, E. Quataert, and N.Murray. MNRAS, 483:5548–5553,
March 2019. doi: 10.1093/mnras/sty3386.
Abstract
A maximum stellar surface density Σmax ∼ 3 × 105 M pc−2 is observed across all
classes of dense stellar systems (e.g. star clusters, galactic nuclei, etc.), spanning
∼ 8 orders of magnitude in mass. It has been proposed that this characteristic scale
is set by some dynamical feedback mechanism preventing collapse beyond a certain
surface density. However, simple analytic models and detailed simulations of star
formation moderated by feedback from massive stars argue that feedback becomes
less efficient at higher surface densities (with the star formation efficiency increasing
as ∼ Σ/Σcrit). We therefore propose an alternative model wherein stellar feedback
becomes ineffective at moderating star formation above some Σcrit, so the supply
of star-forming gas is rapidly converted to stars before the system can contract to
higher surface density. We show that such a model – with Σcrit taken directly from
the theory – naturally predicts the observed Σmax. We find Σmax ∼ 100Σcrit because
the gas consumption time is longer than the global freefall time even when feedback
is ineffective. Moreover the predicted Σmax is robust to spatial scale and metallicity,
and is preserved even if multiple episodes of star formation/gas inflow occur. In this
context, the observed Σmax directly tells us where feedback fails.
4.1 Introduction
Hopkins et al. (2010) (hereafter Hopkins et al. (2010)) showed that the central
surface densities of essentially all dense stellar systems exhibit the same apparent
upper limit Σmax ∼ 3 × 105 M pc−2. This includes globular clusters (GCs), super
star clusters (SSCs), dwarf and late-type galaxy nuclear star clusters (NSCs), young
massive clusters (YMCs), ultra-compact dwarfs (UCDs), compact ellipticals (cEs),
galactic bulges, nearby and high-redshift early-type/elliptical galaxies, even nuclear
stellar disks around Sgr A∗ and the Andromeda nuclear black hole. These span
mass scales of 104−1012 M, spatial sizes 0.1−104 pc, three-dimensional densities
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1 − 105 M pc−3 (free-fall times ∼ 104 − 107 yr), N-body relaxation times ∼ 106 −
1017 yr, escape velocities ∼ 20 − 600 km s−1, metallicities Z ∼ 0.01 − 5 Z, and
formation redshifts z ∼ 0 − 6, yet agree in Σmax.
In Figure 4.1 we compile more recent observations of dense stellar systems of all
classes, and find that this still holds largely true, although some nuclear star clusters
exceeding the fiducial value of Σmax by a factor of a few have since been found.
Figure 4.2 is adapted from the original compilation of mass profiles of individual
objects in Hopkins et al. (2010) – it shows that even many systems with “effective”
surface densities (measured at Reff) have central surface densities which approach
(but do not appear to exceed) Σmax, at least where resolved.
Hopkins et al. (2010) speculated that the universality of Σmax might owe to stellar
feedback processes.1 After all, it is widely-recognized that feedback plays an
important role regulating star formation (SF) in cold, dense molecular clouds (see
Kennicutt and Evans, 2012, for a review). As gas collapses and forms stars, those
stars inject energy andmomentum into the ISMvia protostellar heating and outflows,
photoionization and photoelectric heating fromUV photons, stellar winds, radiation
pressure and supernova explosions. All of these mechanisms may moderate SF,
either by contributing to the disruption of molecular clouds (Larson, 1981; Murray
et al., 2010; Hopkins et al., 2012a; Krumholz et al., 2014; Grudić et al., 2018b) or
the large-scale support of galaxies against vertical collapse (Thompson et al., 2005;
Ostriker and Shetty, 2011; Faucher-Giguère et al., 2013; Hopkins et al., 2014; Orr
et al., 2018a). These mechanisms have various roles on different scales, but stellar
feedback is generally the only force strong enough to oppose gravity in dense, star-
forming regions, so the characteristic scale of a newly-formed stellar system should
be determined by the balance point of feedback and gravity.
The specific possibility discussed in Hopkins et al. (2010) was that multiple-
scattering of IR photons might build up radiation pressure to exceed the Eddington
limit for dusty gas. However, the value of Σmax predicted according to this ar-
gument is inversely proportional to metallicity, so does not explain why Σmax is
apparently the same in SSCs in metal-rich starbursts (Keto et al., 2005; McCrady
and Graham, 2007) (or super-solar massive elliptical centers) and in metal-poor
1They also discussed some possible explanations related to e.g. mergers, angular momentum
transport processes, or dynamical relaxation, which they showed could not explain Σmax across
the wide range of systems observed (e.g. dynamical relaxation cannot dominate the systems with
relaxation times much longer than a Hubble time, and global processes unique to galaxy mergers
cannot explain star cluster interiors).
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Figure 4.1: “Effective” stellar surface density (Σ∗, eff ≡ M∗/(2pi R2eff)) as a function
of stellar mass for various types of stellar systems. Late- and early-type galaxies
range from redshifts z = 0 − 3 and are taken from van der Wel et al. (2014).
Globular clusters (GC), nuclear star clusters (NSC), ultra-compact dwarfs (UCD),
and compact ellipticals (cE) are from the compilation of Norris et al. (2014). Super
star clusters (SSC) are from the populations in M82 (McCrady and Graham, 2007),
NGC 7252 (Bastian et al., 2013), NGC 34 (Schweizer and Seitzer, 2007), and NGC
1316 (Bastian et al., 2006). Young massive clusters (YMC) are from the MilkyWay
(Portegies Zwart et al., 2010b) and M83 (Ryon et al., 2015) populations. Dashed:
Fiducial maximum effective surface density Σmax = 3 × 105 M pc−2.
GCs (or metal-poor high-z, low-mass compact galaxies). The argument therein also
relied on scalings between IR luminosity and star formation rate (SFR) valid only
for continuous-star forming populations with duration longer than ∼ 10 − 30Myr,
which exceeds the dynamical times of many of these systems. Finally, Norris et al.
(2014) noted that this effect cannot prevent the system from exceeding Σmax if SF
occurs in multiple episodes.
Since then, various theoretical works have noted the importance of surface density
in setting the ratio between the momentum-injection rate from massive stars and the
force of self-gravity in a star forming cloud (Fall et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2010;
Dekel and Krumholz, 2013; Thompson and Krumholz, 2016; Raskutti et al., 2016;










where 〈 ÛP?M? 〉 is the specific momentum injection rate from stellar feedback assuming
a simple stellar population with a well-sampled IMF, which is ∼ 103 LMc for the first
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Figure 4.2: Observed stellar surface density profiles Σ∗(r) as a function of projected
radius, within individual stellar systems – reproduced from Fig. 2 of Hopkins et al.
(2010). Lines show the median Σ∗(r) from each sample, and the shaded range shows
the ±1σ range in Σ∗(r) from all profiles in the sample. Samples are: Milky Way
nuclear stellar disk (Lu et al., 2009), Cen A GCs (Rejkuba et al., 2007), M82 SSCs
(McCrady and Graham, 2007), NSCs in late-type (Sd) galaxy nuclei (Böker et al.,
2004), NSCs in dwarf-Spheroidal galaxy nuclei (Geha et al., 2002), UCDs in Virgo
(Evstigneeva et al., 2007), early-type galaxies in Virgo (separated into low-mass
“dwarf ellipticals” from Kormendy et al. 2009, and massive “cusp”/steep profile or
“core”/shallow-profile systems from Lauer et al. 2007). Although many of these
(e.g. the massive early-type galaxies) have Σ∗, eff (defined at large radii & kpc) well
below Σmax, all systems appear to approach (and where resolved, saturate around)
the fiducial maximum surface density Σmax = 3 × 105 M pc−2.
3 Myr after SF, and Σcrit ∼ 〈 ÛP?M? 〉/G ≈ 3000 M pc−2 is the characteristic surface
density that parametrizes the strength of feedback. If the final SF efficiency (SFE)
int is ultimately set by the balance of feedback and gravity, one expects that int → 1
for Σ  Σcrit (Fall et al., 2010). The detailed simulations of Grudić et al. (2018b)
(Grudić et al., 2018b) showed that this argument is valid across a wide range of
metallicities, surface densities and spatial scales, and the final SFE of a molecular
cloud is a function mainly of Σ, with weak dependence upon other factors. Grudić
et al. (2018b) also found that the final ratio of stellar mass to initial gas mass, int,
is proportional to the fraction of gas converted to stars within a freefall time, ff ,
because a GMC always tends to form enough stars to destroy itself within a few
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freefall times. Thus, Σ should parametrize the per-freefall efficiency of SF in a
manner insensitive to spatial scale and metallicity.
In this paper, we show that if gas contracts globally (for any reason), as it becomes
denser (Σ increases), and gravity becomes stronger relative to stellar feedback, gas
is converted more and more rapidly into stars (above a characteristic surface density
Σcrit). This exhausts the gas supply, preventing any significant fraction of the inflow
from reaching surface densities > Σmax. We calculate Σmax in terms of Σcrit and
show that the observed Σmax ∼ 3 × 105 M pc−2 is naturally predicted by the value
Σcrit = 3000 M pc−2 set by feedback from massive stars (Fall et al., 2010; Grudić
et al., 2018b).
4.2 Derivation
4.2.1 Setup and Assumptions
Consider a discrete SF episode involving a finite collapsing gasmassM , as illustrated
in Figure 4.1. At a give time, the mass is localized within a radius R, so that its












where ff is the (possibly variable) per-freefall SFE and tff = pi2
√
R3
2GM is the freefall
time.
Now, since we are only interested in the maximum stellar surface density such a
system might reach, we will assume the “best-case” scenario for forming a dense
stellar system. Specifically, assume:
1. The gas cloud is collapsing at a speed on the order of the escape velocity:
dR
dt





where x f f is a constant of order unity.
2. There is no support against collapse from large-scale turbulent motions,2 tidal
forces, rotation, shear, magnetic fields, cosmic rays, or the dynamical effects
2Note that some amount of turbulence must be assumed if stars are forming. We assume that
such turbulent eddies are small compared to R, and thus are advected with the large-scale collapse
without strongly opposing it.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of our proposed “best-case” scenario for the formation of a
dense stellar system (§ 4.2.1). A star-forming gas cloud of initial gas mass M is




R , while fragmenting locally and forming stars in dense sub-regions. In
this “best case”, no dynamical mechanism slows the collapse significantly.
of stellar feedback. We neglect all of these because we are interested in the
best-case scenario for producing a dense stellar system according to a give
SFE law – any of these may be present, but they will only slow collapse,
making a lower-density system in the end.
This is an idealization, but Kim et al. (2017b) did find that bound star clusters do
form in a coherent collapse with velocity on the order of the freefall velocity in
cosmological simulations, and stellar feedback does not greatly affect the dynamics
until a significant fraction of the gas mass has been converted to stars.
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4.2.2 Star Formation Efficiency Law
We shall assume that ff has some explicit dependence upon Σ, as is motivated by
previous work. Accounting for radiation pressure, stellar winds, photoionization
heating, and SN explosions, Grudić et al. (2018b) found









whereΣcrit = 3000 M pc−2 is set by the strength of these feedbackmechanisms. The
dimensionless quantity maxff is the maximum per-freefall SFE attained as Σ→∞. In
star-forming clouds supported at a fixed mean surface density, Grudić et al. (2018b)
(see their Eq. 13 and Fig. 5) found that ff ≈ 0.34 int (where int is the fraction of gas
turned into stars over the entire integrated SF history, which of course just saturates
at maxint = 1 as Σ → ∞). However, this was the median over the entire SF history
including initial collapse and eventual blowout. Therefore – in our “best-case”
coherent collapse scenario, we are only interested in the “peak SFR” event, so maxff
should be somewhat greater, ∼ 0.5 (see Grudić et al. (2018b), Figure 3), and subject
to further order-unity corrections due to the different collapse geometry from these
simulations. In general, maxff should be similar that predicted by turbulent molecular
cloud simulations that do not include stellar feedback, which have generally found
 f f ∼ 0.5 − 1 in the limit of large turbulent Mach number and realistic turbulent
forcing (Federrath and Klessen, 2012).
Adding turbulence and magnetic fields in succession, but without feedback initially,
Federrath (2015a) found average values of  f f ∼ 0.1 and ∼ 0.25 respectively,
somewhat lower values than discussed above. These simulations were stopped at an
arbitrary integrated SFE of 20% as  f f , just as  f f peaked, which may have reduced
the measured average efficiency. These simulations were also at a much lower
Mach number, M ∼ 5, than the high-efficiency clouds in Grudić et al. (2018b),
M ∼ 30 − 300, and both analytic theory and simulation results find lower values of
 f f in thisM range when feedback is not present (e.g. Hopkins (2012), Fig. 11).
Notwithstanding, Federrath (2015a) also showed that feedback from protostellar jets
could maintain a small  f f over several freefall times. However, we again do not
expect this moderation to scale up for clouds of greaterM, due to the dimensional
scaling of the feedback mechanism. Assuming that outflows coupled a momentum




R /〈P?/M?〉 ∝ M, so it is unlikely that protostellar feedback can
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maintain a low  f f in the progenitor clouds of the dense, massive stellar systems
considered here (generally with velocity dispersions corresponding toM > 30).
Overall, for the progenitor clouds of the types of system plotted in Figure 4.1, we
favour values in the range  f f ,max ∼ 0.3 − 0.5. We acknowledge some amount of
uncertainty when generalizing to various geometries and turbulence properties such
as solenoidal vs. compressive driving.
4.2.3 Solution

















where Mgas is the gas mass that has not been converted to stars at time t. The























M + maxff piR
2Σcrit
)maxff /pix f f
. (4.8)
Thus, as R→ 0we see thatMgas → 0, ie. the gas is exhausted as the systemcontracts
to surface densities Σ  Σcrit. The stellar system formed will subsequently undergo
a period of relaxation, but energy conservation requires that the stars remain on
orbits with apocentres on the order of the radius R at which they formed 3. We may
thus construct a radial stellar density profile as the superposition of the top-hat mass
distributions formed at each radius. The corresponding projected stellar surface
density profile is














which we plot for various values of maxff and x f f in Figure 4.2. In general, we find
that the characteristic stellar surface densities for plausible values of maxff and xff
3Wehave verifiedwith collisionlessMonte Carlo simulations that the functional form of Equation
4.8 does closely match the final stellar mass distribution after violent relaxation to virial equilibrium,
provided that the initial virial parameter 2Ekin/|Egrav | ∼ 1.
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²maxff = 0.5, xff = 1/16
²maxff = 1, xff = 1/16
²maxff = 0.5, xff = 1/4
²maxff = 1, xff = 1/4
²maxff = 0.5, xff = 1
²maxff = 1, xff = 1
Figure 4.2: Radial stellar surface density profiles computed from the cloud collapse
model described in § 4.2.1 for various values of the maximum per-freefall SFE
maxff and the rate of collapse relative to freefall x f f , with radius in units of the
half-mass radius Re f f . The point on each curve gives the effective stellar surface




of the model. The characteristic surface densities
obtained over the parameter ranges maxff ∼ 0.5− 1 and x f f ∼ 0.1− 1 span the range
103 − 106 M pc−2 in which most dense stellar systems lie (see Fig. 4.1). To form
a system with Σ∗,e f f >> 3 × 105 M pc−2 would require maxff << 0.5 or x f f >> 1,
both of which are unphysical.
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span the range of surface densities found in dense stellar systems (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2).
Furthermore, if xff = 1 then effective surface densities ∼ 105M pc−2 are obtained,
corresponding to the maximum observed.
It should be noted that the inner surface density profile plotting in Figure 4.2 is
Σ ∝ R−2+
2maxff
pixff , which is nearly as steep as R−2 for the physically-plausible parameters
maxff = 0.5 and xff = 1, ie. the profile has nearly constant mass per interval in log R.
In such a case a non-negligible fraction of the mass can be concentrated on scales
< 0.1pc. Such a high degree of central concentration is not generally found in any
type of stellar system, so the inner profiles in this model are an unphysical artifact
of the imposed condition of unopposed, spherically-symmetric collapse. This is
never realized in nature because even an initially-monolithic supersonic collapse is
unstable to fragmentation (Guszejnov et al. 2018, in prep.), and the subsequent
violent relaxation of stars produces a much shallower (typically flat) inner density
profile (Klessen and Burkert, 2001; Bonnell et al., 2003; Grudić et al., 2018a). Thus,
our free-collapse model lacks the physics necessary to establish a hard limit upon
the central stellar surface density 4, although it should scale in a similar way to the
effective surface density when combined with the action of the scale-free physics of
gravity and turbulence during star formation.
In Figure 4.3, we consdier the maximally-freefalling case xff = 1 to plot the de-
pedence of Σmax on maxff . We find that if Σcrit = 3000 M pc
−2 and the plausible
range for maxff is 0.5 − 1, the predicted Σmax lies within an order of magnitude of
the observed Σmax ∼ 3 × 105 M pc−2 (Figure 4.1). We also present results for two
alternate models for ff(Σ): a constant value, and a step-function equal to 0.01 (e.g.
Kennicutt, 1998a; Krumholz et al., 2012a) below Σcrit and maxff above Σcrit. First, we
note that while our preferred model gives Σmax independently of initial cloud surface
density, these do not – we therefore take the initial density to be 100 M pc−2, typical
of local GMCs (Bolatto et al., 2008). Second, we see the “ff = constant” model
predicts a Σmax that is more sensitive to the chosen ff (and the “preferred” value,
∼ 0.2, is small). The step-function model, however, gives very similar results to
our default model, so we see that the conclusions are not specific to the details of
how ff scales, so long as ff is small when Σ < Σcrit and grows to a value of order
unity above Σ ∼ Σcrit. Ultimately, the 2 dex separation between Σcrit and Σmax can
be understood as follows: the system forms stars slowly until reaching Σ ∼ Σcrit ,
4Indeed, there is at least one YMC in M83 with central surface density in excess of 106M pc−2
in the catalogue of (Ryon et al., 2015), suggesting that the same bound for central surface density
might not strictly hold.
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Standard ²ff (Σ) model
Step function ²ff (Σ) model
Constant ²ff (Σ) = ²
max
ff
Figure 4.3: Maximum effective surface density Σmax predicted by the model in
§ 4.2.1 as a function of the parameter maxff (maximum SFE per free-fall time, as
Σ → ∞), assuming Σcrit ≈ 3000 M pc−2. Simulations and analytic theory give
maxff ≈ 0.5 − 1 (Hopkins, 2012; Federrath and Klessen, 2012). Different lines
compare different models for how the efficiency ff scales at finite Σ. Solid: Our
fiducial model (Eq. 5.4), where ff scales with Σ/Σcrit as expected from simple
analytic comparison of feedback and gravity (Eq. 4.1) or detailed SF simulations
(Grudić et al. (2018b)). Dashed: A model where ff scales as a step function, with
ff = 0.01 when Σ < Σcrit, and  = max when Σ > Σcrit. This gives similar results
to the fiducial case, demonstrating that the details of how ff scales do not matter
here, so long as it rises efficiently above ∼ Σcrit. Dotted: A model with constant
ff = 
max
ff , independent of surface density Σ. This gives a very steep dependence
and can only be reconciled with the observed Σmax if we fine-tune maxff to a value
outside the range predicted by analytic theory and numerical simulations (assuming
other mechanisms not considered here cannot reduce it, see Federrath (2015a) and
discussion in §4.2.2).
and only then does significant star formation happen, during which global collapse




We have shown that the observed, apparently universal maximum stellar surface
density of dense stellar systems is a natural consequence of feedback-regulated SF
physics. Specifically, assuming standard stellar evolution and feedback physics
(from e.g. the combination of stellar winds, radiation pressure, SNe, etc.), then as
surface densities (Σ) increase, the strength of gravity relative to feedback (assuming
some fixed fraction of gas has turned into stars) increases in direct proportion to
Σ (Eq. 4.1; see references in § 4.1). Essentially, the strength of gravity scales
∝ G M2/R2 ∝ M Σ, while the strength of feedback is proportional to the number of
massive stars ∝ M . So SF becomes more efficient, until the gas depletion timescale
becomes comparable to the free-fall time, and the gas is exhausted before it can
collapse to yet higher densities (even if it is getting denser as rapidly as possible,
by collapsing at the escape velocity). Adopting standard scalings for the efficiency
of feedback from simulations of star-forming clouds that span the relevant range of
densities (Grudić et al. (2018b)), we show this predicts a Σmax in good agreement
with that observed.
This explanation has several advantages over the previously-proposed explanations
of the maximum surface density from Hopkins et al. (2010). As Grudić et al.
(2018b) found that the parameters maxff and Σcrit were insensitive to spatial scale
below ∼ 1 kpc, our explanation applies equally well across the entire range of sizes
of observed stellar systems in Figure 4.1. Grudić et al. (2018b) also found SFE to
be relatively insensitive to metallicity, so the Σmax we calculate is not specific to a
particular metallicity. The main effect of metallicity is the aforementioned opacity
to reprocessed FIR emission, but radiation hydrodynamics simulations of SF in
the IR-thick limit (Skinner and Ostriker, 2015; Tsz-Ho Tsang and Milosavljevic,
2017) have shown that this can only reduce ff by ∼ 30%, down to levels consistent
with Grudić et al. (2018b). At fixed Σ, this explanation is also insensitive to the
three-dimensional density, N-body relaxation time, formation redshift, and escape
velocity of the stellar systems (see e.g. Fig. 4 in Grudić et al. (2018b)).
This model also explains why SF in a pre-existing dense stellar system does not
generally drive Σ∗ beyond Σmax – in other words, if one continuously or repeatedly
“trickled” gas into e.g. a galaxy center, why could one not continuously add new
stars to the central cusp, eventually exceeding Σmax? The key here is that the pre-
existing stellar mass still contributes to the binding force of gravity: recall, Σ in our
model is the total mass, of gas+stars. This drives up the SFE whenever the total
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surface density exceeds Σcrit. Thus, for example, if fresh gas falls coherently into
the centre of a bulge or dwarf nucleus with Σ ∼ Σmax, then the total surface density
will exceed Σcrit out at larger radii, driving the SFE to high values and exhausting
the gas. Multiple SF episodes would therefore be expected to build up the stellar
mass by increasing the radius inside of which Σ ∼ Σmax, not by increasing Σmax.
We also stress, of course, that Σmax is not a “hard” limit, either in observations
(Figs. 1-2), or in our model (Fig. 4). Some gas can survive to reach higher densities
(and must, to fuel super-massive black holes, for example), and some gas may be
re-injected by stellar mass loss in these dense nuclei. And the key parameters of our
model (the efficiency of feedback, which appears in Σcrit, and maxff ) are not expected
to be precisely universal, as e.g. variations in IMF sampling (since massive stars
dominate the feedback) will alter Σcrit and the exact geometry of collapse will alter
maxff (at the tens of percent level).
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C h a p t e r 5
ON THE NATURE OF VARIATIONS IN THE MEASURED STAR
FORMATION EFFICIENCY OF GIANT MOLECULAR CLOUDS
M. Y. Grudić, P. F. Hopkins, E. J. Lee, N. Murray, C.-A. Faucher-Giguère, and L.
C. Johnson. arXiv e-prints, arXiv:1809.08348, Sep 2018c. Submitted to MNRAS.
Abstract
Measurements of the star formation efficiency (SFE) of giant molecular clouds
(GMCs) in the Milky Way generally show a large scatter, which could be intrinsic
or observational. We use magnetohydrodynamic simulations of GMCs (including
feedback) to forward-model the relationship between the true GMC SFE and obser-
vational proxies. We show that individual GMCs trace broad ranges of observed
SFE throughout collapse, star formation, and disruption. Low measured SFEs
( 1%) are “real” but correspond to early stages; the true “per-freefall” SFE where
most stars actually form can be much larger. Very high ( 10%) values are often
artificially enhanced by rapid gas dispersal. Simulations including stellar feedback
reproduce observed GMC-scale SFEs, but simulations without feedback produce
20× larger SFEs. Radiative feedback dominates among mechanisms simulated. An
anticorrelation of SFE with cloud mass is shown to be an observational artifact.
We also explore individual dense “clumps” within GMCs and show that (with feed-
back) their bulk properties agree well with observations. Predicted SFEs within the
dense clumps are ∼ 2× larger than observed, possibly indicating physics other than
feedback from massive (main sequence) stars is needed to regulate their collapse.
5.1 Introduction
Giant molecular clouds (GMCs) are the sites of star formation within the Galaxy
(Myers et al., 1986; Shu et al., 1987; Scoville and Good, 1989). They are re-
gions of elevated (> 100 cm−3) molecular gas density with typical masses M ∼
4 × 104 − 4 × 106 M and radii R ∼ 10 − 100 pc, with a characteristic surface
density on the order of Σ ∼ 100 M pc−2 in local galaxies (Solomon et al., 1987;
Bolatto et al., 2008). Star-forming GMCs tend to host massive stars and HII re-
gions, have supersonically-turbulent internal gas motions (Larson, 1981), and may
be self-gravitating (McKee and Tan, 2003). It is thus believed that the evolution
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of star-forming clouds is the result of a complex interplay of stellar and protostel-
lar feedback, supersonic magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence, and gravity in
concert (McKee and Ostriker, 2007; Krumholz et al., 2014).
Possibly the most powerful diagnostic of the effects of these physical mechanisms
is the star formation efficiency (SFE) of a molecular cloud: the fraction of the
molecular gas mass converted to stars. The question of what fraction of a molecular
cloud’s mass is converted to stars, and how quickly, is a fundamental one in star
formation theory. Turbulence, magnetic fields, and feedback can all oppose the
gravitational collapse that leads to star formation, and in doing so they can reduce
the SFE to varying degrees.
The SFE of star-forming clouds has been measured with many different method-
ologies and tracers of both stellar mass and molecular gas mass1, but virtually all
studies of Local Group clouds have found that typical (i.e. median) values are on the
order of 1% (Myers et al., 1986; Mooney and Solomon, 1988; Williams andMcKee,
1997; Evans et al., 2009; Lada et al., 2010; Heiderman et al., 2010; Murray, 2011;
Lee et al., 2016; Vutisalchavakul et al., 2016; Ochsendorf et al., 2017). However, the
cited studies have also generally found considerable scatter in the SFE – typically
at least 0.5 dex.
If this scatter reflects an actual diversity in the intrinsic scale of the SFE of molecular
clouds with otherwise similar properties, then it presents a serious challenge to
theories that attempt to explain the SFE of molecular clouds in terms of their
large-scale turbulent properties such as the virial parameter or Mach number (e.g.
Krumholz andMcKee, 2005; Padoan andNordlund, 2011; Hennebelle andChabrier,
2011a; Federrath andKlessen, 2012), as the variations in these properties were found
to account for less than ∼ 0.24 dex of the observed scatter (Lee et al. (2016)). It
would also challenge theories that attempt to explain the SFE of molecular clouds in
terms of the balance of feedback frommassive stars and gravity in a collapse-blowout
scenario (Fall et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2010; Dale et al., 2012, 2014; Hopkins
et al., 2012a; Myers et al., 2014a; Raskutti et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017a; Grudić
et al., 2018b): stochastic variations in the SFE for a fixed set of cloud parameters
tend to be rather small in numerical simulations, and the SFE spread predicted from
the variations in the cloud properties that determine the SFE (e.g. surface density
for momentum-conserving feedback, escape velocity for expanding HII bubbles)
1See §5.2 for the various definitions of SFE and how they are measured; our discussion thus far
is not specific to any in particular.
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are also much smaller than observed. However, a more likely explanation for the
scatter comes from the fact that these observationally-inferred efficiencies have
intrinsic variation over the lifetime of a GMC that does not necessarily reflect the
true SFE. Although one theoretical picture of star-forming clouds is one of quasi-
equilibrium (Zuckerman and Evans, 1974; Shu et al., 1987; Krumholz et al., 2006)
with a relatively steady star formation rate (SFR), the age distributions of nearby
star-forming regions suggest an accelerating SFR (Palla and Stahler, 2000). This
can produce large variations in the stellar mass tracer over the lifetime of a single
cloud. Such acceleration has a theoretical basis in the behaviour of self-gravitating
isothermal supersonic turbulence, wherein it is expected that ÛM? ∝ t from both
analytic considerations (Murray and Chang, 2015) and hydrodynamics simulations
(Lee et al., 2015; Vazquez-Semadeni, 2015; Murray et al., 2017).
The inferred gas mass will also vary over the lifetime of the cloud: while the effect
of gas consumption might be negligible if overall efficiencies are small, molecular
gas will also be destroyed and ejected by stellar feedback, so toward the end of a
cloud’s star-forming lifetime the inferred efficiency might be biased upward. Semi-
analytic models of cloud evolution that model both the effects of time-varying SFR
and mass loss due to feedback have been found to produce SFE scatter similar to
that observed (Feldmann and Gnedin, 2011; Lee et al., 2016). Meanwhile, many
simulations of star-forming clouds have been done that consider at least some subset
of the important stellar feedback channels (Murray et al. 2010; Vazquez-Semadeni
et al. 2010; Dale et al. 2012, 2013; Colin et al. 2013; Dale et al. 2014; Skinner and
Ostriker 2015; Raskutti et al. 2016; Howard et al. 2016, 2017; Vazquez-Semadeni
et al. 2017; Dale 2017; Kim et al. 2017a; Gavagnin et al. 2017; Grudić et al. 2018b;
Kim et al. 2018a, for review see Krumholz et al. 2014; Dale 2015), however of these
only Geen et al. (2017) has addressed the specific problem of the interpretation
of predicted molecular cloud SFEs vis-a-vis observations. They performed MHD
simulations of the evolution of a low-mass molecular cloud with ionizing radiation
feedback, and compared simulation results with SFE measurements in nearby star-
forming regions derived from YSO counts (e.g. Lada et al., 2010). Notably, they
found that errors and biases in the inferred SFE can be quite large depending upon
the time of observation during the cloud lifetime. The also found that the stellar
feedback was necessary to reproduce observations, finding that observations were
most consistent with simulated clouds of mean surface density Σgas ∼ 40 Mpc−2.
In this paper we use a suite of MHD cloud collapse simulations modeling Milky
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Symbol Name Definition
int Integrated SFE Eq. 5.1
 Instantaneous SFE Eq. 5.2
 f f Per-freefall SFE Eq. 5.4
obs Tracer-inferred instantaneous SFE Eq. 5.5
 f f ,obs Tracer-inferred per-freefall SFE Eq. 5.6
Table 5.1: Summary of the various concepts of star formation efficiency discussed
in this paper, with defining equations in Section 5.2.




M pc−2 log obs log  f f ,obs
Wu et al. (2010) Dense clumps HCN 1→ 0 FIR 4.084.683.38 3.003.382.63 −1.10−0.86−1.76 −1.44−0.82−2.03
Evans et al. (2014) GMCs Dust Extinction YSO counts 2.622.992.33 1.86
1.97
1.76 −1.72−1.37−2.19 −1.79−1.48−2.38
Heyer et al. (2016) Dense clumps Dust Emission YSO counts 4.114.623.64 2.78
3.04
2.56 −1.11−0.62−1.66 −1.32−0.84−1.87
Vutisalchavakul et al. (2016) GMCs 13CO 1→ 0 Free-free, MIR 2.202.721.69 1.942.231.67 −2.26−1.82−2.94 −2.40−1.99−2.89
Lee et al. (2016) GMCs 12CO 1→ 0 Free-free 1.361.820.78 1.882.191.40 −1.97−1.20−2.76 −1.73−0.96−2.66
Table 5.2: Methodologies, parameter space, and summarized SFE results of several
recent studies of star-forming clouds or clumps in the Milky Way. All quantities are
given in the format median+σ−σ. Class: class of star-forming cloud studied: GMC or
dense clump. Mmol Tracer: method used to obtain the properties of the molecular
gas distribution. M? Tracer: Emission type or object count used to estimate the
SFR or stellar mass present. nH2: number density of molecular hydrogen at the
volume-averaged cloud density 3M/(4piR3) , in cm−3. Σgas: of the mean gas surface
density M/piR2. obs: observed instantaneous SFE (Eq. 5.5).  f f ,obs: Observed
per-freefall SFE (Eq. 5.6).
Way GMCs to make a self-consistent prediction for the evolution of the SFE-related
observables of a star-forming cloud. By including the effects of feedback from
massive stars (in the form of stellar winds, radiation, and supernova explosions),
we are able to follow the entire cloud lifetime from initial collapse to eventual
disruption by stellar feedback. We will show the SFE observations are reasonably
consistent with the hypothesis that GMCs with a given set of bulk properties do not
have widely different star formation histories – rather, the observed spread in SFE
is comparable to that observed over the lifetime of a single cloud. The model of
feedback-moderated star formation can thus explain the observed SFEs of molecular
clouds.
5.2 Star Formation Efficiency in Theory and Observation
There are several flavours of star formation efficiency, some of which are motivated
by observational convenience and others which are motivated by theory. First, we
emphasize that we are interested in SFE as on the scale of individual gas clouds,
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rather than the SFE integrated over a larger region or an entire galaxy. In principle,
these two SFEs can be completely decoupled from one another, and in feedback-
regulated models for the Kennicutt (1998a) relation, they generally are to some
extent (Thompson et al., 2005; Ostriker and Shetty, 2011; Faucher-Giguère et al.,
2013; Orr et al., 2018b).
Among the possible cloud-scale SFEs, the most conceptually straightforward is the
“integrated” star formation efficiency, the fraction of the gas mass that is converted
to stars across the entire lifetime of a cloud:
int =
M? (t = ∞)
Mgas (t = 0), (5.1)
where M? is the total mass in stars formed and Mgas is the total gas mass. int is
of particular interest because it is sensitive to the details of stellar feedback physics,
as eventually a sufficient number of massive stars will form to expel the gas. int
ultimately determines themapping between theGMC and star cluster mass functions
in a galaxy, and dictates the fraction of stars remaining in a gravitationally-bound
clusters after gas expulsion (Tutukov, 1978; Hills, 1980; Mathieu, 1983; Lada et al.,
1984; Elmegreen and Clemens, 1985; Baumgardt and Kroupa, 2007). Although this
quantity is ubiquitously reported in numerical simulations of star-forming clouds,
it is not readily observable. It is difficult to define an unambiguous “initial” gas
mass because the evolution of the mass of GMCs is often highly dynamic, subject
to ongoing processes of accretion, merging and splitting (Dobbs and Pringle, 2013).
However, even supposing that a completely isolated, self-gravitating initial gas
mass can be identified, the desired gas and stellar masses must be measured at the
beginning and the end of the star-forming lifetime respectively. Thus, although int
is a quantity of great theoretical interest, we must resort to measuring it by proxy.
Instead, one might measure the “instantaneous" star formation efficiency, which is
simply the mass fraction of stars associated with the star-forming cloud at a given
time (Myers et al., 1986):
 =
M? (t)
M? (t) + Mgas (t) . (5.2)
 will evolve from 0 to some finite value during the star-forming lifetime of a cloud,
so a certain amount of scatter in this quantity is expected even for a population of
clouds with identical properties. As t →∞,  → int .
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The natural timescale for the evolution of self-gravitating objects is the gravitational
free-fall time,













where ρ¯ is the volume-averaged density of the cloud, Σ = M/piR2 is the average
surface density, and R the effective radius. This fact has motivated the development
of theoretical models that predict the per-freefall SFE  f f , the fraction of gas con-
verted to stars per freefall time (Krumholz andMcKee, 2005; Padoan and Nordlund,
2011; Hennebelle and Chabrier, 2011a; Federrath and Klessen, 2012):
 f f =
ÛM? (t) t f f (t)
Mgas (t) , (5.4)
where ÛM? is the star formation rate (SFR). These theories typically predict  f f ∼ 1%
for molecular clouds with properties similar to those observed in local spiral galaxies
(e.g. Bolatto et al., 2008), solely from the properties of isothermal supersonic
turbulence plus a gravitational collapse criterion. Because these physics are scale-
free, this could potentially explain the observation that  f f ∼ 1% on a wide range
of scales from galaxies to dense star-forming clumps (Krumholz et al., 2012a).
However, such a steady and universal SFE has not been found in hydrodynamics
simulations of self-gravitating isothermal turbulence, with or without a source of
turbulent stirring tomaintain a constant virial parameter (Kritsuk et al., 2011; Padoan
et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2015; Murray et al., 2017). Rather, simulations with virial
parameters ∼ 1 have found that  f f tends to increase roughly linearly to a saturation
point on the order of several tens of percent. This saturation point has a residual
dependence upon the magnetic field strength at the factor of 2 level (Federrath and
Klessen, 2012). The reason for this discrepancy is that in the presence of self-gravity,
the density PDF deviates from the log-normal form assumed by the analytic theories,
forming a high-density power-law tail. Such power-law tails have been observed
in the extinction maps of star-forming clouds (Kainulainen et al., 2009; Lombardi
et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2015a,b). When this power-law tail is incorporated
into analytic theory, the effect upon the SFE is captured more accurately (Burkhart,
2018).
Grudić et al. (2018b) (hereafter Grudić et al. (2018b)) argued that  f f ∼ 1% is the
typical value observed for molecular clouds because feedback from massive stars is
able to prevent runaway star formation, and that the ubiquity of the observed 1%
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value is a consequence of the lack of variation of cloud surface density Σ, which
they found determined both int and  f f . However, this cannot explain slow star
formation in regions where massive stars are absent. Federrath (2015b) found that
protostellar outflow feedback can bring  f f down to values on the order of 1% in
the regime of low-mass cluster formation, but this mechanism is unlikely to scale
up to more massive systems. It is thus possible that the protostellar and massive
stellar feedback complement each other in limiting the per-freefall SFE of molecular
clouds on different scales.
Measuring  and  f f requires some estimate of the stellar mass formed and the
currently-present gas mass. We distinguish between the true instantaneous SFE 
and its observational tracer-inferred value:
obs =
M?,tr (t)
M?,tr (t) + Mmol,tr (t), (5.5)
where Mmol,tr and M?,tr are the tracer-inferred molecular gas and stellar masses,
respectively. Similarly, we define the tracer-inferred proxy for  f f :
 f f ,obs =
M?,tr (t) t f f (t)
Mmol,tr (t) τtr , (5.6)
where we introduce the characteristic lifetime τtr of the species being traced, so that
the SFR ÛM?, which is not directly observable, may be estimated as M?,tr/τtr .
5.2.1 Stellar Mass Tracers
There are several methods for estimating M?. The most readily-measured tracer
of stellar mass is the emission associated with HII regions, such as far IR (Myers
et al., 1986), mid IR (Vutisalchavakul et al., 2016), or free-free emission (Murray
and Rahman, 2010; Lee et al., 2012; Vutisalchavakul et al., 2016). This flux is
dominated by the contribution from the reprocessed radiation from young, massive
stars, and effectively traces the mass in stars younger than the ionizing flux-weighted
mean stellar lifetime of a stellar population, τMS = 3.9 Myr (McKee and Williams,
1997; Murray, 2011). We refer to this stellar mass as the “live” stellar mass, M?,live.
M?,live can underestimate the total stellar mass formed in a cloud if its star formation
history spans longer than τMS, which appears to be the case for a majority of local
GMCs (Kawamura et al., 2009; Fukui and Kawamura, 2010; Murray, 2011; Lee
et al., 2016).
Another tracer of the formed stellar mass is themass of young stellar objects (YSOs),
Myoung, which can be measured in sufficiently well-resolved star-forming clouds or
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clumps (Evans et al., 2009; Heiderman et al., 2010; Evans et al., 2014; Heyer et al.,
2016). In this case the measured mass traces the stars formed over the characteristic
evolutionary timescale τSF for the class of YSO that is being counted, typically taken
to be 0.5 Myr and 2 Myr for Class I and II YSOs respectively (Evans et al., 2009).
Whatever the stellar mass tracer, the characteristic lifetime τtr introduces certain
biases in the inferred stellar mass. If the star-forming lifetime of a cloud scales with
the freefall time, then M?,tr/M? ∼ τtr t f f , so M?,tr would typically underestimate
M? in less-dense clouds that have longer freefall times. On the other hand, assuming
ÛM? = M?,tr/τtr provides a reasonably accurate estimate of the SFR of clouds with
lifetimes longer than τtr , averaged over τtr , but if the star formation has only been
occurring for a shorter time ∆t  τtr , this method will under-estimate the true SFR
by a factor ∼ ∆t/τtr.
When comparing simulations to observations, we will model stellar mass tracers
from simulation data in a straightforward manner, simply takingM?,tr to be the mass
of the star particles that formed more recently than τtr .
5.2.2 Gas Mass Tracers
The ro-vibrational lines of molecular hydrogen are not excited in cold molecular
clouds, so it is also necessary to use a tracer to measure Mmol . Most commonly, this
tracer is CO, the second most common molecule in the cold ISM and its primary
coolant. Mmol can be estimated by measuring the total luminosity LCO of a CO
rotational transition and convert this to a gas mass via the CO-to-H2 conversion
factor XCO (Bolatto et al., 2013). Most studies of molecular clouds measure the
brightest line, the 12CO J = 1 → 0 transition, which traces the gas mass of
molecular number density nH2 > 100 cm−3. Higher transitions, or emission from
the less-abundant 13CO species, trace higher densities, > 103 cm−3.
In addition to CO observations, we shall consider observations of dense clumps
within GMCs. Dense clumps are typically traced by the HCN J = 1→ 0 transition,
which generally have been understood to trace the gas mass of density 104 cm−3 or
greater (Gao and Solomon, 2004), however recent work has brought into question
whether HCN emission really originates from such high density gas (Kauffmann
et al., 2017; Goldsmith and Kauffmann, 2017). Gas at this density is believed to have
a more direct relationship with star formation, as there is a proportional relationship
between FIR luminosity and HCN luminosity on the scale of galaxies (Gao and
Solomon, 2004; Wu et al., 2005) and dense clumps within the MilkyWay (Wu et al.,
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2010). This is also roughly the threshold above which Lada et al. (2010) proposed a
linear relationship between gas mass (derived from dust extinction mapping) and the
SFR derived from YSO counts. However, the correspondance between the gas mass
actually measured by Lada et al. (2010) and the gas mass denser than 104cm−3 is
questionable (Clark and Glover, 2014). We will be able to examine this relationship
in our simulations (§5.5).
All of these methods of tracing the gas distribution of a cloud have their own
uncertainties, biases, and limitations. A fully rigorous comparison between theory
and observations would use a calculation that models the relevant dust andmolecular
abundances self-consistently. One would then model the species’ observed emission
or extinction self-consistently via a radiative transfer calculation to produce mock
observations to which the same analysis can be applied as the actual observation.
We consider this to be beyond the scope of this work, and throughout we shall simply
compare the simulated gas mass directly with observationally-reported gas masses.
We will model Mmol from the simulation data in a straightforward manner, using
the Krumholz and Gnedin (2011) prescription to derive the abundance of H2, and
assuming that a faithful tracer of H2 is available.
5.2.3 Data Compilation
We will compare simulations with measurements from several recent studies that
have measured  and  f f in both GMCs and dense clumps in the Milky Way
with various methodologies. These studies, their tracers, and their results are
summarized in Table 5.2. We consider star-forming GMC data from Evans et al.
(2014), Vutisalchavakul et al. (2016), and Lee et al. (2016). We also consider data
from star-forming dense clumps from Wu et al. (2010) and Heyer et al. (2016).
All of the studies in Table 5.2 report values for  f f ,obs, but only Lee et al. (2016)
reported obs (their br). Where stellar masses are not reported, the measured stellar
massM?,tr is obtained by simplymultiplying reported SFRs by the tracer lifetime τtr .
For Vutisalchavakul et al. (2016), we compute it by multiplying the SFRs inferred
from the clouds’ 24 µm luminosities by the ionization-weightedmean stellar lifetime
τMS = 3.9 Myr. We compute the stellar mass in the Wu et al. (2010) clumps by
assuming that their IR luminosities are due to reprocessed radiation from a stellar
population with a Kroupa (2002) IMF, and hence:







M (M) R (pc) Random Seed Modifications t f f (Myr) t2σ (Myr) log
nH2
cm−3 log int log obs log  f f ,obs
2 × 104 10 1 3.79 2.48 1.83 -1.39 −0.79−0.68−1.08 −0.86−0.52−1.45
2 × 104 10 1 No Feedback 3.79 7.27 1.83 -0.23 −0.18−0.07−1.08 −0.400.12−1.49
2 × 104 10 2 3.79 3.08 1.83 -1.37 −1.28−0.96−1.69 −1.44−0.70−2.10
2 × 104 10 3 3.79 3.19 1.83 -1.36 −1.06−0.02−1.40 −1.060.20−1.86
2 × 105 30 1 6.22 5.12 1.39 -1.43 −1.45−0.91−2.44 −1.58−0.64−2.67
2 × 105 30 1 No Feedback 6.22 14.19 1.39 -0.16 −0.12−0.04−1.20 0.160.43−1.39
2 × 105 30 2 6.22 6.64 1.39 -1.45 −1.48−0.99−2.10 −1.57−0.63−2.32
2 × 105 30 3 6.22 5.06 1.39 -1.42 −1.35−0.99−2.28 −1.47−0.67−2.53
2 × 106 100 1 11.98 15.83 0.825 -1.45 −1.55−0.99−2.64 −1.38−0.28−2.60
2 × 106 100 1 No Feedback 11.98 28.61 0.825 -0.14 −0.44−0.09−1.62 −0.210.42−1.54
2 × 106 100 1 No Radiative Feedback 11.98 13.72 0.825 -1.10 −1.33−0.54−2.21 −1.170.01−2.16
2 × 106 100 1 No SNe 11.98 14.19 0.825 -1.46 −1.57−1.03−2.43 −1.41−0.46−2.39
2 × 106 100 1 No OB Winds 11.98 12.66 0.825 -1.59 −1.52−1.27−2.36 −1.36−0.75−2.31
2 × 106 100 1 Radiative Feedback Only 11.98 14.89 0.825 -1.59 −1.39−1.00−2.26 −1.20−0.37−2.22
2 × 106 100 1 SN Feedback Only 11.98 12.43 0.825 -0.96 −1.03−0.65−2.22 −0.90−0.15−2.18
2 × 106 100 2 11.98 15.83 0.825 -1.53 −1.65−1.22−2.77 −1.51−0.63−2.71
2 × 106 100 3 11.98 10.79 0.825 -1.57 −1.70−1.09−3.00 −1.62−0.60−2.97
Table 5.3: Parameters and basic results of the simulations. (1) M: the initial total
gass mass. (2) R: the initial cloud radius. (3) Random seed: the random realization
of isothermal MHD turbulence used for the initial conditions. (4) Modifications:
variations of subset of feedback mechanisms included. (5) t f f : the initial freefall
time computed from themean density 3M/4piR3. (6) t2σ: the length of time between
the ±2σ star formation times. (7) nH2: volume-averaged initial number density of
H2. (8) int : fraction of M converted to stars by the end of the simulation. (9-11)
Star formation efficiencies, see Table 5.1. log obs and log  f f ,obs are given in the
format median+σ−σ, with the quantiles computed over “observable” lifetime of the
cloud, during which massive stars are present and the cloud is above the assumed
molecular gas surface density sensitivity threshold of 10 M pc−2 (see §5.4.2).
and we consider only those clumps with LIR > 104.5 L so that the IMF is well-
sampled (Heiderman et al., 2010). The stellar mass obtained directly from YSO
counting by Heyer et al. (2016) is a lower bound on Myoung, while an upper bound is
obtained by correcting the total stellar mass assuming a Kroupa IMF. Throughout,
we will take the IMF-corrected SFEs computed in this way, but emphasize that these
are in fact upper bounds. For consistency with Heyer et al. (2016), we estimate SFRs
in the Wu et al. (2010) clumps via Equation 5.6 assuming the same τtr = 0.5Myr as
for Heyer et al. (2016). Under the above assumptions, SFEs for both catalogues of
dense clumps are in good agreement.
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5.3 Simulations
We perform a suite of 3D MHD simulations of GMC collapse, star formation, and
cloud disruptionwith theGIZMO2 code (Hopkins, 2015; Hopkins and Raives, 2016),
with the prescriptions for star formation, cooling and stellar feedback developed for
the Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE) simulations (Hopkins et al., 2014)3.
The simulations are similar in methodology to the Grudić et al. (2018b) simulations,
using the Meshless Finite Mass (MFM) Lagrangian MHD method (Hopkins and
Raives, 2016) and feedback prescriptions as in FIRE-2 (Hopkins et al., 2018a).
However, the simulations differ in the following ways that we shall describe in turn:
the initial conditions (ICs), the star formation prescription, and a modification of the
feedback routines that accounts for the effects of under-sampling the IMF when the
total stellar mass is small. The reader is referred to Grudić et al. (2018b) paper for
a description of the general results and behaviour of this type of simulation, and to
Hopkins et al. (2018a) for the details of the numerical implementations of feedback
and ISM physics.
5.3.1 Initial Conditions
To model Milky Way GMCs more closely than Grudić et al. (2018b), we simulate
three points in mass-radius parameter space, with masses M = 2 × 104 M, 2 ×
105 M, and 2 × 106 M, and radii R = 10 pc, 30 pc, and 100 pc respectively, for
a mean surface density of 64 Mpc−2. This parameter space falls within the range
of parameters in which most star-forming GMCs in the MWG lie (e.g. Miville-
Deschenes et al., 2017). However, we emphasize that selecting a single surface
density is not fully representative of a real GMC population, and since we expect the
SFE to be dependent on the surface density, we expect there to be residual variations
in SFE that this parameter study does not account for.
Unlike Grudić et al. (2018b), the initial velocity field has no bulk rotation component
to support it at constant mean surface density – it is dominated by turbulent motions,
which is more consistent with the properties of GMCs in the Local Group, which
have quite weak rotation (Braine et al., 2018). Krumholz et al. (2012b) found that the
initial rise of the SFR was artificially fast when an initial tophat-density distribution
was used, as in Grudić et al. (2018b). As this can potentially affect the SFE
observables of interest, we follow Krumholz et al. (2012b) by using ICs extracted




from a simulation of driven isothermal supersonic MHD turbulence without self-
gravity. The turbulent forcing is realized as a Orstein-Uhlenbeck process as in
Bauer and Springel (2012), with purely solenoidal forcing, normalized so that the
RMS Mach number saturates to ∼ 10 and the turbulent plasma β to ∼ 20 (e.g.
Federrath et al., 2014). For each set of cloud parameters, we effectively sample
three independent statistical realizations of the turbulent ICs by extracting snapshots
separated by 10 crossing times each. From each of these snapshots, we excise a
sphere centred upon the density-weighted centre of mass and rescale the particle
masses, positions, and velocities to achieve the desired mass and radius and virial
parameter αvir = 2Eturb|Egrav | = 2. The magnetic field is rescaled to preserve the turbulent
plasma β from the original turbulent box simulation. In all simulations, the gas mass
is initially resolved in 106 particles.
5.3.2 Star Formation
We handle star formation with an accreting sink particle prescription, derived from
Federrath et al. (2010) and described fully in Guszejnov et al. (2018b). To summa-
rize, gas cells are converted to sink particles when they are self-gravitating at the
resolution scale (including thermal, turbulent, and magnetic energy contributions),
or equivalently, the effective Jeans mass is no longer resolvable. They must also be a
local density maximum within their hydrodynamic stencil of nearest neighbor cells,
and be a site of converging flow (∇·v < 0). Gas cells are accreted by an existing sink
particle if they are gravitationally bound to it and fall within an accretion radius of
0.01pc. This is a more appropriate method for this problem than the discretization
of stellar mass into equal-mass star particles used in Grudić et al. (2018b), as the
mass resolution of the simulations is always  100M, sufficient to resolve the
formation of some stellar-mass objects.
5.3.3 Stellar Feedback
A fully self-consistent determination of the stellar feedback budget would require
a self-consistent treatment of massive star formation, which is currently an open
physics problem that is sensitive to radiative transfer physics on scales of 1000 AU
or less (Zinnecker and Yorke, 2007; Krumholz et al., 2009; Tan et al., 2014; Rosen
et al., 2016), which we do not resolve in our simulations. Therefore, in the spirit of
Grudić et al. (2018b), we choose not to attempt to model the IMF self-consistently,
and assume that the mass, energy, and momentum fluxes from stellar feedback are
consistent with that from a single stellar population with a well-sampled Kroupa
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Figure 5.1: Gas surface density map showing the evolution of a simulated GMC
with mass 2×105M and radius 30pc, with a dynamic range of 10−1000M pc−2.
The cloud undergoes a turbulent, disordered collapse into stars until the combined
feedback of massive stars (shown as dots) destroys the cloud. A movie of this
sequence can be found at http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/~mgrudich/M2e5_
R30.mp4.
(2002) IMF. We discretize this feedback budget among sink particles as in Sormani
et al. (2017) and Su et al. (2018), giving each particle a discrete number of ‘O-stars’
sampled from a Poisson distribution with mean λ = ∆m100M , where ∆m is the mass
of the particle. The O-star number is incremented by a Poisson-sampled value
whenever a sink particle is spawned or accretes. This captures some of the effect
of under-sampling the IMF in low-mass clusters. Fluxes due to stellar feedback are
scaled in proportion to the number of O stars a particle has, and in the limit where
the total stellar mass is  100M, the IMF-averaged stellar feedback budget is
recovered.
5.4 GMC Star Formation Histories
5.4.1 True SFE Values
In all simulations, the cloud initially collapses in a disordered manner, with mul-
tiple centres of collapse and little initial global contraction (see Figure 5.1). Stars
eventually form in dense, gravitationally-bound subregions until stellar feedback is
sufficient to halt collapse and accretion locally. Eventually, a sufficient stellar mass
forms that the entire cloud is disrupted by stellar feedback and star formation ceases.
At this point, a fraction int of the initial gas mass has been converted to stars. As has
generally been found in similar simulations, an order-unity fraction of the gas mass
is rapidly converted to stars on the freefall timescale when stellar feedback is ne-
glected. When stellar feedback is included, int is always a few per cent and does not
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Figure 5.2: Star formation histories of the simulations. Left: the fraction of the
initial gas mass converted to stars M?/Mtot as a function of time since the formation
of the first sink particle at t0, in units of the global cloud freefall time t f f . In most
cases, the stellar mass is∝ (t−t0)2 as the SFR ramps up, so there is intrinsic variation
in the SFR that would translate into a range of observed  f f . Eventually, sufficient
stellar mass forms to disrupt the cloud via stellar feedback, andM?/M → int , which
is on the order of a few per cent when stellar feedback is included, but approaches
100% in absence of feedback.
the same mean initial surface density, which determines int for feedback-disrupted
self-gravitating molecular clouds (Fall et al., 2010; Grudić et al., 2018b). This is
in good agreement with the median value of obs found in Milky Way GMCs (see
Table 5.2), however much greater and smaller values are also observed, which we
will address in §5.4.2. The variation in int for different random realizations of a
given point in parameter space is also quite small (< 0.1 dex). Therefore, even when
fully-turbulent initial conditions are considered, the instrinsic SFE variations due to
variations in specific microstates of the initial conditions clearly cannot explain the
observed range of SFE values.
In Table 5.3, we report T2σ, the length of time containing 95% of star formation,
as well as int and the average value of  f f over entire the star formation history.
Here the freefall time used to compute  f f is that computed from the initial volume-
averaged density, t f f ,0 = pi2√2
√
R3
GM , however in §5.4.2 we will consider the effects
of a dynamic mean cloud density upon the observed  f f . The volume-averaged
density tends to increase slightly due to turbulent dissipation in the initial stages of
cloud collapse, but it then decreases rapidly as stellar feedback launches outflows.
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In general t2σ ∼ t f f ,0, so most star formation is found to take place within a single
initial freefall time (although this can be several local free-fall times in the denser gas
that forms as fragmentation proceeds), as found in Grudić et al. (2018b) and similar
works. In all instances, the SFR, and hence  f f , is found to vary significantly
throughout the GMC lifetime. The SFR tends to continue to increase until star
formation is quenched abruptly when the molecular cloud is disrupted by feedback.
In Figure 5.2 we present the detailed star formation histories of all simulations,
plotting  and  f f as functions of time in panels 1 and 2 respectively. We find that
the initial growth of  from the beginning of star formation is superlinear, with the
exception of the M = 2 × 104 M runs, and is typically initially well-described by
a power-law with index close to 2, as has been predicted analytically and found in
hydrodynamic simulations without stellar feedback (Murray and Chang, 2015; Lee
et al., 2015;Murray et al., 2017) and with amore limited subset of feedback channels
(Raskutti et al., 2016; Vazquez-Semadeni, 2015; Geen et al., 2017). However, this
state of affairs does not continue indefinitely, and stellar feedback eventually causes
the SFR to level off and eventually fall to 0.
The lowest-mass cloudmodels, withM = 2×104M, have the noisiest star formation
histories (e.g. Fig 5.2 panel 2). These clouds only ever only form 4−8 massive stars
before being disrupted, so the proportional effect of an individual massive star on
the overall cloud evolution is much greater than in the more massive clouds, which
form tens to hundreds of massive stars, making the onset of feedback effectively
“smoother”. The more pronounced effect of the discreteness of massive stars also
explains the shallower, nearly linear initial growth of the SFR in the low-mass
clouds compared to the more massive ones. We have confirmed that when feedback
is disabled, the growth in stellar mass is superlinear as in the more massive cloud
models.
Because t2σ ∼ t f f ,0,  f f is on average of the same order as int , which is ∼ 100%
without stellar feedback and several per cent with stellar feedback. To summarize,
we find the key results of the simulations of Grudić et al. (2018b) concerning the
true star formation efficiencies of molecular clouds still hold for the more realistic
GMC and stellar feedback models we have considered here. Most star formation
occurs within a single t f f ,0, and during this time only several per cent of the initial
gas mass is converted to stars, because this fraction is sufficient to disrupt the cloud
via stellar feedback. This fraction int is approximately the same for clouds of the
same surface density, and depends upon spatial scale only weakly. We also find
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the true and observable masses and SFEs in the sim-
ulation with M = 2 × 105M, R = 30pc and random seed 1. Solid lines denote
the portion of the lifetime during which the cloud would plausibly be identified
in a star-forming GMC catalogue according to the criteria given in §5.4.2. Left:
total gas mass, molecular gas mass, total stellar mass, and traced stellar mass (with
τtr = 3.9Myr) as a function of time. Both the observed molecular gas and stellar
mass underestimate the true gas and stellar masses present at all times. The ob-
served molecular gas mass decreases rapidly once cloud disruption begins. The
observed stellar mass also decays to 0 at late times, but not necessarily as rapidly
as the observed gas mass, possibly leading to large observed SFE. Right: various
measures of SFE (see §5.2 and Table 5.1)
a time-varying  f f that initially grows in a manner similar to what was found in
previous calculations that did not include stellar feedback (Murray and Chang, 2015;
Lee et al., 2015; Murray et al., 2017), however stellar feedback eventually halts the
growth. We will now consider how these highly dynamic star formation histories
would imprint upon the observed distributions of star formation efficiencies.
5.4.2 Tracer-Inferred Values
Modeling of observables
To forward-model obs and  f f ,obs from the simulations, we must estimate the
observationally-inferred M? and Mmol . One possibility is to perform ISM chemistry
and radiative transfer calculations to directlymodel the observed emissionmaps, and
apply the same procedure for identifying clouds and correlating them with young
stars as was used in a particular study. This would be necessary to compare with


























































































































Figure 5.4: Quantiles of the distributions of obs (left) and  f f ,obs (right) arising from
“observing" simulated molecular clouds at random points in their observable star
formation history, compared with observed cloud SFEs in the Milky Way. Points
plot median values, inner whiskers plot ±σ quantiles, and outer whiskers plot ±2σ
quantiles. Both obs and  f f ,obs can both be measured to be considerably higher or
lower than the true typical efficiencies (overlaid as black markers), depending on
when they are measured. The spread in obs is as great as 0.8dex and the spread in
 f f ,obs/〈 f f 〉 is 0.8−1.1dex. The median observed obs is anticorrelated with cloud
mass, as has been observed (Murray, 2011; Lee et al., 2016). Details of how obs
and  f f ,obs are modeled are described in §5.4.2.
aim to explain various general features and trends from many studies of widely
varying methodology, so in this initial investigation we use simple approximations,
leaving a more detailed treatment to future work.
We estimate the observed M?,tr in the simulation data by taking M?,live, approxi-
mately the mass in stars younger than the ionization-weighted mean stellar lifetime
3.9 Myr (Murray, 2011). We estimate Mmol,tr by assuming that a perfect tracer of
H2 is available, and simply take the actual molecular gas mass Mmol . We do this
by calculating the molecular fraction fH2 of each gas cell according to the analytic
prescription of Krumholz and Gnedin (2011), which was found to agree well with
detailed chemistry and radiation transfer calculations. This prescription requires
an estimate of the effective dust optical depth τc at the position of each gas cell.
This is calculated on-the-fly in the simulations using a local Sobolev-like column
density estimator (Hopkins et al., 2012a), but we compute τc more accurately in
post-processing by ray-tracing the dust opacity field to infinity along 64 rays on an
equal-area spherical grid. An optical depth τi is thus obtained for each ray, and the
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effective optical depth τc is that which gives the spherically-averaged extinction over
all angles θ and φ:
exp (−τc) = 14pi
∫
exp (−τ (θ, φ)) dΩ ≈ 〈exp (−τi)〉i, (5.8)
where 〈·〉i denotes the mean value over all rays.
Modeling  f f ,obs requires a measurement of t f f , which depends upon the mean
cloud density and hence its effective volume. For this, we use the 3D equivalent
of the technique used in Miville-Deschenes et al. (2017) for deriving effective
cloud volumes from CO emission maps. We take the volume of the ellipsoid with
axes given by the the eigenvalues of the 3D fH2-weighted covariance matrix of the
gas distribution. Given eigenvalues λi, the observed effective volume is taken as
V = 4piR3e f f /3, where Re f f = (λ1λ2λ3)1/6.
Lastly, we must account for observational selection effects and reject simulation
data that clearly would not be identified as a data point in a catalogue of star-
forming GMCs. We measure all relevant SFE statistics only during the fraction
of the GMC’s lifetime during which it could possibly be counted as an association
between emission from young stars and molecular gas emission. We do this by
including only simulation snapshots satisfying two criteria:
• Bothmolecular gas and stars younger than 3.9Myr are present. This effectively
determines the beginning of the observable time interval.
• The mean molecular gas surface density Σgas = Mmol/piR2e f f is > 10M pc−2,
corresponding to the −2σ quantile of measured mean surface density of the
star-formingGMCs in Lee et al. (2016). This approximates the latter boundary
of the observable cloud lifetime, since Σgas → 0 as the cloud is disrupted.
Evolution of observables
In the first panel of Figure 5.3 we plot the evolution of the true and observablemasses
and SFEs in the simulation with M = 2 × 105M, R = 30pc, and random seed 1.
Mmol is initially close to the actual total gas mass present, missing only the gas mass
in the low surface density tail of the log-normal turbulent column density PDF (e.g.
Thompson and Krumholz, 2016), which is not self-shielding. We therefore expect
that Mmol measured in observations is a reasonably faithful estimate of the total gas
mass of molecular clouds that have not yet undergone significant star formation,
insofar as the tracer-to-H2 conversion factor is accurate.
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As massive stars form, Mmol begins to decrease increasingly rapidly as stellar
feedback starts to disrupt the cloud. Two physical effects cause this: gas launched
in feedback-driven outflows tends to expand to the point that it is no longer self-
shielding to the UV background, and gas near massive stars is ionized, forming
HII regions. Once the cloud is fully disrupted and star formation has ceased, Mmol
decays rapidly toward 0 with a roughly exponential behaviour with an e-folding time
of only ∼ 0.5 Myr.
M?,tr always underestimates M?, but it is a reasonably good estimate during the
initial ramp-up of the SFR because the total stellar mass formed is dominated
by the most recently-formed stars. Toward the end of the star formation history,
when the SFR starts to drop, M?,tr begins to underestimate M? more significantly,
eventually decaying to 0 after star formation has ceased. The observable masses in
all other simulations follow these same general patterns as the run shown in Figure
5.3. However, we do find that more massive clouds tend to have a longer span of
time during which M?,tr underestimates M? noticeably. This is due to their longer
star-forming lifetimes compared to the tracer lifetime (t f f ∝ M1/4 at constant Σ).
In the second panel of Figure 5.3 we plot the evolution of the true and observable
SFEs that result from these evolving stellar and gas masses.  increases monoton-
ically toward int , but obs does not necessarily approach a constant because it is a
ratio of two rapidly-changing observed masses. During the cloud disruption phase,
Mmol  f f rises with the initial increase in SFR, peaks, and decays to 0 as the cloud is
disrupted, but again  f f ,obs continues to increase without bound even more rapidly
than obs. This is due to a combination of effects: the ratio M?,tr/Mmol increases
rapidly, and the observed t f f also increases due to the expanding effective cloud
volume. The observed  f f ,obs can be doubly boosted by orders of magnitude beyond
the true  f f , which never exceeds a few per cent.
Distributions of obs and  f f ,obs
The manner in which obs and  f f ,obs vary throughout the cloud lifetime will imprint
upon the distributions of values observed for an ensemble of clouds at random points
in their lifetimes. In Figure 5.4 we plot the quantiles of these distributions by cloud
mass and compare them with the observations of Lee et al. (2016), Evans et al.
(2014), and Vutisalchavakul et al. (2016). For each simulation we also overlay int
for each simulation for comparison with obs and the true per-freefall SFE averaged
over the star-forming lifetime, 〈 f f 〉t , for comparison with  f f ,obs.
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The obs and  f f ,obs distributions from the simulations are able to reproduce all
essential features of the observed ones: they are all fairly broad, with significant
scatter about amedian value on the order of 1%. The spreads in obs and  f f ,obs dwarf
the true variation in int and the time-averaged 〈 f f 〉t from one cloud to another.
Heavy lower tails result from the initial gradual growth of the SFR (Figure 5.2).
Excursions of obs in excess of 10% occur due to the rapid depletion of molecular
gas, and even heavier upper tails are found for  f f ,obs because this effect is combined
with an increase in the observed t f f as the cloud expands.
Trends in observed SFE with GMC mass
The median observed SFEs are generally fairly close to the true SFEs. However,
although there is no systematic trend in the true int with cloud mass, the median
obs is anticorrelated with cloud mass, scaling as obs ∝ M−0.25. This trend is also
found in observations (Murray, 2011; Lee et al., 2016), with Lee et al. (2016) finding
obs ∝ M−0.31, and has several possible explanations.
The use of free-free emission as a stellar mass tracer introduces a selection bias for
star-forming regions that hostmassive stars. Assuming a universal and stochastically-
sampled IMF, the effect of this would be to bias measurements toward star-forming
regions hosting a stellar mass greater than a certain threshold mass M?,min, above
which the IMF is well-sampled and massive stars are expected to be present. This
translates into an effective threshold for obs, min = M?,min/M ∝ M−1, which ac-
counts nicely for the trend found in Murray (2011), but is much steeper than the
trend found in in Lee et al. (2016). Murray (2011) also noted that uncertainties in
Mgas will tend to scatter points along a locus obs ∝ M−1, which again is steeper
than the trend that is observed in Lee et al. (2016).
In the simulations, we find that the trend is due to the fact that more massive clouds
have longer lifetimes, so M?,tr will tend to underestimate M?. If the cloud lifetime
scales ∝ t f f , which we find, then we expect a scaling obs ∝ t−1f f ∝ M−1/4, hence
the ∼ 0.5dex decrease over 2dex in cloud mass. This is much closer to the observed
scaling, so we favour this explanation.
Ochsendorf et al. (2017) also identified an anticorrelation of  f f ,obs with total mass
in star-forming complexes in the Lee et al. (2016) Milky Way clouds as well as the
LMC, of strength ranging from ∝ M−0.11 to ∝ M−0.49 respectively. Our simulations
do not predict a correlation as strong as is observed in the LMC, and thus are not able
to explain this trend. As Ochsendorf et al. (2017) argued, the greater importance of
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diffuse, CO-dark gas in the overall mass budget in the lower-metallicity environment
of the LMC might explain the difference in the strength of the trend between the
Milky Way and the LMC. Since we have assumed that all molecular gas is being
traced, this type of effect is not captured in our analysis.
Conclusions
We find the spread in SFE in a given sample of clouds to be driven by two effects:
1) the slow initial growth of stellar populations and the late dispersal of clouds; and
2) systematic trends with cloud mass within the sample. Both effects may explain
why the datasets of Evans et al. (2014) and Vutisalchavakul et al. (2016) have less
spread than Lee et al. (2016): the samples both span a much narrower range in M
and Σgas (for a summary of cloud properties see Table 5.2). A narrower range, and
in particular a greater lower bound on Σgas would capture less of the the late cloud
disruption stage. A narrower range in mass scale will capture less of the systematic
scalings with mass scale that we have found.
The normalization of the observed SFEs—set by the physics of stellar feedback as
shown in the simulations—is recovered within factors of ∼2–3. An order unity
discrepancy can be easily accounted for by the systematic errors expected from
models (e.g., uncertainties in massive star formation, stellar evolution, and stellar
feedback; see discussion in Grudić et al. (2018b)) and from observations (e.g.,
errors in tracer conversion factors and the identification of gravitationally-bound
gas). Vutisalchavakul et al. (2016) point out that the SFR estimator they used
underestimates the total star formation in the Milky Way by a factor of 2–3, which
may explain why their SFEs are noticeably lower than the simulations and other
observations.
In summary, we find that most of the observed spread in the SFE of molecular clouds
can be explained by the variation that occurs during the evolution a single cloud,
subject to the effects of feedback from massive stars. There is also a spread due to a
systematic trend between the observable SFE and the bulk properties of the cloud,
but this does not imply a trend in the true SFE. Indeed, most of the various SFE
observations could be attributed to a population of clouds for which int actually
varies very little. This is in line with a picture where molecular clouds in the Milky
Way form with only small spread in Σgas (e.g., due to the properties of supersonic
turbulence: Larson 1981; Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2011; Hopkins 2012), and as a
result do not vary greatly in int because it is a function of surface density due to
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 f f ,obs − αvir dataset Kendall τ p-value
Lee et al. (2016) 0.142 0.00359
Vutisalchavakul et al. (2016) 0.194 0.0313
Evans et al. (2014) -0.0533 0.708
Table 5.1: Parameters of the Kendall τ-test for correlation between αvir and  f f ,obs
in our GMC data compilation. Both significant correlations (p < 0.05) are positive
(τ > 0), consistent with a monotonic increase of both αvir and  f f ,obs with cloud
age.
the scalings of self-gravity and stellar feedback (e.g. Fall et al., 2010; Grudić et al.,
2018b; Kim et al., 2018a).
5.4.3 Evolution of αvir
The results of this section suggest an interpretation of the upper tails of the SFE
distributions in terms of molecular cloud dispersal: molecular gas is destroyed or
ejected at the end of the cloud lifetime due to stellar feedback, causing the Mgas
term in the denominator of the SFE to become small and the inferred SFE to rise,
although the actual SFR is dropping. If molecular clouds are initially gravitationally
bound, with αvir ≤ 2, as we have simulated, then a key prediction of this picture is
an increase of αvir from the initial bound state to greater values as the cloud evolves.
We have verified that when the simulations reach the threshold of detectability, the
clouds have αvir ∼ 10 − 20, similar to the maximum value observed. However, Lee
et al. (2016) searched for a correlation between the size of the HII bubble associated
with a cloud and its virial parameter, and none was found. Since we find  f f to be a
monotonic and fairly sensitive function of the cloud evolutionary stage (Figure 5.3),
we may also test for correlations between  f f ,obs and αvir in our data compilation.
The results of the Kendall τ-test for correlations between  f f ,obs and αvir are given in
Table 5.1. We find a positive correlation between αvir and  f f for both the Lee et al.
(2016) and Vutisalchavakul et al. (2016) datasets at 2.9σ and 2.1σ significance,
respectively.
Nevertheless, these correlations are rather weak, and the lack of correlation with HII
region size is still puzzling – clearly the picture is more complicated than a universal
evolution fromαvir = 2 to> 10. However, many factorsmight explain the scatter and
weakness of the trend in αvir with cloud evolution, either by introducing scatter or
by increasing the expected mean measured value of αvir . The empirically-measured
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where σv is the measured 1D velocity dispersion. This only equals the virial ratio
2Eturb
|Egrav | in the case of a uniform sphere with a flat internal size-linewidth relation.
If GMCs are triaxial, intrinsic scatter is immediately introduced by using only
1D and 2D information for σv and R respectively. Correcting the size-linewidth
relation to that of supersonic turbulence raises the threshold for marginal boundness
from 2 to 10/3 ∼ 3.3 (Miville-Deschenes et al., 2017). It is also possible that the
typical virial parameter at which a GMC starts to form stars is even greater than
this threshold: a cloud that is not globally bound may still have bound subregions
that can collapse and form stars, so theory predicts the SFR to be a continuously
decreasing function of αvir , rather than a sharp cutoff (e.g. Padoan et al., 2012).
Furthermore, the traditional concept of gravitational boundness of clouds in terms
of αvir neglects the fact that GMCs are in a state of supersonic turbulence, and hence
are dissipating kinetic energy on a crossing time (Gammie and Ostriker, 1996). This
could potentially allow them to reach higher virial parameters than an equivalent
dissipationless system without dispersing. If a significant fraction of star formation
is in less-bound clouds, then the actual variation of αvir throughout the observable
cloud lifetime might actually be quite modest, weakening any observed correlation.
Lastly, it is possible that a significant fraction of molecular emission from a cloud
does not originate in the dynamically-active region that is causally connected to the
star formation event and directly affected by feedback. Amolecular cloud consisting
of a diffuse molecular envelope and a more tightly-bound, star-forming core might
not be observed to have a large variation in αvir throughout its observable lifetime.
5.4.4 Effects of different feedback mechanisms
Stellar radiation, winds from OB stars, and supernova explosions all contribute
to the disruption of clouds, but which of these feedback mechanisms is the most
dominant? In answering this question, we focus upon the cloud model with mass
2 × 106M and radius 100 pc, because it provides the most dynamically interesting
environment : the cloud lifetime of ∼ 10Myr is sufficiently long for Type II SNe
from the first massive stars to occur during it, but is not so long that the net fluxes
of OB winds and stellar radiation from the stellar population are seriously reduced
by the deaths of these massive stars. As such, all mechanisms could potentially be
important.
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We have re-simulated the 2×106M, 100 pc cloud model with random seed 1, with
several combinations of feedback physics, performing three runs that neglect stellar
radiation, OB winds, and SNe respectively, as well as runs where radiation and SNe
are the only feedback, with results summarized in Table 5.3. Radiative feedback is
clearly the most important: when it is neglected, both the true and observed SFE
values increase by 0.3 − 0.5 dex. However, if the other feedback mechanisms are
neglected, the change in SFE is quite small, < 0.1 dex. Because the star-forming
lifetime is > 3.5 Myr, we find that SNe alone are able to moderate star formation
and disrupt the this cloud model, giving a int ∼ 10% compared to ∼ 4% with all
feedback mechansisms. However, this would not be the case for the smaller cloud
models, which evolve on a shorter freefall timescale.
It should be noted that although we find that radiative feedback alone to be sufficient
to set the cloud SFE, the interplay of different feedback mechanisms in concert
may have other effects not considered here. For example, although SNe may be
subdominant in setting the cloud SFE, they can conceivably enhance the terminal
momentum of the cloud once it is disrupted. Such an effect could easily be important
in the greater galactic context, where feedback supports the galactic disk against
collapse (Thompson et al., 2005; Ostriker and Shetty, 2011; Faucher-Giguère et al.,
2013; Orr et al., 2018b).
5.5 Star Formation in Dense Gas
Because only a small fraction of the initial gas mass of a GMC is converted to stars
(e.g. Figure 5.2), one expects that the densest regions of molecular clouds are the
most tightly correlated with star formation activity. Thus far we have examined
the behaviour of SFE observables derived from integrated quantities for entire
GMCs, and found that molecular cloud evolution under the influence of feedback
from massive stars is a satisfactory explanation for the observed ranges of cloud
SFEs. We now examine the properties of dense subregions of molecular clouds and
determine whether our model can also explain observations on this smaller scale.
We shall consider both observations pertaining to the total gas mass above a certain
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Figure 5.1: SFR as a function of “dense” gasmass in the simulations, for both 2D and
3D density thresholds. We plot 2D histograms of the compilation of all simulation
snapshots in Mgas − SFR space to give a sense of the relative amount of time spent
by the simulations at a given point. Left: SFR as a function of gas mass above
0.8 mag extinction, compared to the Lada et al. (2010) relation, for simulations with
(top) and without (bottom) stellar feedback. Right: SFR as a function of gas mass
with molecular gas density nH2 greater than 104 cm−3, for simulations with (top) and
without (bottom) stellar feedback.
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Figure 5.2: Mass versus effective radius for the dense clumps catalogued in the
simulations, compared with the star-forming dense clumps in Wu et al. (2010) and
Heyer et al. (2016). The grey contour encloses the ±2σ contours of clump size at a
given mass.
5.5.1 SFR versus gas mass above a 2D/3D density threshold
In nearby star-forming regions, a proportional relation was found between the SFR
and the gasmass at above a certain K-band extinction threshold by Lada et al. (2010):








where M0.8 is the gas mass of the cloud with K-band extinction greater than 0.8mag,
corresponding to a gas surface density of 116 M pc−2. To compare the simulations
with this relation, we calculate the K-band extinction of a gas cell by calculating
the column density via the ray-tracing method described in §5.4.2, but using the
































































Figure 5.3: Comparison of the distributions (medians, ±σ, and ±2σ quantiles)
of obs and  f f ,obs for dense (nH2 > 104cm−3) clumps in the simulations with the
star-forming dense clump datasets from Wu et al. (2010) and Heyer et al. (2016).
We plot  f f ,obs as calculated from the same procedure as Heyer et al. (2016), which
assumes a fixed tracer-identified SF timescale τtr = 0.5Myr.
left panels of Figure 5.1 we plot the average SFR over τSF = 2Myr (similar to the
YSO count-inferred SFR in Lada et al. 2010) as a function of M0.8. We find that
the clouds simulated with stellar feedback do spend a significant fraction of their
lifetime on or near the relation. On the other hand, the simulations without feedback
almost always lie ∼ 1 dex above the relation. We thus reproduce the finding of Geen
et al. (2017) that some form of feedback is necessary to place star-forming clouds on
the Lada et al. (2010) relation. While it is tempting to then claim that the relation is
explained by feedback from massive stars, we caution that this type of mechanism
cannot explain the SFR of the lowest-mass star-forming regions considered in Lada
et al. (2010), because the stellar masses present are so low that no massive stars are
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expected to be present. Rather, we have simulated only what would be considered
high-mass star forming-systems. Explaining the Lada et al. (2010) relation for
low-mass systems in terms of feedback may require another mechanism that can
moderate star formation in the absence of of massive stars.
Lada et al. (2010) further conjectured that M0.8 might correspond to the gas mass
denser than nH2 = 104 cm−3, denoted Mdense. If so, the Lada et al. (2010) relation
would suggest a simple universal star formation relation:
SFR =  f fMdense/t f f , (5.11)
where t f f = 0.3 Myr is the freefall time at that density and  f f ∼ 1%. This
would roughly agree with the star formation relation suggested by the LIR − LHCN
correlation (Wu et al., 2005, 2010; Bigiel et al., 2016) under the assumption that
HCN emission does actually trace the gas mass of characteristic density ∼ 104cm−3
(Krumholz and Tan 2007; Onus et al. 2018, however note recent evidence to the
contrary: Kauffmann et al. 2017; Goldsmith and Kauffmann 2017). We plot the
relation between Mdense and the SFR in the rightmost panels of Figure 5.1, and
find that the simulations lie well above a  f f ∼ 1% relation, and the relation is
steeper than linear. As in Clark and Glover (2014) and Geen et al. (2017), we
find a correlation but no general proportionality between Mdense and M0.8 in the
simulations, so Equation 5.11 does not follow from Equation 5.10. Both with and
without feedback, the simulations lie mostly in the range  f f = 10% − 100%, so
feedback from massive stars as implemented here does not appear to be sufficient to
achieve “slow" star formation in dense gas.
5.5.2 Individual Dense Clumps
To compare to observations of individual dense clumps inWu et al. (2010) andHeyer
et al. (2016), we identify contiguous regions with nH2 > 104cm−3 in the simulations,
and associate these with sink particles younger than 0.5Myr found within 2Re f f of
the gas centre of mass, with Re f f computed as in §5.4.2. We find that the stellar
masses associated with the dense clumps are relatively insensitive to the choice of
cutoff radius beyond this value because young sink particles are tightly clustered
around dense clumps. Within this population we find stellar-mass objects that would
be more readily identified as “cores” rather than “clumps”. To make a reasonable
comparison with observed dense clumps, we apply a mass cut of 100M, which
excludes these cores.
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The mass-size relation of simulated clumps is compared to observations in Figure
5.2. We find that in the mass-size plane the clump catalogue from the simulations
overlaps most of the dense clumps in Heyer et al. (2016) and roughly half of
those in Wu et al. (2010). This supports the interpretation of dense clumps as
dense subregions that formed dynamically within a larger molecular gas complex.
However, although we have simulated cloud models similar to the most massive
Milky Way GMCs, we do not find dense clumps with masses as great as the most
massive in either catalogue. This might be due to a genuine missing physical
mechanism that might slow down gas consumption in dense clumps, allowing them
to live longer and accrete to greater masses. However, resolution effects might
also account for the discrepancy: observations with finite spatial and/or spectral
resolution would be more likely to lump together multiple small clumps into a larger
single clump.
In Figure 5.3 we plot the distributions for obs and  f f of dense clumps in the
simulations compared to observations. We compute obs from the total dense
gas and stellar mass. We compute  f f ,obs via Eq. 5.6 using the fiducial star
formation timescale τtr = 0.5Myr used in Heyer et al. (2016). We find a similar
amount of scatter to what is observed, which is presumably due to similar effects
to what we have found on GMC scales. However, as in the previous subsection,
we find efficiencies that are generally greater than what is observed: both obs and
 f f ,obs for dense clumps are systematically ∼ 0.3 dex greater than the observations,
which themselves are really upper bounds (see discussion in 5.2.3). Moreover, the
efficiencies and bulk properties of the observed dense clumps agree well despite
the use of different methodologies, and the bulk properties of Heyer et al. (2016) in
particular were derived independently of any assumptions about the characteristic
density traced by HCN. It therefore seems quite possible that there is a genuine
discrepancy in the efficiency of star formation in dense gas in the simulations: the
physics that we have included may not be sufficient to slow down star formation in
dense gas down to the levels observed.
5.5.3 Possible missing physics
Assuming that the discrepancy in the SFE of dense gas shown in this section is
genuine, and not due to some unknown systematic, there are several pieces of
physics neglected here that might affect the clump SFEs:
• Multiply-scattered IR radiation pressure in the optically-thick limit (e.gKrumholz
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and Thompson, 2012a; Davis et al., 2014a; Skinner and Ostriker, 2015; Zhang
and Davis, 2017; Tsz-Ho Tsang and Milosavljevic, 2017), which can con-
ceivably become comparable or greater in magnitude to the radiation pres-
sure from direct stellar emission at the gas surface density of these clumps,
> 103 M pc−2.
• Radiative heating from protostellar accretion, which has been found to be
sufficient, and possibly necessary, to set the characteristic mass scale of stars
(Bate, 2009; Krumholz, 2014; Guszejnov et al., 2016; Federrath et al., 2017).
The simulations form sink particles of stellar mass, so this may well be
dynamically relevant on the scales resolved.
• Protostellar outflows, which have been shown to be able to slow down star
formation in high-resolution periodic box simulations on scales similar to
dense clumps (Myers et al., 2014b; Federrath, 2015b; Cunningham et al.,
2018), but have not been treated in the present context, in which dense clumps
form and disperse dynamically within a larger molecular cloud.
• Hard-scattering N-body interactions, which would not necessarily bring down
the actual SFE, but would reduce the observed SFE if able to dynamically
eject YSOs from their natal clumps, as in the classic competitive accretion
picture (Bonnell et al., 2001). Such interactions depend sensitively upon the
relative masses of protostars in a clump, so this effect is only expected to have
the correct behaviour in simulations that resolve the IMF self-consistently,
which we have not attempted to do here – a numerically-converged IMF
likely requires some subset of the physics mentioned in the above points (see
references). In a previous iteration of these simulations, we encountered a
bug that caused spurious ejection of sink particles from clumps, and found
that the resulting measured SFE was in good agreement with observations.
Therefore, the efficient removal of stellar mass in a clump crossing time might
reduce the SFE to observed levels.
5.6 Interpretation of the Properties of Star-Forming GMCs
5.6.1 Does SFE scale with cloud properties?
An objective of star formation theory is to use observations of star-forming clouds
to gain insights about the underlying physical mechanisms that determine their
evolution and lead to star formation. Constraints can be obtained by comparing
observations to the various theories of turbulence-regulated and feedback-regulated
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Figure 5.1: Tracks traced out by the simulations in the Σgas − obs plane compared
with data from star-forming Milky Way clouds and clumps (§5.2.3) and the Grudić
et al. (2018b) theory for the dependence of int upon Σgas. For consistency, Σgas
is computed using the effective Re f f (see 5.4.2), which is less than the nominal
bounding radius R and thus gives a somewhat greater surface density than the
nominal M/piR2. Both the observed SFEs and surface densities evolve throughout
the GMC lifetime, which scatters the data. The prediction of GMC evolution
subject to stellar feedback is therefore not a functional dependence of int on Σgas,
but rather a complicated joint probability distribution function that will depend
upon the statistics of the underlying cloud population. This complicates the task of
discerning true systematic scalings from the observational data.
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star formation, which make specific predictions for int and  f f in terms of the
bulk properties of GMCs, such as M , R, and αvir . For example, hydrodynamics
simulations with stellar feedback generally predict int to scale in some manner with
escape velocity, density, or surface density. Grudić et al. (2018b) pointed out that
the median obs appears to scale by a factor of ∼ 10 over the surface density range
separating Milky Way GMCs and dense clumps, which is also roughly a factor of
10 (Figure 5.1). However, so far such SFE scalings have not yet been conclusively
demonstrated in observational studies within a single population of homogeneously-
catalogued gas structures. Our simulations suggest that this may be due, at least in
part, to the fact that the observable quantities predicted by theory vary in a complex
manner that complicates the comparison of theoretical models with observations.
The observed Mmol , Re f f (and hence Σgas) and obs of a star-forming GMCs will
all vary by orders of magnitude throughout the cloud lifetime (see Figure 5.1),
so numerical simulations of star formation with stellar feedback from massive stars
predict a large spread in obs in  f f . Therefore, obs cannot be treated as a one-to-one
function of the bulk cloud properties. To properly investigate possible SFE scalings
due to feedback-regulated star formation, it is necessary to model the posterior
distribution of predicted observable GMC properties, which is very broad in both
the space of GMC bulk properties and in observed SFE. Furthermore, because a
GMC will begin its star-forming process below the threshold of detectable massive
star formation, and end its evolution in catastrophic dispersal only to be found below
the detectable threshold of molecular emission brightness, some understanding of
the selection function is also important to model the likelihood. Failing this, any
true underlying scalings in SFE with cloud properties can easily be obscured or fit
incorrectly. Although the simulations equip us with some idea of the likelihood
function for a given cloud model, fitting to data from a population of clouds makes
it necessary to forward-model the statistics of the cloud parameters within an entire
galactic GMC population, which is beyond the scope of this work.
5.6.2 Turbulence regulation vs. feedback regulation
The results of this work do permit certain definite conclusions about the physics
governing molecular cloud evolution. We have shown that our simulated GMC
models do predict the observed distribution of SFEs of Milky Way GMCs in some
detail (Figure 5.4), and are able to reproduce the observed anticorrelation of obs
with total cloud mass (Lee et al., 2016). Lee et al. (2016) showed that turbulence-
regulated SFE theories derived from the log-normal density PDF and a gravitational
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collapse criterion (e.g. Krumholz and McKee, 2005; Hennebelle and Chabrier,
2011b; Padoan and Nordlund, 2011) predict neither of these features, generally
predicting a positive correlation of SFE with cloud mass with much less scatter than
is observed. We therefore favour the model of dynamic star formation in feedback-
disruptedGMCs as an explanation for the observed properties of star-formingGMCs
in theMilkyWay. The observed scatter is due to the large variation in observable gas
and stellar mass throughout the cloud lifetime, both due to a dynamic SFR during
the initial collapse phase and the depletion of stellar and molecular gas tracers due
to stellar evolution and cloud disruption. Furthermore, the normalization of the
SFE is not due to regulation by turbulence, but rather stellar feedback from massive
stars setting the stellar mass that can be formed before star formation ceases. This
is not to minimize the importance of turbulence in the dynamics of star-forming
clouds, which is self-evident. Rather, the specific predictions of analytic theories
that assume the properties of statistically-stationary, non-self-gravitating turbulence
fail to capture the full dynamics of self-gravitating clouds subject to the effects of
feedback.
5.7 Summary
In this work, we have presented MHD simulations intended to directly model star-
forming GMCs in the Milky Way, accounting for the stellar feedback mechanisms
due to massive stars: stellar winds, supernova explosions, and radiation, including
the effects of photon momentum in multiple bands, and heating mechanisms due to
UV photons. From these simulations we have arrived at several conclusions about
the nature of local star-forming molecular clouds:
• When the effects of magnetic fields and feedback from massive stars are
included, the simulations predict an dynamically-rising star formation rate in
molecular clouds (Figure 5.2), as predicted analytically (Murray and Chang,
2015) and found in previous works that considered only gravity and isothermal
(magneto-) hydrodynamics (Padoan et al., 2012; Federrath and Klessen, 2012;
Lee et al., 2015; Murray et al., 2017) or a different subset of relevant feedback
mechanisms (Raskutti et al., 2016; Vazquez-Semadeni et al., 2017; Geen et al.,
2017). After this initial growth phase, stellar feedback eventually causes the
SFR to level off and drop to 0 as the molecular cloud is disrupted.
• The simulations predict a normalization and spread in the observed SFEs
that is reasonably consistent with those of observed Milky Way GMC SFEs.
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The diversity in the measured SFE of molecular clouds in the Milky Way is
similar to the range of SFE values that is measured across the star-forming
lifetime of a single molecular cloud subject to stellar feedback. This stands in
contrast to quasi-static models of molecular cloud evolution (Zuckerman and
Evans, 1974; Krumholz et al., 2006), where molecular cloud properties vary
on timescales longer than a cloud free-fall time.
• According to the above interpretation of the SFE spread, very large (> 10%)
or very small (< 0.1%) observed SFEs in individual clouds do not imply
that GMCs actually exhibit such great variation in the fraction of their mass
that they convert to stars, because these correspond only indirectly to the
true SFE values. The true SFE variation could actually be quite small, and
the observed scatter would still be observed. Because these effects are a
consequence of nonlinear molecular cloud evolution subject to the interplay
of feedback, gravity, and hydrodynamics, we concur with Lee et al. (2016) that
theories invoking gravity and turbulence alone cannot explain the observed
range of SFE.
• The observed trend of decreasing obs with cloud mass (Murray, 2011; Lee
et al., 2016) can be understood as an observational effect arising from the use
of only recently-formed stars as a tracer of stellar mass, which underestimates
the total stellar mass formed in more massive clouds, which have longer
lifetimes. The true SFE in the simulations has no strong trend with mass.
• We examined the relations between gas mass above 2D and 3D density thresh-
olds in the simulations and the SFR. Simulations lie on the Lada et al. (2010)
M0.8−SFR relation (Equation 5.10) if and only if stellar feedback is included,
however this does not explain the relation in low-mass star-forming regions
where massive stars are absent. However, with or without feedback, the
simulations lie well above the proposed corresponding 3D relation for dense
(> 104cm−3) gas (Equation 5.11) that assumes that M0.8 = Mdense. This is
in agreement with previous simulation work showing that M0.8 , Mdense in
general (Clark and Glover, 2014; Geen et al., 2017).
• We identify contiguous regions of dense (> 104 cm−3) gaswithin the simulated
GMCs with observed dense clumps (Wu et al., 2010; Heyer et al., 2016), and
find that their bulk properties are mostly in good agreement with observed
clumps, except for a dearth of predicted clumps more massive than 3000 M.
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We measure the clump SFE in a manner replicating observation techniques
and find that obs and  f f ,obs are both systematically 0.3 dex greater than is
observed. It is possible that feedback from main sequence massive stars is
insufficient to bring the SFE of dense gas down to the levels observed.
We can identify several avenues for further progress on this problem. Our simula-
tions relied upon ad-hoc initial conditions generated by stirring supersonic MHD
turbulence and then “switching on” gravity. This is fairly artificial, because in a
real galaxy it is likely that gravity plays a role in the actual formation of the molec-
ular cloud and the generation of its turbulent motions. Furthermore, the extent to
which even gravitationally-bound clouds can be treated as isolated objects is not
well-established, even if they only survive for roughly a free-fall time as they do in
the simulations. To address these questions, future studies should account for the
greater galactic context of molecular cloud formation and dispersal.
For purposes of determining the stellar feedback budget, we made the single phe-
nomenological assumption of a Kroupa (2002) IMF, which was sampled within
sink particles according to the simple prescription of Su et al. (2018). While the
universality of the IMF across most Milky Way environments is reasonably well-
established (Offner et al., 2014), in reality the IMF must somehow emerge from
the dynamics of star-forming clouds. Therefore, the manner in which we have de-
coupled the formation of massive stars from the actual local cloud dynamics is not
fully self-consistent. If special conditions are actually necessary for massive star
formation, the simulations would not capture the effect and might overestimate feed-
back. A fully self-consistent molecular cloud simulation with sufficient resolution
and physics to predict the IMF would be necessary to validate our approach. This
presents a challenging resolution requirement due to the factor of ∼ 106 disparity
in mass scale between the average molecular cloud and the average star. However,
recent cloud-collapse simulations without stellar feedback have managed to scale to
a relative mass resolution of < 10−8 (Guszejnov et al., 2018b), demonstrating that
GMC simulations with such a dynamic range are becoming possible.
Lastly, we caution that many conclusions about molecular clouds can be sensitive to
the definition of a cloud. For instance, there is no onewell-definedway to decompose
a CO emission map into clouds, because the ISM exhibits substructure on all
scales from the galactic scale height to individual stars, with no obvious preferred
intermediate scale. It is likely that GMCs do exist as well-defined dynamical
entities in the sense that they may be identified with the largest self-gravitating gas
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structures within a galaxy (Rosolowsky et al., 2008; Hopkins, 2012), but these do not
necessarily correspond to observationally-catalogued GMCs on a one-to-one basis.
A more sensitive quantitative comparison of simulated SFEs with observations than
we have presented here should account for this by applying the same observational
cloud decomposition and cross-correlation algorithms to mock observations.
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C h a p t e r 6
THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM: THE IMPORTANCE OF
WHERE AND WHEN MASSIVE STARS FORM IN
MOLECULAR CLOUDS
M. Y. Grudić and P. F. Hopkins. arXiv e-prints, arXiv:1809.08344, September
2018.
Abstract
Most simulations of galaxies and massive giant molecular clouds (GMCs) cannot
explicitly resolve the formation (or predict the main-sequence masses) of individual
stars. So they must use some prescription for the amount of feedback from an
assumed population of massive stars (e.g. sampling the initial mass function [IMF]).
We perform a methods study of simulations of a star-forming GMC with stellar
feedback from UV radiation, varying only the prescription for determining the
luminosity of each stellarmass element formed (according to different IMF sampling
schemes). We show that different prescriptions can lead to widely varying (factor
of ∼ 3) star formation efficiencies (on GMC scales) even though the average mass-
to-light ratios agree. Discreteness of sources is important: radiative feedback from
fewer, more-luminous sources has a greater effect for a given total luminosity.
These differences can dominate over other, more widely-recognized differences
between similar literature GMC-scale studies (e.g. numerical methods, cloud initial
conditions, presence of magnetic fields). Moreover the differences in these methods
are not purely numerical: some make different implicit assumptions about where
and how massive stars form, and this remains deeply uncertain in star formation
theory.
6.1 Introduction
Massive stars are rare, but their radiation, winds, and supernova explosions dominate
the energy liberated from a stellar population. It is thought that feedback from
massive stars is a crucial element for regulating star formation on scales ranging
from entire galaxies to individual star clusters (McKee and Ostriker, 2007; Naab
and Ostriker, 2017). In the latter case, significant theoretical efforts have been
devoted to understanding how feedback from massive stars sets the star formation
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efficiency (SFE) of star-forming giant molecular clouds (GMCs), the fraction of
the initial gas mass that is converted to stars before feedback disrupts the cloud
and halts star formation. An understanding of the SFE of GMCs is important for
understanding the origins of the star cluster mass function and its connection to the
GMCmass function (Elmegreen and Efremov, 1997; Fall et al., 2010), the origins of
gravitationally bound globular clusters (Hills, 1980; Baumgardt and Kroupa, 2007;
Kruijssen, 2012), and the distribution and pre-conditioning of supernova explosions,
which affects the efficiency of stellar feedback on galactic scales (Keller et al., 2014;
Fielding et al., 2018).
Significant progress has been made on this problem as the necessary computational
techniques have become available. Many numerical experiments have been per-
formed in which a self-gravitating molecular cloud is evolved in isolation, subject
to self-gravity, hydrodynamics, stellar feedback, and possibly detailed cooling and
chemistry physics (Murray et al. 2010; Vazquez-Semadeni et al. 2010; Dale et al.
2012, 2013; Colin et al. 2013; Dale et al. 2014; Skinner and Ostriker 2015; Raskutti
et al. 2016; Howard et al. 2016, 2017; Vazquez-Semadeni et al. 2017; Dale 2017;
Kim et al. 2017a; Gavagnin et al. 2017; Grudić et al. 2018b; Kim et al. 2018a, for
review see Krumholz et al. 2014; Dale 2015). For GMC properties consistent with
those found in the local Universe (Σgas ∼ 50 M pc−2, M ∼ 104 − 106 M, Bolatto
et al. 2008), the most important feedback mechanism for regulating star formation
on GMC scales is generally agreed to be UV photons from massive stars. UV pho-
tons heat and ionize the ISM upon absorption by gas or dust, while also imparting
momentum upon absorption, creating expanding HII regions that ultimately unbind
the remaining gas in the cloud. However, theoretical consensus on the specific SFE
at which cloud disruption occurs (or even whether it occurs at all, Howard et al.
2016) has been slower to develop. As an extreme example, Raskutti et al. (2016)
simulated a molecular cloud of initial mass 5×104M and radius 15pc and obtained
a SFE of ∼ 40%, while Grudić et al. (2018b) simulated the same cloud model with
nominally the same feedback physics and obtained ∼ 4%, an order of magnitude
smaller.
Discrepancies are not necessarily surprising when one considers the compounded
variations that can arise when using different hydrodynamics methods, sink parti-
cle prescriptions, and perhaps most importantly, radiative transfer approximations.
Variations due to these numerical details warrant some exploration, as studies that
compare radiative transfer methods while controlling for other factors are few, and
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none are exhaustive. Raskutti et al. (2016) performed simulations treating the ef-
fects of photon momentum (ie. radiation pressure) from UV photon absorption with
an M1 radiation transfer scheme (Skinner and Ostriker, 2013), which Kim et al.
(2017a) subsequently compared to adaptive ray tracing results using otherwise the
same code, and found a SFE a factor of∼ 2 smaller. Hopkins and Grudić (2018) also
performed GMC simulations comparing the ray-based LEBRON radiative transfer
approximation (Hopkins et al., 2018a) with an M1 scheme (Rosdahl and Teyssier,
2015), and also found agreement at the factor of ∼ 2 level. Therefore, variations in
radiative transfer techniques can likely account for some of the variation found in
the literature, but probably not all of it. This motivates the consideration of other
factors.
Several of the studies cited above compared additional physics (e.g. including or
ignoring magnetic fields), or varying the cloud initial conditions (e.g. considering
clouds with or without pre-initialized fully-developed turbulence, with or without
significant rotational support, and with or without a global density profile): the
general conclusion is that these, too, can influence the predicted star formation
efficiency by at most a factor ∼ 2 (see references above and Klessen et al. 2000;
Krumholz et al. 2011; Price and Bate 2008). Others have shown that including or
excluding other sources of feedback besides UV radiation alone, e.g. O/B stellar
winds (which carry a similar momentum flux to the UV radiation field), can have a
similar effect.
In Hopkins and Grudić (2018) we argued that another potential error source can
arise when using the most common method for coupling radiation pressure to gas,
which underestimates the imparted momentum from a point source if the photon
mean free path is smaller than the fluid resolution. Krumholz (2018) subsequently
pointed out another previously-overlooked numerical pitfall: photon absorption
around an accreting massive star can occur deep in the potential well on scales
smaller than the resolution limit of most simulations, preventing it from imparting
momentum on larger scales. They argued that the failure to resolve this effect could
also explain some of the discrepancy, and proposed a subgrid model to approximate
this effect in numerical simulations.
This led us to consider the broader important question that we will address here:
how do the details of how the sources of stellar feedback are modeled in simulations
affect the cloud-scale SFE?Clearly, when simulations attempt tomodel the formation
of massive stars self-consistently, the details of the IMF will become important for
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feedback, as UV luminosity is a steep function of stellar mass. However, most GMC-
scale and all galaxy-scale hydrodynamics simulations either lack the resolution or
the physical realism to do this self-consistently, so feedback is often treated with
phenomenological prescription, assuming an underlying stellar mass distribution
that is being sampled in some manner. In this work we will compare several such




We simulate an isolated turbulent molecular cloud with GIZMO, a multi-physics
N-body and hydrodynamics code (Hopkins, 2015)1. We solve the equations of
hydrodynamics with the Lagrangian Meshless Finite Mass (MFM) method. We
account for a wide range of ISM heating and cooling physics, using the rates and
implementations used in the FIRE-2 simulations (Hopkins et al., 2018a)2. Star
formation is treated with an accreting sink particle method described in Guszejnov
et al. (2018b), which uses multiple checks for sink formation and accretion, similar
to Federrath et al. (2010). For simplicity, we consider only the effects of feedback
due to the absorption of UV photons from stars, accounting for the effects of photo-
heating and radiation pressure as in Hopkins et al. (2018a).
6.2.2 Initial conditions
We replicate the initial conditions of the fiducial cloud model in Kim et al. (2018a),
a GMC with a top-hat density profile with mass 105M and radius 20 pc. The
initial velocity field is a solenoidal Gaussian random field with power spectrum
|v˜ (k) |2 ∝ k−4 (Gammie and Ostriker, 1996), normalized so that the initial kinetic
energy is equal to the gravitational potential energy. The initial metallicity of
the cloud is normalized to solar abundances, accounted for self-consistently in the
cooling function and the dust opacity to UV photons as in Hopkins et al. (2018a).
In all simulations we resolve the initial gas mass in 1283 Lagrangian gas cells, for a






6.2.3 IMF sampling models
We perform simulations with a range of different prescriptions for the specific
bolometric and ionizing luminosities assigned to the stellar mass elements (ie. sink
particles) in the simulation. These are all intended to mimic certain aspects of the
effect of sampling a finite number of stars from an underlying probability distribution
function (ie. the IMF). Each recovers the same net specific luminosities in the limit
M? >> 103, but each approaches that limit in a different manner as stars form in the
simulation. All of these prescriptions have advantages and disadvantages – in this
work we remain agnostic about the relative physical realism of these models, which
is difficult to evaluate without a self-consistent treatment of the physics of massive
star formation. We consider only models that work under the assumption that the
IMF can indeed by interpreted as probability distribution to be sampled from until
a given stellar mass reservoir is exhausted. This must break down at some level,
due to mass conservation if no other reason. However, the details of how the IMF
emerges are poorly understood, and the stochastic sampling hypothesis is consistent
with current observations (Bastian et al., 2010a; Fumagalli et al., 2011; Offner et al.,
2014).
IMFMEAN: Simple IMF-averaging
The simplest approach is to assume that all stellar mass elements in the simulation
have the same specific luminosity as a well-sampled IMF, which for a very young






This is approximately constant until t ≈ 3.5Myr, then decreases appropriately as
massive stars die according to an adopted stellar evolution model (e.g. Leitherer
et al., 1999). The well-sampled assumption is expected to be valid in systems where
the total stellar mass is >> 103M, and is a common choice for galaxy simulations
that might not even resolve mass scales smaller than this (Hopkins et al., 2011a;
Agertz et al., 2013; Hopkins et al., 2018a), although it has also been used in smaller-
scale cluster formation simulations (Grudić et al., 2018b,a; Hopkins and Grudić,
2018; Kim et al., 2018b). This is the only prescription that guarantees that the
specific luminosity is always equal to the ensemble over all possible IMF samplings.
However, this is not necessarily desirable in all problems. The method has a serious
drawback in the regime of low-mass star cluster formation: when sampling an IMF
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from a small reservoir of stellar mass, most realizations sample no massive stars
at all. Therefore, the mean specific luminosity is due to those very few possible
samplings that do contain massive stars and have specific luminosities much greater
than the mean. The effect of this is to give a specific luminosity that is much larger
than the vast majority of possible realizations of low-mass clusters, and much less
than those few realizations that do, averaging out a major source of physically-real
stochasticity.
In addition to the standard IMFMEAN scheme, we consider a variant supplemented
by the subgrid model introduced by Krumholz (2018), IMFMEAN-K18. To mimic
the effect of photon absorption in a dust destruction front at unresolved scales, we










Because our sink particles accrete discrete Lagrangian gas cells, we apply ex-
ponential smoothing to the accretion rate for this check, with an e-folding time
τaccr = 105yr, motivated by the fiducial timescale for massive star formation. We
have experimented with setting this parameter to 104yr and 106yr and found that it
has no important effect on the SFE.
IMFMED: scaling to a median value
An alternative approach to using the IMF-averaged mean is to use the median or
most likely (which are close) value over the ensemble of IMF samplings, assuming
that the total stellar mass formed in the simulation can be interpreted as a coeval
stellar population. Kim et al. (2016) developed this approach by sampling stellar
populations with the SLUG code (da Silva et al., 2012) for a range of cluster masses
and deriving a fitting formula to the median value sampled at each mass scale. The
median value is very small for star clusters less than a couple 100M, and scales
steeply toward the well-sampled value once M? ∼ 1000M. This model was used
in their subsequent RHD simulations (Kim et al., 2017a, 2018a), and is the one we
implement here.
The IMFMED model will give a value more representative of a “typical” sampling.
The disadvantage of this approach is that it lacks locality: star formation in one
region of the cloud influences the amount of feedback everywhere else, which is
unphysical and cannot generalize to more complicated systems in which the very
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definition of a progenitor cloud, and hence which stars belong to which coeval
population, is ill-defined. It and IMFMEAN share another disadvantage: every sink
particle has the same light-to-mass ratio, which is artificially smoother than the
true distribution of luminous sources in a star cluster. This motivates our next
prescription.
POISSON: Poisson-sampling quantized sources
To model the discreteness of luminous sources, we can sample a quantized number
of ‘O-stars’ in each sink particle, such that the expectation value is still the IMF-
averaged value. We adopt the presciption of Su et al. (2018), which assigns to






where mparticle is the mass of the sink particle and ∆m was taken to be 100M in Su








This technique has the advantage of giving a more realistic number of feedback-
injecting sources for a given amount of stellar mass. It also captures the effect of
under-sampling the IMF, but stochastically rather than causally as IMFmed. Al-
though the version used in Su et al. (2018) sampled only one species of ‘O-star’, it is
in principle extensible to an arbitrary number of species (Sormani et al., 2017). The
details of how the luminosity is discretized, ie. few sources versus many, is poten-
tially important. Feedback from a single luminous source might be more efficient
than that of many smaller sources because it is more concentrated and less subject to
momentum cancellation (e.g. Dale, 2017; Kim et al., 2018a). On the other hand, it
could also be effectively weaker because luminous sources are only likely to appear
once a certain amount of stellar mass has formed, at which point collapse may be
more advanced and the resulting structure more difficult to disrupt. We consider
two variants of this prescription, with ∆m = 100M and ∆m = 1000M, denoted
POISSON100 and POISSON1000 respectively.
A notable omission from this section is the prescription of Howard et al. (2016),
which interprets each sink particle as an individual cluster, and effectively applies
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Figure 6.1: Left: Integrated star formation efficiency (fraction of cloud mass con-
verted to stars) in the simulations as a function of time, for simulations run with
each of the different subgrid feedback models considered (§6.2.3). Right: bulk
stellar light-to-mass ratio according to the different prescriptions, normalized to the
IMF-averaged value. Note that the IMFMEAN-K18 curve does not include the effect
of turning off feedback according to Equation 6.2, but we find that the effect is small
(see discussion in §6.3). The different prescriptions all approach the same IMF-
averaged value in the limit M? >> 103M, but they differ in how they approach this
limit.
a variant of the IMFMED prescription to each of these clusters individually. We
have experimented with this prescription and found it to be numerically problem-
atic because the characteristic mass of sink particles drops as a function of mass
resolution, as has generally been found in other simulations (Bate, 2009; Federrath
et al., 2017; Guszejnov et al., 2018b). Thus in the limit of high resolution, feedback
is made effectively weaker, and numerical convergence in the SFE is not achieved.
This type of prescription can only converge for sink particle algorithms that imprint
a characteristic size or density scale other than the numerical resolution, which
requires certain assumptions about the nature of star cluster formation that we will
not consider here.
6.3 Results
The simulated clouds evolve according to the usual sequence of events found in this
type of simulation (e.g. Grudić et al., 2018b): turbulence dissipates in shocks on the
crossing timescale, and the cloud collapses into dense substructures that eventually
form stars. Eventually, the cumulative effect of stellar feedback is sufficient to
disrupt the cloud, halting star formation. In Figure 6.1 we plot the integrated star
formation efficiency M?/M and the light-to-mass ratio as a function of time for each
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of the five different prescriptions used.
The SFE varies considerably with the feedback prescription used: IMFMED ended
with a SFE of 12%, while POISSON100 gave 4%, with the others lying in between.
This is despite the fact that the final light-to-mass ratios from each prescription all
agreed within 10%, as at least 4000M forms in each simulation. We therefore find
that the details of IMF sampling prescriptions for feedback can have a considerable
effect on the SFE of simulated molecular clouds. In particular, we find that the
IMFMEAN value of 5% is reasonably consistent with Grudić et al. (2018b), which
used that prescription, while IMFMED gives a SFE of 12%, consistent with Kim et al.
(2018a), explaining the discrepancy between those specific works.
The IMFMEAN+K18 prescription gives results that are nearly indistinguishable from
the standard IMFMEAN prescription, despite the fact that it always gives less feedback.
We have generally found that the fraction of time duringwhich the criteria for turning
off feedback (Equation 6.2) are satisfied is very short compared to the lifetime of
the GMC. Star particles accrete rapidly out of dense cores, and accretion halts either
when the gas is exhausted or when the star particle is dynamically ejected out of
its natal clump and into a void. Once Equation 6.2 is no longer satisfied, feedback
turns on and generally drives an outflow around the star. Once this outflow has been
initiated, it tends not to end. Therefore even a brief lapse in the accretion rate can
effectively end the accretion history.
Even assuming an infinite reservoir for accretion, an upper bound on the amount
of time that Equation 6.2 can apply can be derived from the observed properties
massive stars. To maximize this time, we assume that Equation 6.2 holds as an






Substituting this into Equation 6.2 gives
ÛM
M yr−1






Over themass range ofmassive stars, the solution to this equation iswell-approximated
by exponential growth with an e-folding time of 40 kyr, so within a few 100 kyr the
maximum stellar mass on the order of 100 M must be reached. Because this is
much shorter than even the shortest GMC lifetimes, the effect upon the cloud-scale
SFE is small. However, we emphasize that the prescription could easily have more
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important effects on smaller scales or shorter timescales, such as influencing the
accretion history of individual protostars or the formation of a dense star cluster.
6.4 Discussion
Wehave shown thatwhen simulating the evolution of an isolatedmolecular cloud, the
specific prescription for massive stellar feedback used can affect the star formation
efficiency of the cloud (and by extension, the properties of the star cluster formed) at
least at the factor of ∼ 3 level. This is despite the fact that all simulations eventually
form at least several 103M in stars, so the IMFs in all cases are well-sampled and
the final light-to-mass ratios do not differ widely.
The simplest analytic estimate of the feedback-regulated SFE of a molecular cloud
can be obtained by simply equating the bulk momentum injection rate due to feed-
back to the weight of the cloud due to self-gravity. In the limit of small SFE (Fall
et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2010; Hopkins et al., 2012a; Grudić et al., 2018b; Kim
et al., 2018a):
SFE ∝ Σgas/ L?M?, (6.7)
where Σgas is the mean surface density of the cloud. If this force balance is assumed
to hold at the time of cloud disruption, then we would expect that the variation in
SFE would not exceed the variation in L?M? , but the simulations show that this is not
the case: all simulations end with the same L?M? within 10%, yet the variation in SFE
is a factor of 3.
We generally find that prescriptions that take longer to approach the fully-sampled
specific luminosity have SFE that can be a factor 2-3 higher than the fiducialIMFMEAN
prescription. The physical reason for this is of course that the efficiency of feedback
does not depend only upon the bulk ionization or momentum deposition rate: it
also depends on where and when the absorption event occurs, a point deftly illus-
trated in recent work (Jumper and Matzner, 2018; Krumholz, 2018). Specifically,
recombination and cooling times are shorter at higher density, suppressing radiative
heating effects, while momentum imparted in a deeper potential well provides less
terminal momentum, and if the well is sufficiently deep the momentum might not
be sufficient to launch a wind at all.
This raises a point that is more broadly important: the effectiveness of feedback from
massive stars depends on much more than just the bulk light-to-mass ratio arising
from the IMF – it depends on when and under what conditions massive stars form.
This should hold quite generally, so although we have only considered schemes for
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injecting feedback from an assumed IMF, this has implications for calculations that
attempt to resolve the IMF self-consistently. The particulars of where massive stars
form in the cloud, when they form relative to other stars, and how long they take to
form should all influence the behaviour of stellar feedback. The resulting influence
on feedback influences the evolution of the entire cloud and the stellar population
that will form.
Counter-intuitively, the POISSON1000 simulation had lower SFE than the IMFMED
simulation despite the fact that its light-to-mass ratio was lower at all times. This
implies that feedback in the POISSON1000 was more effective for a given specific
luminosity. The effect is due to the different discretizations of luminosity among
the sink particles: with IMFMED, all sink particles have the same specific luminosity,
while for POISSON1000 the luminosity was concentrated in only five sources at
the time star formation ended. Therefore, radiative feedback from fewer, more-
luminous sources is more efficient, a result analogous to what has been found for the
clustering of supernova explosions (Keller et al., 2014; Fielding et al., 2018). We
can conjecture that the true IMF-resolved solution is probably closer to the discrete
limit, because the bolometric and especially the ionizing luminosity will generally
be dominated by the few most-massive stars.
We note that similar experiments to those shown here were considered on a galactic
scale in (Su et al., 2018), who argued that galaxy-averaged quantities (e.g. stellar
masses, sizes, morphologies, abundance patterns, statistics of their star formation
histories) were not strongly influenced by the IMF sampling scheme. This is not
surprising, as the spatial and time scales of self-regulation via feedback in those
simulations aremuch longer ( 10Myr), somost of the dynamics occurs in thewell-
sampled IMF limit (even in dwarf galaxies). Moreover other studies have shown
that even artificially raising or lowering the GMC-scale star formation efficiency by
much larger factors than those seen here produces relatively weak effects on galactic
properties, because of global self-regulation by outflows and pressure balance in
the ISM (Hopkins et al., 2011a; Agertz and Kravtsov, 2015; Faucher-Giguère et al.,
2013; Orr et al., 2018b). However, our study here suggests that sub-galactic but still
large-scale quantities, e.g. properties of star clusters and lifetime/mass of molecular
gas at any given time, could be significantly influenced by the physics discussed
here.
It is of course possible to develop more sophisticated IMF-sampling schemes (for
examples, see Hu et al., 2016; Fujimoto et al., 2018; Emerick et al., 2018), coupled
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to more detailed stellar evolution models for feedback, and this can provide some
improvements for coarse-grained IMF prescriptions (especially for phenomena like
SNe occurring on much longer timescales). However, we stress that on the spatial
and time scales of GMCs, this is not obviously “more correct”: the real issue is not
the statistical method by which the IMF is sampled. Rather, it is the fact that these
(and all of the methods discussed here) are fundamentally assigning the question of
where and when massive stars form to a “sub-grid” model, which does not know
about the local (resolved) conditions in the GMC/ISM. Most of the stellar mass will
form wherever nature can form a ∼ 0.1 M star – but low-mass cores in low-density
environments almost certainly cannot form the & 40 M stars that dominate the UV
production in a massive cluster. And allowing massive stars to form “stochastically”
in such environmentsmay likely over-estimate their effects. It is also not obvious that
neglecting the accretion/formation and protostellar/pre-main sequence evolution of
such stars is a valid approximation on the ∼ 1Myr timescales of interest here.
As such, what we have shown is that significant, intrinsic uncertainties clearly still
exist about the effects of stellar feedback at the GMC scale, at least at the level
demonstrated here. These uncertainties will remain until the emergence of the
IMF from GMC dynamics is understood in a self-consistent framework. Sub-grid
feedback prescriptions should ultimately be informed by simulations that are able
to follow the formation of a stellar population at the level of resolution required to
model the formation of individual massive stars in an accurate and robust manner, so
that one canmodel in a physically-motivatedmanner when andwhere in a simulation
massive stars form.
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C h a p t e r 7
A UNIFIED MODEL FOR THE FORMATION OF STELLAR
CLUSTERS AND ASSOCIATIONS I: CLOUDS TO CLUSTERS
M. Y. Grudić, P. F. Hopkins., N. Murray, J.M.D. Kruijssen, L.C. Johnson, D.
Guszejnov, C.-A. Faucher-Giguère, and X. Ma. To be submitted to MNRAS.
Abstract
An extensive suite of 160 MHD simulations of turbulent, star-forming giant molec-
ular clouds (GMCs) with stellar feedback is described, extending previous work by
simulating 10 different random realizations for each point in the parameter space of
cloud mass and size. It is found that once the clouds disperse due to stellar feedback,
both self-gravitating star clusters and unbound stars generally remain, which arise
from the same underlying continuum of stellar density. The fraction of stars that
are born within gravitationally-bound star clusters is related to the overall cloud
star formation efficiency set by stellar feedback, but has significant scatter due to
stochastic variations in the small-scale details of the star-forming gas flow. A GMC
produces a population of clusters described by mass and size distributions set at
the cloud level. We use these numerical results to calibrate a general, parametrized
model for mapping the bulk properties of self-gravitating GMCs onto the star cluster
populations they form, expressed statistically in terms of these distributions. Syn-
thesizing cluster catalogues from GMC catalogues, we find that this model predicts
star cluster properties that are difficult to distinguish statistically from observed clus-
ter populations, with no tuned parameters. This marks the first conclusive success
of numerical simulations at self-consistently predicting the bulk properties of star
clusters in detail, using observed GMC properties as initial conditions. According
to our model, star cluster masses are a highly sensitive probe of the strength of stellar
feedback: if feedback were even modestly (factor of ∼ 2) weaker on GMC scales,
the most massive young star clusters in M83 would be > 4 times more massive than
is observed.
7.1 Introduction
Star formation is a statistically-correlated process in both space and time. It is clear
that star formation is in some sense clustered, with most stars forming as part of
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roughly co-eval stellar structures of elevated stellar density (Lada and Lada, 2003;
McKee and Ostriker, 2007; Krumholz et al., 2018). At present, it is dominated by
massive complexes formed in the most massive giant molecular clouds (GMCs), of
mass scale 106−107M in local galaxies (Bolatto et al., 2008; Colombo et al., 2014;
Miville-Deschenes et al., 2017; Freeman et al., 2017). However, many important
questions remain regarding the detailed relationship between giantmolecular clouds,
young stellar associations, and the subset of stars formed that are in gravitationally-
bound star clusters.
The most basic question is what fraction of the gas mass of of a GMC is converted
to stars, the star formation efficiency (SFE). Observationally, this can be inferred
frommeasurements of the present gas mass and stellar mass in star-forming regions.
Although suchmeasurements have ranged over many orders of magnitude∼ 10−4−1
(e.g. Myers et al., 1986), observations appear to be consistent with a picture where
GMCs convert a few per cent of their mass into stars, once the scatter due molecular
cloud evolution is accounted for (see Feldmann and Gnedin (2011), Lee et al.
(2016), Grudić et al. (2018c) and references therein). This efficiency is largely
consistent with theoretical models wherein GMCs are disrupted by feedback from
main sequence massive stars (Williams and McKee, 1997; Krumholz et al., 2006;
Fall et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2018a). In a previous study (Grudić
et al., 2018b), we presented MHD simulations of star formation in gas clouds with
a wide range of parameters including all such feedback channels, finding that the
cloud surface density sets the relative strengths of feedback and gravity, and hence
the SFE achieved before the cloud is disrupted. In Grudić et al. (2018c), we argued
that this is the only theory proposed thus far that reproduces the measured star
formation efficiencies of GMCs in the Milky Way (see also Geen et al. 2017).
A complete theory of star formation in GMCs must go further, describing not only
how many stars form, but how those stars are organized spatially and dynamically.
Regarding this, the most important distinction to be made is between monolithic
and hierarchical pictures of star formation. In the monolithic scenario, all stars
originate in star clusters of high stellar density, most of which subsequently expand
and dissolve into the field due to gas expulsion and N-body evolution (Lada and
Lada, 1991; Kroupa et al., 2001). In the hierarchical scenario, stellar structure is
inherited from a hierarchy of ISM structure spanning a wide range of scales. As
a result, stars form with a wide range of natal stellar densities, and gravitationally-
bound, dynamically-relaxed clusters are simply the result of the upper tail-end
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of a larger continuum that happens to have locally-high star formation efficiency
(Elmegreen, 2002, 2008; Bonnell et al., 2011; Kruijssen, 2012). The observational
case for the latter scenario has strengthened in recent years, with the general finding
that young stellar structure does indeed appear to span a broad range of scales and
a continuum of densities (Bressert et al., 2010; Gouliermis et al., 2015; Grasha
et al., 2017; Gouliermis, 2018). Recently it was also found that the kinematics
of OB assocations are incompatible with the hypothesis that they consist only of
formerly-dense clusters that have since expanded (Ward and Kruijssen, 2018).
Whether star cluster formation is hierarchical or monolithic, the next important
question after the SFE is the fraction of the stars locked into bound clusters at the





It has long been thought that the value of fbound is typically << 1, at least in the
conditions of local galaxies (Elmegreen, 1983). Simple physical arguments can be
made that fbound is an increasing function of the local star formation efficiency (Hills,
1980; Mathieu, 1983), which have been refined by N-body experiments (Baumgardt
and Kroupa, 2007). In the monolithic picture, fbound corresponds to the fraction of
clusters that experience “infantmortality", the expansion that occurswhen gaswithin
the cluster is expelled by stellar feedback. According to the hierarchical picture, it
typically argued that bound clusters form in regions where feedback is inefficient,
exhausting gas locally so that they generally avert infant mortality (Kruijssen et al.,
2012b). Meanwhile, there would be a population of stars that never get a chance to
orbit within a bound, virialized structure in the first place – in this scenario, fbound
corresponds to the mass fraction of the bound population.
It has historically been quite difficult to reliably measure fbound through direct
observations of any one star-forming cloud complex, as very good astrometric data
are needed1. On the other hand, under certain assumptions, it is possible to measure
an average fbound integrated over an entire galaxy or a patch of a galaxy (Bastian,





where ÛMclusters and ÛM? are the mass formation rates of stars in bound clusters and of
all stars in the region. Extragalactic studies can only determine ÛMdense by measuring
1However, recently progress has been made in estimating the boundedness of young star clusters
in the Milky Way: Ginsburg and Kruijssen (2018); Kuhn et al. (2019).
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the mass in dense stellar structures within a certain age bin, and stellar density is
not necessarily a sufficient condition for boundedness. However, it is a reasonable
approximation if measured over a proper choice of age bin, using only clusters that
are too old to have survived as an unbound entity (ie. older than the crossing time
of the progenitor cloud, ∼ 10 Myr), but too young to be likely to be disrupted or to
have lost much mass due to galactic or internal dynamical processes (≤ 100 Myr).
This measurement has been performed most convincingly over different regions of
several local spiral galaxies (Adamo et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2016; Messa et al.,
2018), with the general finding that regions of greater mean ISM pressure, molecular
gas fraction, and gas surface density tend to have greater values of Γ, in line with
analytic models invoking stellar feedback (Kruijssen, 2012).
Of the material that does remain bound, one must then ask what the distribution of
masses and sizes of bound structures is. The maximum cluster mass in particular is
expected to be a sensitive probe of star formation physics, because ifGMCs constitute
the gas supply potentially available for cluster formation, then the maximum cluster
mass satisfies
Mcl,max ≤ intMGMC,max, (7.3)





is the star formation efficiency of the cloud, which is believed to be determined by
the strength of stellar feedback. Note that the above does not necessarily hold as an
equality for two reasons: only a fraction of stars formed will be in bound clusters,
and one GMC can potentially produce multiple bound clusters – GMCs can produce
star cluster complexes, where the distribution of cluster masses is described by some
underlying distribution at the cloud level.
This is the first in a series of three papers intended to address the above questions
about the nature of star cluster formation. In this work, Paper I, we extend our
previous work that focused on various aspects of the SFE of GMCs (Grudić et al.,
2018b,c; Hopkins and Grudić, 2018; Grudić and Hopkins, 2018), using an expanded
suite of numerical simulations to map out the behaviour of star-forming GMCs
across parameter space, and, crucially, across 10 different random realizations for
the initial turbulent flow of each cloud model. From these numerical results we
construct a more complete model that describes the following statistical properties
of star formation in GMCs:
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• Their star formation efficiency.
• The fraction of stars formed that are locked into gravitationally-bound clusters.
• The mass function of bound star clusters, including the maximum cluster
mass, determined at the level of individual clouds.
• The size-mass relation of bound clusters.
• The initial density profiles of bound clusters.
In doing so, wewill link the physics ofMHD turbulence, gravity, radiative processes,
star formation, and stellar feedback to the observables that provide the most sensitive
probes of star formation physics, for the first time in a self-consistent framework, and
show that this framework contains the necessary and sufficient physics to reproduce
these key observations.
In Paper II, we will describe an end-to-end model of galactic star cluster formation
that couples the model in the present work to the Hopkins (2012) excursion-set
theory for the properties of GMCs, predicts the properties of star cluster populations
provided only the bulk (ie. kpc-scale) galactic properties, and provides a new
sub-grid prescription for star cluster populations in cosmological simulations (e.g.
Pfeffer et al., 2018). In Paper III, we couple the model in the present paper to the
FIRE cosmological zoom-in simulations, and make the first predictions about star
cluster formation across cosmic time within a self-consistent framework motivated
by star formation physics at the GMC scale.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 7.2, we will describe our simulation
and analysis methods, and present the raw numerical results of the study. In Section
7.3, we describe an analytic statistical model for mapping clouds onto cluster popu-
lations that reproduces the results of the simulations, and can be applied to a general
cloud population. In Section 7.4, we compare model predictions with observations
in local spiral galaxies, and demonstrate that the model is able to account for key
observed scalings in star cluster populations. In 7.5, we discuss various predictions
and applications of our model, and compare it with other models. Finally, in 7.6,




We perform a suite of simulations of isolated GMCs with GIZMO, a mesh-free,
Lagrangian finite-volume Godunov code designed to capture the advantages of
both grid-based and smoothed-particle hydro-dynamics (SPH) methods, described
fully in Hopkins (2015) 2. We solve the equations of ideal magnetohydrodynamics
using the Lagrangian Meshless Finite Mass method (Hopkins and Raives, 2016),
augmented with a novel constrained-gradient method to further reduce ∇ · B errors
(Hopkins, 2016).
Gravity
The gravitational field is summed using the fast Barnes andHut (1986) tree algorithm
introduced in GADGET-3 (Springel, 2005). However, we have modified the original
node-opening criterion used in the GADGET-3 algorithm for our problem. In the
original algorithm, a node was opened if the field contribution of its quadrupole
moment was greater than some small fraction of the total field at the point of interest.
In our problem, this can allow the external tree-force on a dense star cluster to be
degraded in accuracy due to its locally-strong gravitational field, and so we wished
for some control on the force accuracy that is unaffected by the cluster’s internal
structure. To achieve this, we enforced the Barnes and Hut (1986) geometric node-
opening criterion with an opening angle Θ = 0.5, in addition to the other criterion.
The gravitational softening of both gas and star particles is adaptive, with correction
terms to ensure energy and momentum conservation as as described in Hopkins
(2015). A minimum Plummer-equivalent softening of 10−2 pc is enforced only for
star particles, however we found that the stellar densities needed for this to have a a
significant effect are almost never achieved in our parameter space.
Star formation
Our simulations do not attempt to resolve the formation, motion, and feedback of
individual stars. Rather, as in Grudić et al. (2018b), they simulate the stellar mass
distribution as an ensemble of collisionless star particles. In Grudić et al. (2018a) we
found that this simulation technique succeeds at producing star clusters of a similar
density profile shape to observed young, massive star clusters in local galaxies. The
2A public version of this code is available at www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/Site/
GIZMO.html.
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star formation criteria are as described in Grudić et al. (2018b): gas cells may only
be converted to stars if they are self-gravitating (the virial criterion, Hopkins et al.
2013) at the resolution scale, molecular, and in a converging flow.
We do not impose a threshold density for star formation. In our initial experiments
varying the density threshold, we found that it was either irrelevant compared to
the virial criterion if set low, or very clearly imprinted a characteristic, numerically-
imposed 3D density on the star clusters if set high. We thus decided to rely
mainly on the virial criterion, which is has more physical motivation. However, we
initially found that this alone was not strict enough, because momentary noise in the
velocity gradient could potentially allow premature star formation, and convergence
of cloud star formation histories with resolution was slow because the low-resolution
runs would form stars systematically sooner. We thus implemented a smoothing
procedure for the virial criterion. If αvir = Ekin|Egrav | is the local virial parameter, then
at each timestep we update dimensionless quantity
A (t + ∆t) = ∆t
τ
1





A (t) , (7.5)
ie. A (t) is 11+αvir ∈ [0, 1], exponentially smoothed with an e-folding time τ. Star
formation is allowed when A (t) > 1/2, corresponing to αvir < 1. We found that
setting τ = t f f /8, ie. smoothing over a window just 1/8 the local freefall time, was
sufficient de-noise the virial criterion, accelerating the convergence of cloud star
formation histories with resolution.
Cooling and Stellar Feedback
Our treatment of ISM physics and stellar feedback largely follows the FIRE simu-
lations3, and all algorithms are presented in detail in Hopkins et al. (2018a). We
account for an extensive range of radiative cooling and heating processes, using
a standard implicit algorithm, and follow cooling down to a numerically-imposed
floor of 10 K.
We include all stellar feedbackmechanisms frommain-sequence stars: stellar winds,
radiation, and supernova explosions, all of which are dominated by the most massive
(≥ 8 M) stars for young stellar populations. Each star particle is assigned feed-
back fluxes consistent with a simple stellar population with a well-sampled Kroupa
(2002) IMF, with luminosities, mass loadings, and momentum fluxes taken from a
3http://fire.northwestern.edu
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STARBURST99 (Leitherer et al., 1999) simulation (see Hopkins et al. (2018a) for
details). We caution that the results of GMC simulations with stellar feedback do
depend somewhat on the specific prescription for assigning feedback fluxes to star
particles, even assuming a given IMF (Grudić and Hopkins, 2018). However, here
we will only target the parameter space of relatively massive GMCs, where cloud
lifetimes are long compared to the formation time of massive stars, and the IMF
should indeed be well-sampled. We have verified in tests that the results of this pa-
per are much less sensitive to the small-scale details of how massive star formation
is modeled than the less-massive (105M) cloud simulated in Grudić and Hopkins
(2018).
Mass, energy, andmomentumfluxes from stellarwinds and supernova explosions are
injected into particles within the hydrodynamic stencil surrounding a star particle
according to the fully-conservative scheme described in Hopkins et al. (2018c).
The energy-conserving Sedov-Taylor phase of individual supernova blast-waves is
resolved explicitly in all simulations, with the most coarsely-resolved runs having a
mass resolution of 140 M, and most others much finer.
We use the LEBRON radiative transfer approximation (for details see Hopkins et al.
2018a), which accounts for absorption of single-scattered photons within the a
stencil around a star particle (including ionizing radiation, expanding the search
radius until ionizing photons are exhausted). Photons not absorbed within the
stencil are propagated through the simulation domain using an the optically-thin
approximation that uses the gravity solver, with extinction corrections at the source
and absorber. The radiation field is computed in far-UV, near-UV, optical/NIR
and FIR bins, subject to extinction according to appropriate flux-mean opacities,
including dust extinction. We have shown in previouswork that this radiative transfer
approximation gives cloud SFEs in reasonable agreement (factor of∼ 2) with results
from an M1 closure scheme (e.g. Rosdahl and Teyssier 2015, as demonstrated in
Hopkins and Grudić 2018), and even better agreement with the results of a state-of-
the-art adaptive ray tracing scheme (e.g. Kim et al. 2018a, as shown in Grudić and
Hopkins 2018).
Cluster identification
We identify self-gravitating star clusters at the end of the simulations with our own
version of the SUBFIND algorithm (Springel et al., 2001). This algorithm organizes
the stellar density field into a hierarchy of structures surrounding density peaks, and
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then at each level of the hierarchy subjects the structures to an iterative unbinding
procedure to determine each group’s gravitationally-bound subset. Cluster mem-
bership is determined according to the smallest structures in this hierarchy that can
be constructed. We use fast neighbor-lookup and gravitational potential routines
provided by scipy (Jones et al., 2001) and pykdgrav4, respectively. We have also run
our analysis using the simpler cluster-finding algorithm described in Grudić et al.
(2018a) based on grouping stars into common potential wells, and have found that
none of the results of this study were senstive to the choice of algorithm.
7.2.2 Initial Conditions
Our initial conditions consist of a spherical cloud of uniform density with total
mass MGMC and radius RGMC , embedded in a warm, diffuse medium in thermal
pressure equilibrium that fills a periodic box of side length 20RGMC . The initial
velocity field of the gas in the cloud consists entire of a Gaussian random field
with power spectrum |v˜ (k) |2 ∝ k−4 (Gammie and Ostriker, 1996), and a natural
mixture of solenoidal and compressive modes (ie. Esolenoidal = 2Ecompressive). The
velocity field is normalized so that the initial kinetic energy of the cloud is equal
in magnitude to its gravitational potential energy. This is a more realistic model
of GMCs than the more abstract numerical experiments in Grudić et al. (2018c),
which were intended to isolate a certain surface density scale by ensuring rotational
support, which GMCs do not generally have (Braine et al., 2018). The warm, diffuse
medium is initially at rest. The magnetic field is initially uniform, and normalized
so that the magnetic energy in the cloud is 1% of its turbulent energy.
Our parameter space consists of clouds on a 4 × 2 × 2 grid of surface densities
(64 M pc−2, 127 M pc−2, 254 M pc−2, and 509 M pc−2), radii (100 pc and
300 pc), and metallicities (0.01 Z and Z). We intentionally targeted a parameter
space representative of the largest and most massive GMCs in local spiral galaxies
(e.g. Colombo et al., 2014; Rice et al., 2016;Miville-Deschenes et al., 2017; Freeman
et al., 2017). The reasons for doing so are twofold. We expect that the most massive
(and hence most detectable) clusters originate in the most massive GMCs, and
that the total mass of stars formed is dominated by the most massive star-forming
complexes (Williams andMcKee, 1997;Murray, 2011; Lee et al., 2016, e.g.). Hence
overall, it is likely that the most massive GMCs produce the dominant contribution
to the top end of the observable star cluster mass function, an observation that we
will confront in Section 7.4. We also expect that this regime of massive star cluster
4https://github.com/omgspace/pykdgrav
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formation is the regime inwhich our approximations of collisionless stellar dynamics
and IMF-averaged feedback are the most accurate. Our choice of metallicities is
intended to bracket the the range of metallicities of observed globular clusters and
galaxies (Forbes and Bridges, 2010; Kirby et al., 2013).
In all simulations, the cloud component is resolved in 106 Lagrangian gas cells.
For each point in parameter space, we simulate 10 different random realizations of
the initial turbulent velocity field. In doing so, we map out not only the scalings
across parameter space, but the range of intrinsic cloud-to-cloud variations due to
small-scale details of the turbulent gas flow, which can potentially be important for
star cluster formation.
7.2.3 Simulation Results
All simulations follow the sequence of events that is typical in GMC simulations that
make a reasonably complete accounting of stellar feedback. The initial turbulent
motions dissipate on a crossing timescale (Stone et al., 1998), inevitably leading
to localized runaway collapse and eventually star formation. The SFR accelerates
at first (Murray and Chang, 2015; Lee et al., 2015, 2016), but eventually levels off
and begins to drop as feedback begins to evacuate the gas (Grudić et al., 2018c; Li
et al., 2019). Eventually, all gas is evacuated by feedback and star formation ceases
entirely. All clouds were evolved for two initial cloud free-fall times,







and we generally find that star formation has almost ceased entirely by ∼ 1t f f ,0, and
the central region is essentially gas-free by 2t f f ,0.
At the end of star formation, the state of our fiducial cloudmodel, withmassMGMC =
4 × 106M and RGMC = 100 pc, is plotted in Figure 7.1, and is representative of
the result of all simulations in the suite. The result is a highly sub-structured,
hierarchically-clustered configuration, similar to observed complexes of young stars
(e.g. Kuhn et al., 2014; Gouliermis, 2018). Some stars are in bound clusters,
but distinct clustered substructures also exist that are not bound. The unbound
component eventually disperses in roughly a cloud crossing time, while the bound
component survives and virializes through violent relaxation.
All simulated clouds produce some mass in gravitationally-bound stars, although
there were a few cases in the lowest-ΣGGMC runs where the only cluster masses fell
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Figure 7.1: State of the fiducial cloud model with M = 4 × 106M, R = 100pc,
and random seed 1, after t f f ∼ 8.3 Myr, when star formation has essentially ceased
due to gas evacuation. Positions of star particles are plotted atop the gas surface
density distribution. Star particles not assigned to any bound cluster are shown in
white, and bound star particles in red. The GMC produced a highly-sub-structured
complex of both unbound and bound stellar mass, with most stellar mass in the
unbound association in this case ( fbound ∼ 10%). This is similar to the configuration


























Figure 7.2: Integrated star formation efficiency int = M?MGMC as a function of the
mean initial cloud surface density, ΣGMC = MGMCpiR2
GMC
. int scales roughly ∝ ΣGMC ,
and is well-fit by Equation 7.7 with Σcrit = 3200 M pc−2 and maxint = 0.68, with
0.13 dex of residual scatter. This scatter is driven by cloud-to-cloud variations in
the details of the initial turbulent gas flow, but is relatively small compared to the
scatter in the bound fraction of star formation (e.g. Figure 7.4).
below our resolution cut of 32 particles. The formation of bound versus unbound
stellar systems are not different modes of star formation, but rather, it would seem,
different aspects of the same underlying continuum, as is generally argued within
the hierarchical picture of star cluster formation.
Star formation efficiency
For this new simulation suite, which has different parameter space and initial cloud
kinematics from the Grudić et al. (2018c) suite, we repeated the excercise of deter-
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mining the strongest predictor of the integrated SFE, int , in terms of the initial cloud
parameters. We again found that the cloud surface density ΣGMC was the tightest
predictor of int , in agreement with the picture where int is simply determined by the
force balance of feedback and gravity within the cloud, which yields an inevitable
dimensional scaling (Fall et al., 2010; Murray, 2011).
We plot the relation between ΣGMC and int in Figure 7.2, and see that as before it
scales roughly ∝ ΣGMC , with a modest scatter 0.13 dex between the different metal-
licities and statistical realizations of the cloud models. We perform an unweighted











and find best-fit parameters Σcrit = 3200 ± 100 M pc−2 and maxint = 0.8 ± 0.35.
We therefore confirm that the SFE scaling formula of Fall et al. (2010) and Grudić
et al. (2018b) holds for clouds whose internal motions are dominated by turbulence.
We also find that our model with MGMC = 2 × 106 M and RGMC = 100 pc has a
SFE of 1 − 3%, exactly as was found in Grudić et al. (2018c) where we used rather
different using “pre-stirred" turbulent initial conditions from a driven turbulent box
simulation. The details of how turbulence is initialized in isolated cloud simulations
does not appear to materially affect the outcome of star formation when feedback is
fully accounted for. It is likely that both the pre-stirring and Gaussian random field
methods are equally artificial, as the initial turbulent motions are not self-consistent
with effects of gravity and feedback.
The relative robustness of the SFE to the different statistical realizations suggests that
the star formation efficiency depends simply on the balance of feedback and gravity
on the cloud scale. Since the cloud bulk properties are essentially a controlled
variable here, we accordingly see little variation from cloud to cloud of a given set
of parameters.
The bound fraction of star formation
At the end of each simulation, at time 2t f f ,0, we ran the cluster-finding algorithm
described in Section 7.2.1 to group the star particles in to bound star clusters.
5We are hardly able to constrain the maximum SFE maxint here due to our choice of parameter















Figure 7.3: Fraction of stars formed in bound clusters fbound as a function of the
integrated star formation efficiency int . The two efficiencies are correlated, but not
generally equal, and with significant scatter from one turbulent realization to another
at lower int . fbound saturates to ∼ 1 at a SFE of ∼ 20%. It is also systematically










































Figure 7.4: fbound , the fraction of stars in bound clusters at the end of star formation in
the simulated GMC, as function of GMC surface density ΣGMC for solar metallicity
(left) and 1% solar metallicity (right). We plot the result for each individual simu-
lation (dots) as well as the SFE-weighted average for each bin in ΣGMC (squares).
Unlike the SFE, the relation is notably metallicity-dependent. We perform different
fits of equation 7.8 for each respective metallicity, with best-fit parameters listed
above - the solar-metallicity relation is a steeper function of ΣGMC , and reaches the
50% mark at slightly greater surface density. The shaded regions indicate the ±σ
region our model for the scatter in fbound (Equations 7.9 and 7.10)
.
Across the entire suite, we identified 6181 bound clusters resolved in more than 32
star particles (which will serve as our resolution cut in this work, as this is the stencil
size over which the gravitational softening is adapted). Every cloud produced at
least one bound cluster, and typically many more, with a mean multiplicity of 38.
As expected from analytic work (Hills, 1980; Mathieu, 1983), N-body experiments
(Tutukov, 1978; Lada et al., 1984; Kroupa et al., 2001; Baumgardt and Kroupa,
2007), and recent star formation simulations with an idealized feedback model (Li
et al., 2019), the fraction of stars remaining in bound clusters at the end of star
formation is an increasing function of int (Fig. 7.3). Also in agreement with the
aforementioned numericalworks, the bound fraction saturates to∼ 1 at considerably
lower SFE than the 50% required in the limit of fast gas evacuation in the classic
Hills (1980) derivation – the typical fbound is 50% when int ∼ 10%. However, the
most striking result of Figure 7.3 is the massive scatter at fixed int : the relation
between the two quantities is not one-to-one, and must be modeled statistically.
This is also readily seen in Figure 7.4, where we plot fbound as a function of ΣGMC .
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At fixed ΣGMC (which is effectively fixed int as well), fbound varies by as much as
2 dex, particularly at lower ΣGMC . Surprisingly, there is at least one cloud at any
given surface densities that is able to form > 50% of its stars in bound clusters.
We find systematically higher fbound is achieved in the runs at 1% solar metallicity,
which we will show in Section 7.2.3 can be isolated to the lack of strong OB winds,
whose mass loading scales ∝ Z as described in Hopkins et al. (2018a).
Despite the large scatter, a clear scaling in the typical bound fraction can be
discerned. For each metallicity, we performed unweighted least-squares fits of









whereΣbound (Z) denotes themetallicity-dependent surface density atwhich fbound =
50% and n (Z) is metallicity-dependent power-law slope in the limit ΣGMC <<
Σbound . We found Σbound (Z) = 410 M pc−2, Σbound (0.01Z) = 330 M pc−2,
n (Z) = 2, and n (0.01Z) = 1.4.
We can model the stochastic variation in fbound shown in Figure 7.4 by introducing a
logarithmic variance in the “effective" value of ΣGMC that is plugged into Equation
7.8. The effective surface density Σ′ is distributed according to a log-normal
distribution centered on the actual ΣGMC:


















The results of this model are plotted as the shaded regions in Figure 7.4. We have
found that the scatter ΣGMC-depdendent scatter in fbound is well-reproduced by the
parameter σb = 0.6, ie. the “effective" surface density that matters for star cluster
formation varies intrinsically by 0.26 dex from one cloud to another, due to the
varying small-scale details of the cluster-forming gas flows.
This procedure can also be repeated to account for the variations in int (Figure 7.2,
but we find that this is not as nearly important for obtaining a faithful description of
the similation results as it is for fbound . First, int is not as steep a function of ΣGMC , so
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Figure 7.5: Cumulative mass functions of bound clusters produced by each cloud
in parameter space, stacked over the ten random initial turbulent seedings. Curves
are colour-coded according to the initial cloud surface density ΣGMC , and we dif-
ferentiate between solar-metallicity (solid) and 1% solar metallicity (dashed) cloud
models. The dotted line shows the cumulative mass function expected from a typ-
ical star cluster mass function of the form dNdMcl ∝ M−2cl . See Figure 7.2 for model
predictions of the mass function in a real galaxy.
variations in the “effective" surface density do not compound as drastically. Second,
and the maximum-likelihood value of σ for modeling variations in int is less than
half of the value required for fbound .
Mass distribution of bound star clusters
As shown in Figure 7.1, the simulated GMCs typically produce multiple bound star




















0.01Z¯ fit: αM = −1.9 , k = 0.12
1Z¯ fit: αM = −1.6 , k = 0.08
1Z¯
0.01Z¯
Figure 7.6: Cumulative distribution of bound star clusters in all simulations, relative
to the total bound mass in the respective run. The total mass tends to be dominated
by the massive primary cluster. We separate the distributions by metallicity, as the
low-metallicity runs tend to have steeper mass functions. Fits to Equation 7.11 are
shown as dashed lines.
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one-to-one. Rather, it must be understood in terms of a distibution of cluster masses
that emerges at the level of individual clouds. In general, we find that the mass
distribution can be described in terms of a primary cluster that dominates the total
mass in bound clusters, and a population of less-massive clusters whose masses are
distributed according to a power-law.
In Figure 7.5 we show the stacked cumulative mass functions from all realizations of
a give set of cloud parameters – ie., the mass distribution that would be observed if
a galaxy formed clusters from many GMCs, but with uniform bulk properties. The
distributions are all fairly top-heavy, due to the few particularly massive clusters in
the population that constitute the primary cluster in each respective cloud. However,
the asymptotic slopes of the mass functions toward lower masses tend to have power-
law behaviour, often scaling roughly ∝ M−1cl , consistent with the mass distribution
∼ −2 that is typically measured in young star cluster populations (e.g. Chandar
et al., 2017). However, the mass distributions from the solar metallicity clouds
have preferentially shallower slopes, more consistent with a mass function of slope
∼ −1.6. It should be emphasized that the mass distributions in Figure 7.5 do not
in themselves constitute predictions of a galactic star cluster mass distribution, as
GMC bulk properties are not uniform in real galaxies.
The cloud-level mass functions can be better summarized when collapsed down
in terms of the mass relative to the total bound mass, Mcl/Mbound . In Figure 7.6
we plot the stacked mass relative functions for the two different metallicities, over
all simulations. The cumulative distributions are strongly concave down (such that
the PDF dNdMcl is in fact peaked) in the vicinity of Mcl/Mbound because the primary
tends to be so dominant, but they then level off to a power-law form. We fit these
cumulative distributions to the model











where N0 is a normalization factor, αM (Z) is the slope of the asymptotic power-
law mass function for small masses, and k (Z) is a dimensionless shape parameter
that models the heavy top end of the distribution. Again we form metallicity-
dependent fits, finding αM (Z) = −1.6, k (Z) = 0.08, αM (0.01Z) = −1.9, and
k (0.01Z) = 0.12. We therefore see that even controlling for GMC properties, a
power-law star cluster mass distribution of of between −1.6 and −1.9 emerges, due
to the cluster multiplicity inherent in hierarchical star formation.
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NGC 628, 1313, 5236 (R15, R17)
M51 (C16)
M82 SSCs (MG07)
NGC 253 SSCs (L18)
MW YMC
Figure 7.7: Size-mass relation of the star cluster catalogue extracted from the
simulation suite, compared with observed catalogues. We plot the mass-binned
contours containing 90% of simulated clusters, with Z runs and 0.01Z runs
shown in grey and green respectively. Observational data include nearby (< 2 kpc)
clusters in theMilkyWay (Kharchenko et al. 2013, K13), MilkyWay young massive
clusters from the compilation of Krumholz et al. (2018) (MW YMC), and young
clusters in NGCs 628, 1313, and 5236 (Ryon et al. 2015, 2017, R15, R17), M31
(Johnson et al. 2012; Fouesneau et al. 2014, PHAT), M82 (McCrady and Graham
2007, MG07), and NGC 254 (Leroy et al. 2018, L18). For reference, we plot lines
of constant effective surface density Σe f f = Mcl2pir2
h
in units of M pc−2, and constant
effective 3D density ρe f f = 3Mcl8pir3
h
in units ofM pc−3, and equivalent number density
of hydrogen in units of cm−3. This figure is largely reproduced from Krumholz et al.
(2018) with permission, code and data courtesy of Mark Krumholz.
Size-mass relation
We measured the clusters’ projected half-light radii rh integrated along the z axis in
the simulation coordinates, centred on the point of maximum intensity. The results
are summarized in Figure 7.7, where we compare the range of sizes of simulated
star clusters with various populations of clusters in the local Universe.
We find that the simulated clusters generally do lie in the space of mass and size
of observed young star clusters, with less-massive clusters tending to be smaller
and vice versa, but with such a weak dependence that no trend at all would likely
be seen in a cluster catalogue spanning < 2 dex in mass. As with real star cluster
populations, the most salient feature of the simulated mass-size relation is the
considerable dispersion at fixed mass. Across the entire simulated catalogue, we
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find a dispersion in cluster size of 0.48 dex, which remains roughly constant with
mass.
We have tried fitting rh to a general power-law of the form ∝ Mα1GMCΣα2GMCZα3Mα4cl ,
and the logarithmic least-squares best fit is well-approximated by


















± 0.37 dex, (7.12)
where ±0.37 dex denotes the remaining scatter that is not driven by variations
in the quantities considered above, which is well-approximated by a log-normal
distribution. Thus, although the intrinsic scatter is considerable, we do find a
mass-size relation that is set by the cloud properties. Neglecting the very weak
dependencies upon cloud mass and metallicity, the size-mass relation lies along
lines of constant 3D stellar density, with the 3D density of clusters set by ΣGMC:
ρe f f ≡ 3Mcl8pir3h





± 1.1 dex (7.13)
This naturally explains the observed characteristic 3D density of young star clusters
in local spiral galaxies (the line log ρ = 2 in Figure 7.7), where most stars form in
clouds with ∼ 50 − 100 M pc−2. It also explains the relative compactness of star
clusters formed in starburst galaxies like M82 for their mass (McCrady and Graham,
2007) compared to young clusters in typical spiral galaxies: the central region of
M82 has a mean gas surface density of ∼ 500 M pc−2 (Weiß et al., 2001), ie. ∼ 5
times greater than the typical GMC surface density in galaxies where clusters lie
along the typical size-mass relation, and hence the typical star cluster density is
53 ∼ 2 dex greater.
Note that this relation may hit a wall at extremely high >> 103 M pc−2 surface
density, where we expect that star formation should become highly efficient, and
exhaust all gas before the system can contract far beyond that surface density (Grudić
et al., 2019).
The roles of different feedback mechanisms
To determine which specific feedback mechanisms are responsible for the setting
the various quantities presented in this section, we ran a series of simulations on our
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Run int fbound Mcl,max (M)
Standard, Z 4.6% 6.7% 5 × 103
Standard, 0.01Z 4.3% 22% 104
No winds 4.6% 18% 1.3 × 104
No radiation 10.4% 70.4% 2.7 × 105
No SNe 4.6% 5.3% 6 × 103
No feedback 30% + 90%+ 3.2 × 105+
Table 7.1: int , fbound , and the maximum bound cluster mass in test runs that turn
off various subsets of the feedback physics included in the standard suite, run for the
fiducial cloud with MGMC = 4 × 106 M and RGMC = 100 pc. Results of the ‘No
feedback’ model are given with a ‘+’ because this model was only run for half as
long as the others, and at this time these quantities were still rising.
fiducial cloud model (MGMC = 4 × 106 M, RGMC = 100 pc, and Z = Z) in which
we varied the feedback physics included. Specifically, we tried switching off stellar
winds, radiation, supernovae, and all feedback mechanisms in turn. We summarize
the results of this experiment in Table 7.1.
Neglecting feedback altogether results in runaway collapse and very high int , fbound ,
and star cluster mass. We did not run the no-feedback run past t f f ,0 due to the
computational expense of integrating the extremely dense star clusters that formed,
and at this time 30% of the cloud mass had been converted into stars, with no sign
of stopping.
Neglecting radiation increased int from 4.6% to 10.4%, and fbound from 6.7% to
70%. Radiative feedback is therefore apparently crucial in moderating star cluster
formation, and also plays the dominant role in setting the cloud-scale SFE, although
stellar winds and SNe are still able to moderate star formation somewhat.
The results of the run neglecting SNe are nearly identical to the standard run, so we
find that SNe are practically irrelevant to both the cloud-scale SFE and the formation
of bound clusters in this region of parameter space. They are unable to moderate
star formation on the scale of cluster-forming clumps because the clusters generally
form over much shorter timescales than the ∼ 3 Myr that it takes for the first SNe to
go off.
Neglecting stellar winds did not change int at all. However, the bound fraction and
maximum cluster mass of the model with no stellar winds at solar metallicity were
very close to those of the standard 0.01Z run. We are therefore able to isolate
the metallicity dependence of cluster formation efficiency shown in Section 7.2.3
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to the effective absence of stellar winds at low metallicity. It is interesting that
stellar winds should affect cluster formation so drastically while leaving the cloud-
scale SFE untouched. In the dense (Σgas > 103 M pc−2) clumps where individual
clusters form, it is expected that both radiative feedback and themomentum-injecting
component of stellar wind feedback are inefficient due to their intrinsic scaling with
respect to gravity. On the other hand, a hot stellar wind bubble that has not had a
chance to vent may behavemore in the regime of energy-conserving feedback, which
is more efficient thanmomentum-conserving feedback on small scales: int ∝ Σ 32 R 12 ,
versus being ∝ Σ for momentum-conserving feedback (Fall et al., 2010).
To summarize, having some type of stellar feedback is crucial for setting both the
cloud-scale SFE and the bound fraction of star formation. Radiative feedback is the
most important, but stellar winds can be a uniquely efficient feedback mechanism
on small scales, potentially affecting the outcome of star cluster formation. A major
caveat to this is that observational evidence of stellar winds doing actual work is
lacking (Harper-Clark and Murray, 2009; Rosen et al., 2014).
7.3 Statistical Model: Mapping Clouds to Clusters
7.3.1 Translating cloud parameters
Equipped with general results for int , fbound , and the star cluster size and mass
distributions from the previous section, we are nearly ready to construct a statistical
model that is able to reproduce our simulation results for any set of GMCparameters.
But first, if the model is to be used on observational data, or clouds in a simulated
galaxy, we must address some ambiguities in the model inputs: the cloud bulk
parameters.
Note that for real clouds, there is some ambiguity about what the proper cloud size
RGMC , and more crucially surface density ΣGMC to use is, as real clouds are not
uniform spheres. For a general mass distribution ρ (x), we will define RGMC as the






ρ (x) r2 d3x, (7.14)
where r is the distance from the cloud centre of mass. This trivially reduces to our
definition for a spherical top-hat distribution.
A common definition of the effective radius used in GMC catalogues is the root
mean square of the intensity-weighted second moments of the 2D CO intensity (e.g.
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Parameter Used in Affects Z value 0.01Z value
Σcrit Eq. 7.7 SFE 3200 M pc−2 3200 M pc−2
maxint Eq. 7.7 SFE 0.8 0.8
Σbound Eq. 7.10 fbound 410 M pc−2 330 M pc−2
n Eq. 7.10 fbound 2 1.4
σb Eq 7.9 fbound 0.6 0.6
αM Eq 7.11 Mass function -1.6 -1.9
k Eq 7.11 Mass function 0.08 0.12
Table 7.1: Summary of model parameters. None of these are free parameters:
the are calibrated to reproduce the star cluster statistics of the simulation results in
Section 7.2.3.
Freeman et al., 2017). For a Gaussian cloud model, this definition is a factor of
√
3
less than the definition in Equation 7.14, and is a factor of
√
15
2pi less for a uniform
sphere model. The two conversion factors are nearly equal – we will adopt the latter.
Another common definition of the effective radius of a cloud is the radius of a circle
with area equal to the pixels that the cloud occupies. This is more problematic for us,
because it ultimately depends on the specific intensity cut that is used to define the
cloud boundary. For this reason, we advise caution if applying this model to data that
uses this definition – it is not at all clear that the effective radius provided is actually
representative of the mass distribution of the cloud. A decently representative value
of ΣGMC is crucial for the model, so modest errors in RGMC will compound into
major errors in star cluster properties.
7.3.2 Algorithm
Having resolved the above ambiguity, we are now equipped with the cloud bulk
parameters that are the inputs to the model: its mass MGMC , radius RGMC , mean
surface density ΣGMC = MGMCpiR2
GMC
, and metallicity Z . The mapping from clouds to
clusters then proceeds as follows:
1. Compute the metallicity-dependent model parameters provided by the simu-
lations: Σbound (Z), n (Z) (Equation 7.10), αM (Z), and k (Z) (Equation 7.11).
For an arbitrary metallicity, we use a linear interpolant in log Z , using the
values provided at 0.01Z and Z in Table 7.1. For any parameter p (Z):
p (Z) = log10 Z + 2
2
p (Z) − log10 Z2 p (0.01Z) (7.15)
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2. Compute the SFE (Equation 7.7) and the total stellar mass formed:
M? = intMGMC (7.16)
3. Of this total stellar mass that forms, compute the fraction fbound of this stellar
mass in bound clusters with Equations 7.9 and 7.10. The total mass in bound
clusters is then:
Mbound = MGMCint fbound . (7.17)
The mass that is not in bound clusters constitutes the unbound association
component of the stellar population formed in the cloud.
4. Sample the relative cluster masses Mcl/Mbound from the cloud-level mass
distribution (Equation 7.11), until the sum of the masses exceeds Mbound .
Reject the final cluster if it commits a lesser mass conservation error than
keeping it.
5. Sample the cluster half-mass radii according to the size distribution (Equation
7.12), which depends on the individual cluster masses and the cloud bulk
properties.
Finally, using the results of Grudić et al. (2018a), we can also model the specific
shapes of the star cluster density profiles. Young star clusters are generally well-fit
by the Elson et al. (1987) density profile:














and γ is the power-law slope of the outer surface density profile of the cluster. We
found in Grudić et al. (2018a) that γ has a universal distribution in observed and
simulation star cluster populations, that is seemingly uncorrelated with any other
cluster property, but is apparently set during the star formation process. For our
synthetic cluster population, we sample γ randomly using the following fit to the
universal CDF on the interval γ ∈ [2, 10]:



































Figure 7.1: Comparison of model predictions inM83 from the Freeman et al. (2017)
GMCcataloguewith theAdamo et al. (2015) star cluster catalogue. This comparison
assumes that the present-day statistics of the GMC population represent those of the
population that formed the clusters that are presently observed. Data are binned by
galactocentric radius, with bin edges 0, 0.45, 2.3, 3.2, 3.9, 4.5, and 10 kpc. with
Left: Maximum star cluster mass as a function of galactocentric radius. Right: The
fraction of star formation in bound clusters fbound , as a function of galactocentric
radius. Model predictions are within 1σ of observations in all except the third bin,
which hosts the most massive (2 × 105M) cluster in the catalogue.
7.4 Comparison with Observations
Wewill now test themodel described in the previous section by predicting properties
of the star cluster population in M83 from the properties of its GMCs. We use the
Freeman et al. (2017) catalogue, taking MGMC to be the mass inferred from the




obtain RGMC , as defined in Equation 7.14. We also assume solar abundances for
all clouds. To evaluate the confidence intervals of the model predictions, we ran
1000 random realizations of the model on the cloud catalogue, and all confidence
intervals shown in this section correspond to the ±σ quantiles over that ensemble.
We compare our cluster predictions with data from Adamo et al. (2015). We bin the
data by galactocentric radius as in Adamo et al. (2015), with bin edges 0, 0.45, 2.3,
3.2, 3.9, 4.5, and 10 kpc.
First, we predict the maximum cluster mass expected to form in each region of the
galaxy, assuming that the currently-observed maximum GMC mass in each region
is representative of the typical maximum GMC mass over the past 300 Myr, the age
bin of the Adamo et al. (2015) catalogue. We plot these predictions in Figure 7.1,
panel 1, and find 1σ agreement with the observed maximum cluster mass in all
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0.45kpc < RGC < 2.3kpc
2.3kpc < RGC < 3.2kpc
3.2kpc < RGC < 3.9kpc
3.9kpc < RGC < 4.5kpc
4.5kpc < RGC < 10kpc
RGC > 0.45kpc , ×0.5 feedback
RGC > 0.45kpc , ×2 feedback
Figure 7.2: Cumulative distribution of cluster masses obtained by mapping a cata-
logue ofGMCs inM83GMC (Freeman et al., 2017) onto their predicted star clusters,
in the different equal-area radial bins defined in Adamo et al. (2015). Coloured con-
tours indicate the 1σ confidence intervals 1000 statistical realizations of the model.
Hatched contours indicate model runs in which the strength of feedback was dou-
bled (grey) and halved (red), which causes the distribution to shift down and up
respectively. The dashed line plots the CDF of the standard young star cluster mass
function, dNdMcl ∝ M−2. Note that the data presented here is not a prediction of the
observed mass function, which is expected to arise from the integrated formation
rates of GMCs over the age bin of the catalogue.
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M83, age < 30Myr (R2015)
M83, age < 300Myr (R2015)
Figure 7.3: Size distribution of clusters more massive than 104 M in M83, compar-
ing model predictions with Ryon et al. (2015) for the entire dataset (age < 300 Myr),
and a subset of young (age < 30 Myr) clusters. The model distribution is well-
described be a log-normal with dispersion 0.44 dex and median 1 pc. The model
predictions and observed distribution for young clusters are statistically indistin-
guishable. However, this is not so for the entire population, as the observed clusters
are systematically larger, and have less size dispersion, possibly indicating evolu-
tionary effects.
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cases except for the 2.3 − 3.2 kpc bin, due to the single most massive cluster in the
catalogue, which agrees only within 2σ. We also predict the formation of a cluster
of mass 3.5± 1.5× 106M from a cloud in the galactic centre, where no cluster data
are available. However, we caution that cloud identification is highly uncertain in
the galactic centre, and this result is only as reliable as the provided cloud properties.
Next, we predict the fraction of bound star formation by summing the total cluster
mass in each bin and dividing it by the total stellar mass formed according to
Equation 7.7. This prediction is relatively robust to assumptions about the cloud
population, provided that the surface densities of the presently-observed clouds are
representative of those that formed over the past 300 Myr. We compare this with the
closest possible observational proxy for fbound , the value of Γ measured in Adamo
et al. (2015) over an age bin from 10 − 50 Myr. Again we find 1σ agreement in all
cases except for bin 3, which only agrees within 2σ. We predict fbound ≈ 60% in
the galactic centre bin, where GMC surface densities are much greater than in the
rest of the disk.
We now analyze the mass distributions generated from the model. It is important
to note that the presently-observed mass function of GMCs in a galaxy is not
expected to map directly onto the observed star cluster population: the star cluster
population results from the mapping of the mass-dependent distribution of GMC
formation rates dNGMCdtdMGMC , integrated over the age bin of the population, in this case
the past 300 Myr. The presently-observed mass function is only proportional to
this formation rate distribution under the assumption that the cloud lifetime does
not depend on mass. Most evidence seems to point to the lifetimes of less-massive
clouds being shorter (Heyer and Dame, 2015), and possibly proportional to the
cloud freefall time, t f f ∝ M 14 at fixed ΣGMC . Therefore, it is not expected that the
direct mapping of the present GMC population should fully resemble the star cluster
mass distribution, and we do not attempt to compare them in any rigorous statistical
manner.
The cumulative distributions of the model cluster masses are shown in Figure 7.2.
We find that the mass functions in the innermost 2 bins, and the galaxy as a whole,
are well-described be a power-law of slope −2 over the range ∼ 5000 − 106M.
At larger radii, the slope is closer to the ∼ −1.6, which is likely imprinted by the
cloud-level mass distribution in themodel (Equation 7.11). There is a radial gradient
in the maximum mass, driven mainly by the gradient in the maximum GMC mass,
rather than any strong gradient in the typical cloud surface density.
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It is also illustrative to re-run the model while varying the parameters. We ran
ensembles where we doubled and halved the parameters Σcrit and Σbound . Because
these parameters are determined by the strength of feedback, this is tantamount to
varying the strength of feedback in the model by a factor of 2 and 1/2 respectively.
The effect of varying the strength of feedback is to shift the mass distribution upward
or downward by a factor of 4 − 8. In other words, the star cluster mass function is
highly sensitive to the strength of stellar feedback. This provides a relatively tight
constraint on the strength of stellar feedback on cloud scales. According to our
model, we can say with reasonable certainty that a young star cluster of mass in
excess of 106M would be found in the disk of M83 if feedback were a factor of 2
weaker.
Lastly, we compare the size distribution of simulated star clusters more massive
than > 104M with data from Ryon et al. (2015) in Figure 7.3. The predicted
size distribution is well-described by a log-normal distribution with scatter 0.44 dex
and median 1 pc. To determine the compatibility of the size distributions with
observational data, we ran a 2-sample Anderson-Darling test comparing our model
datawith both the young (< 30 Myr) cluster population and the full (< 300 Myr) one.
We found that the hypothesis that the effective radii of the full population and our
model population are drawn from the same underlying distribution can be rejected
at > 3σ significance, which is unsurprising because we are only modeling the
properties of star clusters at formation, and neglect their subsequent evolution in the
galactic environment. On the other hand, the hypothesis that the young population
and our model population are sampled from the same distribution can be rejected at
only < 0.3σ significance, ie. the distributions are statistically indistinguishable.
We therefore find that observations are compatible with a picture where star clusters
in M83 form with a typical effective radius of ∼ 1 pc, but with significant intrinsic
scatter of∼ 0.44 dex due to the star formation process. The subsequent evolutionary
processes have the effect of increasing the median cluster size, as well as reducing
the scatter to the observed 0.25 dex. This is qualitatively in line with theoretical
expectations: star clusters that form “too" small will be relatively dense, and expe-
rience dynamical relaxation and mass loss on shorter timescales, puffing them up.
Star clusters that form “too" large will be much more subject to disruption, and those
that survive will be truncated by the galactic tidal field (Krumholz et al., 2018).
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7.5 Discussion
7.5.1 The initial mass function of star clusters
Slope
The mass distribution of star clusters is the most fundamental statistic of a star
cluster population. It has been measured in various local galaxies, with the typical
finding that it is well-fit by a power-law of the form
dN
dMcl
∝ MαMcl , (7.21)
with αM being typically ∼ −2, with some, but relatively little variation when
measured across entire galaxies (Chandar et al., 2015, 2017; Krumholz et al., 2018).
The simplest explanation for this mass function is that GMCs also have a mass
function of this form. Although GMC mass functions are typically measured to be
top-heavy (ie. slope shallower than −2), it can be argued that the GMC lifetime
is likely mass-dependent (t f f ∝ M 14 at fixed ΣGMC), and thus the distribution of
cloud formation rates, which longer-lived clusters should trace, is steeper (Fall
et al., 2010). and hence the cluster mass function is inherited from the GMC mass
function, assuming a constant SFE.
Our model would indeed map a ∝ M−2 GMC population onto a ∝ M−2 cluster
mass function, but the slope of the mass function is actually more robust within our
model: in Section 7.4, we map the GMC mass function in M83 onto the star cluster
mass function (Figure 7.2), and obtain a ∝ M−2 mass function in regions where the
GMCmass function is not at all well-described by any power-law (see Freeman et al.
(2017), Fig. 5). In essence, the mapping from clouds to clusters in our model tends
to spread the bound cluster mass evenly over different orders of magnitude in Mcl ,
which gives the observed mass function slope. This robustness may be necessary
to explain the relative lack of diversity in young cluster mass functions compared to
GMC mass functions.
High-mass cut-off
In certain instances where it has been possible to get good statistics on star clusters
within a certain localized region of a galaxy (Adamo et al., 2015; Johnson et al.,










This is generally believed to reflect some important characteristic physical scale en-
coded in the structure of the ISM, in star formation physics, or in galactic dynamics.
According to our model, a bound fraction of ∼ 1 is theoretically possible for any
cloud, and so the absolute maximum bound cluster mass that can form is simply
Mcl,max = int (ΣGMC)MGMC,max, (7.23)
where int (ΣGMC) is given by Equation 7.7. Thus, interpreted in this manner, a
truncation in the cluster mass function is the result of a truncation in the GMC
mass function. It has been proposed that this truncation is set by the Toomre mass,
the maximum mass that can collapse against galactic shear (e.g. Hopkins, 2012;
Reina-Campos and Kruijssen, 2017), and this picture agrees well with observations
in M83 (Freeman et al., 2017).
Low-mass cut-off
There is no evidence of a lower cut-off in the star cluster mass function in any of our
models that is not simply consistent with simulation resolution – the mass function
exhibits power-law behaviour as far down as can be resolved (Figures 7.5, 7.6).
We therefore rule out a lower cutoff in the cluster mass function that arises solely
from star formation and feedback physics as we have simulated them. On the other
hand, sufficiently low-mass clusters have relaxation times that are comparable to
their crossing times, and their energetics tend to be dominated by a small number of
binaries rather than virial motion. In this regime, our approximation of collisionless
star particles in inapplicable. It is reasonable to assume that if there is a lower
truncation in the initial cluster mass function, collisional N-body dynamics will
have an important role to play in it.
7.5.2 Comparison with Kruijssen 2012
Our model is not the first to succeed in reproducing the star cluster population
statistics plotted in Figure 7.16 – in Adamo et al. (2015), it was found that the
Kruijssen et al. (2012b) model was able to predict fbound equally well. It was then
combined with the Kruijssen (2014) to predict the maximum star cluster mass (here
using our notation):
Mcl,max = int fboundMToomre, (7.24)
where MToomre is the maximum gas mass that can collapse according to the Toomre
instability, and int was given an assumed fiducial value of 10%. Again, Mcl,max was
6Although it is the first to do so in terms of explicit GMC properties.
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predicted equally well. It is illustrative to compare and contrast this framework with
the one in the present work. Kruijssen (2012) and this work present the same overall
physical picture: hierarchical star formation produces stars over a wide range of
densities, and in denser conditions feedback is less able to moderate star formation,
leading to bound star cluster formation. However, the models do have important
conceptual differences regarding the specific manner in which feedback moderates
star formation.
To summarize, Kruijssen (2012)modeled the galactic ISMusing the density statistics
of isothermal, supersonic turbulence (Krumholz and McKee, 2005), which are fixed
by three galactic bulk parameters: the Toomre stability parameter Q, the mean disk
gas surface density Σgas, and the orbital frequencyΩ. These determine a log-normal
gas density PDF which, according to the hierarchical star formation paradigm, maps
onto the distribution of densities ρ at which stars form. A feedback timescale t f b
is introduced, identified with the time required for feedback to disrupt a molecular
cloud and halt star formation, on the order of several Myr, with only weak residual
dependence on the three parameters. Locally-high int occurs in the upper tail of the
initial stellar density distribution where t f f << t f b, as star formation can proceed
with a per-freefall efficiency of ∼ 1% for many freefall times until int ∼ 1 locally,
and the bound fraction can be correspondingly high.
This picture conflicts with the findings of the present work, and other recent, similar
numerical works (Geen et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2018a; Li et al., 2019), on multiple
counts. We do not find a universal per-freefall SFE  f f ∼ 1%, nor any scaling
that agrees with any turbulence-regulated star formation theory along the lines of
Krumholz andMcKee (2005). Simulations of feedback-moderated star formation on
GMC scales invariably find that  f f and int are intimately linked to one another, and
scale with cloud parameters in a manner similar to Equation 7.7. The dimensional
scalings of Kruijssen et al. (2012b) and the present work are also quite different.
t f b imposes a characteristic timescale that determines SFE and fbound , while our
Σcrit and Σbound predict scalings with gas surface density. In the full parameter
space of galactic conditions, these theories must therefore inevitably diverge in their
predictions. Why, then, do they agree so well in M83?
The answer actually lies in Kruijssen (2012), who fits an empirical relation between














100 M pc−2 = 3300 M pc−2, ie. Σcrit! This essentially means
that the predictions of the two models will be in reasonable agreement in any galaxy
that lies along Equation 7.25 (which M83 does).
This is not to say that the success enjoyed by the Kruijssen (2012) model so far
is merely the consequence of some coincidental empirical relation. There may
in fact be some deep connection between t f b and Σcrit that ultimately sets the
Σgas − Ω relation. t f b is clearly relevant to the moderation of star formation on
galactic scales via supernova explosions, and can potentially explain variations in
kpc-scale galactic ISM conditions (Orr et al., 2018c). Meanwhile, Σcrit determines
the efficiency of star formation on GMC scales, where early feedback dominates.
But these scales are not actually decoupled and independent, and must achieve some
level of agreement in a star-forming disk in statistical equilibrium. We conjecture
that the combined physics of stellar feedback acting on both GMC and galactic scales
could cause a galactic gas disk to approach equilibrium via either gas exhaustion or
wind launching until Equation 7.25 is roughly achieved. This possible connection
between the characteristic scales in different feedback physics warrants further
theoretical consideration.
7.5.3 On “boost factors" for stellar feedback
Some cosmological zoom-in simulations have invoked a “boost factor" fboost in
the energy or momentum flux due to stellar feedback from a stellar population (Li
et al., 2018). In those works a boost factor on the order of 10 was necessary for
cosmological zoom-in simulations to obtain galactic stellar masses in agreement
with observations. More recently, a suite of GMC-scale simulations similar to ours
was run with a simplified, locally-coupled momentum-based feedback model (Li
et al., 2019), and it was found in that case that fboost ∼ 10 was necessary for GMCs
of surface density comparable to those in local galaxies (ΣGMC ∼ 100 M pc−2) to
achieve realistic SFE (ie. a few per cent).
We caution that these results should not be interpreted as justification for a physical
interpretation of fboost , or an interpretation that the feedback presently accounted
for is insufficient to moderate star formation to observed levels. In this work our
simulations, which include all feedback mechanisms frommain sequence stars, with
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both local and nonlocal coupling, achieve correct star formation efficiencies, cluster
formation efficiencies, and star cluster masses, without any boost factor. As such,
in analogy to the results of the FIRE simulations on galactic scales (Hopkins et al.,
2018a), we conclude that the main-sequence stellar feedback expected from a stellar
population is sufficient tomoderate star formation onGMC scales to observed levels.
The discrepancy in the GMC-scale SFE between this work and Li et al. (2019) is
very likely explained by the difference in the feedback implementations used, and
we expect that a more comprehensive treatment of feedback would lead to lower
SFE, similarly to what was found between Raskutti et al. (2016) and Kim et al.
(2017a). On the other hand, the source of the discrepancy between Li et al. (2018)
and Hopkins et al. (2018a) on galaxy scales remains less clear.
7.6 Summary and future work
In this work we have used numerical simulations of star-forming GMCs to explore
the mapping between GMCs and the star clusters that they form. We have found that
mapping is complex, and not one-to-one, due to of the variety of outcomes made
possible by stochastic variations in the internal turbulent flows of the clouds. In
essence, the overall SFE of GMCs is reasonably predictable because the efficiency
of feedback depends upon the macrostate of the cloud, whereas cluster formation
occurs on much smaller scales within the cloud, and is thus determined by the
specific microstate of turbulence.
Despite this complexity, we have been able to explore the range of variations from
one microstate to another and have found that the mapping from clouds to clusters
does admit a statistical model (Section 7.3) that encodes fairly simple scalings
in cluster formation efficiency, star cluster sizes, and star cluster masses. When
we apply this model to a real population of GMCs, we successfully predict the
fraction of star formation in bound clusters, the maximum cluster mass, and the
size distribution of massive clusters. This marks the first conclusive success of
numerical simulations at reproducing the properties of star clusters in detail, using
the observed GMC properties as initial conditions. Our key findings are as follows:
• All GMCs will form some fraction of their stars in bound clusters – the
formation of bound clusters and unbound associations are part of the same
continuum, and not distinct processes. The star formation efficiency int
and the bound fraction of star formation fbound are correlated, but distinct
quantities (Figure 7.3). Both scale as an increasing function of the cloud
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surface density ΣGMC , eventually saturating to an order-unity value (eg. Fall
et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2010; Grudić et al., 2018b). However, fbound scales
more steeply, from a typical value of a few per cent in GMCs with surface
density ∼ 50 M pc−2 in our galaxy (Goddard et al., 2010), to 10 − 30% in
nearby spiral galaxies in which GMC surface densities are systematically a
factor of ∼ 2 higher (Faesi et al., 2018). The cloud-scale fbound saturates to
∼ 1 when the cloud scale SFE is 10 − 20%, in good agreement with Li et al.
(2019).
• For a given set of cloud parameters, fbound exhibits large variations, especially
at low ΣGMC . We construct a model that reproduces the scatter shown in
Figure 7.4 (Equations 7.9 and 7.10).
• GMCs generally form multiple bound clusters, with masses distributed ac-
cording to a cloud-scale mass distribution (Equation 7.11). The primary
cluster tends to dominate the total bound mass.
• Stellar feedback is crucial in setting star cluster properties. Radiation is the
most important, stellar winds are somewhat important, and SNe are essentially
irrelevant because they come too late (see Table 7.1). Because cluster masses
are so sensitive to the strength of feedback (Figure 7.2), they provide a tight
observational constraint on it.
• The formation of bound clusters from 1% solar metallicity gas is more efficient
than at solar metallicity (Figure 7.4). We have isolated this effect to the
weaker stellar wind feedback expected from low-metallicity OB stars (Section
7.2.3), whose winds are effectively irrelevant compared to other feedback
mechanisms.
• The weak size-mass relation of star clusters is set during the star formation
process, which produces large intrinsic scatter in cluster radii. There is a
relation, however: star clusters from a given cloud form with a 3D density
that scales cubically with the surface density of the parent cloud (Equation
7.13), explaining the difference in density between Milky Way clusters and
super star clusters in starburst galaxies (Section 7.2.3).
We will expand and apply the model in this work in the two subsequent papers in this
series. In Paper II, wewill describe an end-to-endmodel of galactic cluster formation
that couples the model in this work to a model for the statistics of GMCs, with only
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the galactic bulk properties as inputs, similar to Kruijssen (2012). This model
can be used as a sub-grid prescription for star cluster formation in cosmological
simulations that do not resolve the bulk properties of GMCs self-consistently. In
Paper III, we will use this model to post-process the FIRE cosmological zoom-in
simulations, which do resolve GMC bulk properties, and apply the model to the
problem of cosmological globular cluster formation.
Though our success in predicting cluster bulk properties is encouraging, the prob-
lem of star cluster formation is hardly solved. Because our method of simulating
star formation is approximate, we anticipate that comparisons with observed cluster
properties that go beyond simple bulk properties will reveal interesting discrep-
ancies. The extragalactic observations that we have compared with are likely the
easiest constraints to satisfy. Meanwhile, the detailed cluster kinematics, and tem-
poral and spatial age distributions that can be observed in the Milky Way and its
satellites may well provide more powerful constraints on the star formation process.
At this point, we strongly suspect that the most worthwhile gains in simulation
realism can only be made by attacking the harder version of the problem: resolving
the formation and motion of individual stars self-consistently, rather than assuming
the IMF and using a simple stellar population formalism. Simulations are reaching
the scales where the granularity of stars can easily become important, and the
details of how and when individual stars form can have major implications for
stellar feedback, and hence the subsequent cloud evolution (Grudić and Hopkins,
2018). Due to computational cost, this has never been done on the scale of massive
GMCs that can actually sample the IMF, and hence the effects of feedback from
massive stars have yet to be demonstrated in a fully self-consistent calculation
that predicts massive star formation. However, the advent of massively-scalable,
Lagrangian hydro codes with fast, accurate radiation MHD methods and well-
developed feedback coupling techniques (ie. AREPO and GIZMO) should make this
possible in the coming years.
Questions of particular importance for future simulations are the behaviour of pro-
tostellar and main-sequence feedback acting in concert (ie. does regulating star
formation on small scales ultimately affect cloud-scale behaviour?), what are the
necessary and sufficient physics to satisfy constraints on the IMF turnover mass (e.g.
Bate, 2009; Krumholz, 2011; Federrath et al., 2017; Guszejnov et al., 2016, 2019),
and what deviations from universality might be expected in different environments.
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